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Reasons for Terminating Tara McCarthy
The reason I terminated Tara McCarthy was that I had lost confidence in her to be a
collaborative member of the Executive Team and I no longer trusted her to give me accurate
advice.
I had my doubts and initial concerns even before I hired her, as a result of reports I had
requested on her leadership capabilities, as well as direct feedback from a previous
employer.
I overrode these concerns due to a determination to employee a female executive and an
expectation I could lead her.
Tara through her actions over the months she was a Deputy Commissioner eroded my trust
to a degree that by May 2013 I felt she was actively undermining my leadership and falsely
promoting herself as the only competent person on the Senior Executive Group.
My failure to address these behaviours and as a performance issue was justified by my
desire to deal with them as a professional development process.
This is evidence by my outlay of approximately $10,000 on external professional
development programs. After giving these programs considerable time and receiving
feedback from facilitators, I began to and finally realised that they were having no effect.
I began to feel that Tara was taking action to either take over Deputy Commissioner Steve
Pearce’s role as Deputy Commissioner Operations or my role as Commissioner: she began
to openly covet these positions.
Over her time as Deputy Commissioner, she both privately and publicly made accusations
about the competence of every member of the Senior Executive Group. To me personally
when Tara would express her views to me; at SEG (Senior Executive Group) meetings and in
larger meetings which contained many staff members throughout the organisation.
When Tara made these statements to me, I openly disagreed with her and continued with
the hope that participating in team development programs, coaching and personal
development would build her trust and confidence in other Executives.
I had many conversations (unrecorded) with her about my level of confidence in individual
Executives. I indicated to her that I had led and developed this team over many years and
although I identified further areas of learning, I thought them competent. One conversation
was during a long drive between Hornsby and Port Macquarie on the 8th April 2013.
On the return journey, Tara again expressed a desire to be Deputy Commissioner
Operations, but also now realised she could be the Commissioner. The example she cited
was her successful leadership of a storm event in Kiama while I was in New Zealand visiting
my daughter.
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Her leadership of this event, I reminded her was a result of personal and immediate
coaching by both myself via phone and Commissioner Greg Mullins from FRNSW. Greg had
called me in New Zealand with concerns that the event was being managed poorly, and he
was directly concerned with the lack of immediacy in the response and sense of urgency
displayed by NSW SES personnel.
I called Tara a number of times from New Zealand and made numerous suggestions to
rectify the situation. These included travelling to Kiama herself, speaking to other agency
executives (including Greg Mullins), immediately requesting other agency liaison officers
and discussing progress with Assistant Commissioner Mark Morrow.
The Minister, Michael Gallacher later complimented Tara on her handling of the event, at
that time, not realising the coaching and management that was being done by myself and
others.
Over the last few months of Tara’s employment, I had an increasing number of officers and
staff come to me in confidence and relay comments that Tara had made to them. These
comments related to her belief that all SEG members were incompetent, as well as other
NSW SES staff: These included:






James McTavish, Region Controller, Murrumbidgee SES Region
Greg Murphy, Region Controller, Illawarra South Coast SES Region
Scott Hanckel, Manager Special Operations
Keith FitzGerald, Director Operations East
Caroline Ortel, Region Controller, Clarence Nambucca SES Region

All expressed concerns that they felt this behaviour was unprofessional and during their
conversation with Tara they felt awkward.
I again used this information within the professional development programs to highlight the
impact of this type of unprofessional behaviour.
One of the common themes Tara spoke of was Deputy Commissioner Steve Pearce’s
incompetence and corruption.
These issues I spoke to her directly. I indicated that I had investigated either internally or
externally every issue Tara had raised. That I had seen no evidence of corruption and that I
had Deputy Commissioner Pearce on a performance plan to monitor the mistakes he had
made and ensure he never repeated them.
I indicated to her that I believed he had learnt from these mistakes and as a result was a
better executive.
I also over the last few months became aware and challenged Tara over her inaccurate and
misleading advice.
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The first issue related to her advice regarding the NSW SES’s practice of paying above award
rates for overtime. Her advice to me following a meeting she had with NSW Treasury, was
that the NSW SES must immediately change that practice and pay award rates. That
afternoon, Wednesday 26 September 2012, she drafted an email and I had it sent from my
Commissioner’s account.
Later in conversation when I indicated that advice was questionable, she stated that was not
the advice she gave me and I didn’t have to immediately change the practice; it was my
prerogative as CEO to continue to pay above award rates. I indicated that was not the
advice I received and I was disappointed in the result.
Another issue was the progress and assessment of risk regarding the NSW SES Fleet Project.
Tara was briefing me regarding the progress of the project. She indicated that all was on
track. The SEG briefs and Project Register all endorsed her advice.
Following other SEG members and my own questioning, Tara revealed at a special meeting
of SEG on 7 May 2013, that the project was behind.
After her termination, I uncovered that the project was over 6 months behind schedule.
One of the biggest shocks was that there were over 80 vehicles sitting on a wharf, with no
plan to implement these into service.
Since that realisation, I have hired a Project Manager and through the efforts of Assistant
Commissioner Greg Newton and the Project Manager, have the project beginning to catch
up.
When I suspected that I wasn’t being told everything, I initiated a process where Tara had to
supply written briefs to SEG on all the strategies, actions and projects she was working on.
One incident that began my action of removing Tara from her position was the
feedback/evidence I received while Tara was attending a Professional Development
Program at the Australian Institute of Police Management (AIPM) from 29 April to 3 May
2013.
On the 2nd April I attended the AIPM to present to the course. Whilst at that meeting one
participant (Chief Superintendent Malcolm Connellan, Fire Rescue NSW) advised me that
Tara had informed the entire course that she thought I could not make difficult decisions
and that Deputy Commissioner Steve Pearce was incompetent. Chief Superintendent
Connellan also indicated that Tara had commented that Deputy Commissioner Rosemary
Milkins from Fire Rescue NSW had made comment to her that Commissioner Mullins, Fire
and Rescue NSW had the same problem where he could not make difficult decisions. (Refer
to File Note received from Chief Superintendent Connellan).
The events up to this point had severely impacted on my level of trust and confidence in
Tara to be a part of my Senior Executive Group and to effectively perform her role as Deputy
Commissioner.
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On the 22nd April, I received two memorandums prepared by Tara McCarthy which alleged
that Deputy Commissioner Pearce had been involved in fraudulent use of his credit card and
also that he had fabricated evidence in an IRC case.
The credit card issues she furnished me with went back to when Deputy Commissioner
Pearce first commenced with SES. On first glance I observed that the majority of her
allegations related to the purchase of meals in Sydney and were compliant. (Refer email to
Tara 7 May 2013).
As a result of the memorandum (later Tara would refer to these as public disclosures), I
engaged Helen Colby from IAB to investigate. I also immediately advised David Roden (Chair
of the NSW SES Audit and Risk Committee) and Phil O’Toole (Director IAB).
I met with Helen on 7 May 2013, where she indicated that allegations regarding credit card
fraud seemed to not involve any disciplinary matters, although she would have all matters
scrutinized. She also advised me to contact Lorna Grange to substantiate allegations of
fabrication of evidence in the IRC case; Tara’s complaint being based on a statement by
Lorna Grange.
Later that week, I spoke to Lorna who refuted the statement that Tara had made and
furnished me with a signed report. Lorna also advised me that she was disappointed Tara
had misled me by using her statement.
Later that week, I received a phone call from Helen Colby indicating that there were no
disciplinary issues with Steve Pearce’s use of credit card, although there were areas within
the NSW SES Credit Card Policy that required amendment.
For a number of months, both one to one, and in the presence of others (including all SEG
members), I had indicated that if the current behaviour did not stop then one or both of the
Deputy Commissioners may be terminated.
In my mind, these final actions by Tara convinced me that I could no longer trust her to
focus on her role and not to continue to destabilize and undermine the performance of the
SES.
Following advice from the Public Service Commissioner and the Crown Solicitors, I
terminated Tara’s contract on the 14 May 2013.
Following the termination I notified ICAC, NSW Ombudsman, Minister’s Office, IAB and the
Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee.
Two weeks later I received notice that Tara had filed an affidavit in Supreme Court claiming I
terminated her as a direct result of her making public disclosures.
The affidavit was against the State of NSW, who mediated and settled. The settlement
included the action that ICAC would again review all allegations by Tara plus the claim that I
terminated her as a result of public disclosures.
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PREFACE
This Policy and Guidelines Paper outlines a simplified Procurement Policy and associated
implementation processes for NSW Government agencies. Treasury Circular TC04/07 has
been issued in conjunction with this Paper, conveying the Government’s endorsement of the
policy and its status as a Treasurer’s Direction.
Fundamentally, existing procurement policies remain valid. Reform has focussed on the
issue of an overarching policy statement, condensing previously separate procurement related
codes into a single Code of Practice for Procurement as well as simplifying and strengthening
procedures. The objective is to assist agencies to make appropriate and informed procurement
decisions that ensure best value for money and support the efficient and effective delivery of
government services. The Policy emphasises agency accountability for outcomes, and
greater upfront planning and stronger linkage with the State Budget process prior to
allocation of capital funding.
Key elements include:






A ten step online guide to the procurement process to assist agencies’ implementation
of the Procurement Policy. The guide is tailored for each of three main categories of
procurement:
o Construction
o Goods and Services
o Information and Communications Technology
An Agency Accreditation Scheme for capital works procurement whereby Treasury
determines the level of external assistance that agencies require with this procurement
A Gateway Review process for complex and innovative procurements to
independently assess that appropriate discipline has been applied at key stages of the
procurement cycle.
Enhanced monitoring of major capital works by NSW Treasury.

The Procurement Policy applies from 1 July 2004 on a whole-of-government basis to all
government departments, statutory authorities, trusts and other government entities. State
Owned Corporations under the State Owned Corporations Act are exempt although they are
encouraged to adopt aspects of the Policy that are consistent with their corporate intent.

John Pierce
Secretary
NSW Treasury
July 2004
Treasury Ref:
ISBN:

TPP04-1
0 7313 3277 6

General inquiries concerning this document should be initially directed to:
Principal Adviser, Asset Management and Procurement (Tel: 9228 4417)
This publication can be accessed from the Treasury’s Office of Financial Management Internet site
[http://www.treasury.nsw.gov.au/]. For printed copies contact the Publications Officer on Tel: 9228 4426.
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NSW GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT POLICY STATEMENT
1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Policy Objective

The fundamental objective of the Procurement Policy is to ensure that government procurement
activities achieve best value for money in supporting the delivery of government services.
Key principles underpinning the Policy are:
 value for money, being the benefits achieved compared to whole-of-life costs;
 efficiency and effectiveness;
 probity and equity; and
 effective competition.
1.2

Applicable Strategies

Strategies underpinning the Procurement Policy are aimed at achieving efficient resource
allocation and clear agency accountability through:
 a whole-of-government approach;
 ethical and sound procurement practice;
 effective procurement capacity and competence;
 appropriate support of the Government’s economic, environmental and social objectives;
and
 monitoring of, and improvement in, agency performance.
Key elements of the Policy introduce:
 mandatory business case Gateway Reviews for complex and innovative procurements;
 an Agency Accreditation Scheme for capital works procurement; and
 greater monitoring of major capital works by NSW Treasury.
1.3

Application of the Policy

The NSW Government Procurement Policy is implemented as a Treasurer’s Direction under
Section 9 (1) of the Public Finance and Audit Act. 1
The Policy applies on a whole-of-government basis to all government departments, statutory
authorities, trusts and other government entities. State Owned Corporations under the State
Owned Corporations Act are exempt although they are encouraged to adopt aspects of the
Policy that are consistent with their corporate intent.
The Procurement Policy, including Agency Accreditation Scheme and mandatory Gateway
Reviews, is effective from 1 July 2004.

1

In that regard Treasury Circular TC04/07 has issued in conjunction with this Policy and Guidelines Paper.
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POLICY FRAMEWORK

The Procurement Policy is an overarching framework for all government procurement, and is
consistent with the Government’s total asset management, infrastructure, planning and delivery
framework. The Policy links with the State Budget process to deliver better budgetary outcomes
through agencies’ Results and Services Plan and savings targets.
The NSW Government Procurement Policy should be read in conjunction with the Premier’s
Department’s Strategic Management Framework, which is designed to assist agencies navigate
their way through the range of key planning, budgeting and reporting requirements.
Attachment 1 to this Policy and Guidelines Paper provides a diagrammatic representation of the
whole-of-government procurement framework, outlining the application of the Procurement
Policy to the three main types of procurement:
 Construction
 Goods and Services
 Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
Attachment 2 outlines the implementation process and outcomes for the ten stages of
procurement. The process is designed to ensure that agencies are able to justify funding
requirements and outcomes, and apply the right discipline to government procurement. The
process map is available online at the Treasury website (www.treasury.nsw.gov.au).
2.1

Legal Framework

Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002
Chapter 7 - Goods and Services - covers the establishment of the State Contracts Control Board
(SCCB), the provision for regulations for the acquisition and disposal of goods or services for
the Public Service, and the referral of complaints to the Board regarding competitive neutrality
in tendering. The Public Service is represented by those agencies listed in Schedule 1 of the
Act. The role of the SCCB is set out in the Public Sector Management (Goods and Services)
Regulation 2000 and requires that competition to supply goods and services is maximised, that
probity is maintained in tendering and that the tender selected should be the most advantageous
to the Public Service.
Public Finance and Audit Act 1983
Under the Act, agencies are required to be accountable and to use monies efficiently and
effectively.
2.2

NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement

This single Code of Practice covers all types of government procurement and outlines the
philosophy, obligations and standards of behaviour applicable to all parties in the supply chain
during the procurement process. (Refer Attachment 3)
2.3

Agency Accreditation Scheme

Treasury accredits an agency on its capability and capacity to undertake capital works
procurement. Agencies not accredited need to use approved external experts and an approved
procurement system to assist them in their procurement activities. (Refer Attachment 4)
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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Gateway Reviews

A mandatory independent Gateway Review is required at the business case stage for all high
risk procurements or all other procurements valued at $10 million ($5 million for ICT) or more.
Reviews at other gates and on lesser value projects are recommended. (Refer Attachment 5)
2.5

Australia And New Zealand Government Procurement Agreement

NSW is a signatory to the Agreement which seeks to maximise opportunities for Australian and
New Zealand suppliers and reduce the costs of doing business for both government and industry.
2.6

Industry Preference Schemes

The schemes consist of an Australia and New Zealand (ANZ) price preference margin and a
Country Industries Preference Scheme (CIPS) to assist NSW industry. The ANZ price
preference margin adds a 20% price loading to the imported content of non ANZ goods in
tender evaluations. The margin does not apply to services. CIPS is applied to support approved
manufacturing industries in country NSW by adding margins of 2.5% or 5% only to the prices
of other NSW suppliers.
2.7

Tendering Complaints

Tendering complaints for all government procurement are directed to the Chairperson of the
State Contracts Control Board.
3

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Under the NSW Government Procurement Policy, NSW Treasury is responsible for:
 policy initiatives for policy development; and
 maintaining and monitoring the Procurement Policy, and in particular increased
monitoring of major capital works projects. (Refer Attachment 6)
To achieve the benefits of the reform, NSW Treasury works closely with the Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources, and the Department of Commerce.
The Department of Commerce is responsible for:
 through the SCCB, carrying out procurement on behalf of the Public Service under the
Public Sector Management (Goods and Services) Regulation;
 providing procurement advice to NSW Treasury and agencies in planning and managing
the procurement of capital works, property, goods, services, and information and
communications technology;
 maintaining the web based guidance material on behalf of NSW Treasury; and
 supporting NSW Treasury in implementing the Agency Accreditation Scheme, including
the provision of a default procurement delivery system and the Gateway Review process
(involving facilitation of agency reviews and maintenance of the Gateway system).
Agencies are accountable for the efficiency and effectiveness of their procurement and
implementation of the NSW Government Procurement Policy. Implementation of the
Procurement Policy will require agencies to particularly focus on the upfront preparation of
procurement proposals.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
New South Wales Treasury
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FURTHER INFORMATION
Procurement Policy Advice
Further information on procurement policy issues may be obtained from Treasury by contacting:
Stephen Chong, Principal Advisor on (02) 9228 4417 (email
stephen.chong@mail.treasury.nsw.gov.au ), or Phil Armessen on (02) 9228 5427 (email
phil.armessen@mail.treasury.nsw.gov.au).
Procurement Implementation Advice
The Department of Commerce, Government Procurement Services helpdesk, on (02) 9372 8600,
is available to assist with enquiries on procurement implementation.
Treasury Website
All procurement policy documentation and implementation guidelines, including assistance with
the ten step procurement process is available on the Treasury website www.treasury.nsw.gov.au.
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ATTACHMENT 1

WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
FRAMEWORK
Main Links

NSW GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT POLICY
AND
CODE OF PRACTICE

Goods and Services

Links to Goods and
Services documents
including:
Business Case Guidelines
Gateway Review
Motor Vehicle Policy
Engagement and Use of
Consultants
Guidelines for Government
Advertising
Service Competition
Guidelines
Service Contracting
Guidelines
Electronic Procurement
Implementation Strategy
Total asset Management
Procurement Manual

Public Sector Employment and
Management Act 2002
Public Finance and Audit Act
1983
Strategic Management
Framework

Information and
Communications
Technology

Links to ICT documents
including:
Information Management and
Technology Blueprint
Gateway Review
GSAS
Business Case Guidelines
Contracting Out Guidelines
Electronic Procurement
Implementation Strategy
Purchasing Cards and Expense
Management Software
Guidelines
Total Asset Management
Acquisition of ICT Guideline
Procurement Manual

Capital Works

Links to Capital
Works documents
including:
Business Case
Guidelines
Gateway Review
Agency Accreditation
Scheme
Treasury Monitoring
Guidelines for Privately
Financed Projects
Total Asset
Management
Disposal Guidelines
Capital Project
Procurement Manual
Electronic Procurement
Implementation Strategy

10 STAGES OF PROCUREMENT (has links to specific documents at each stage)
1. Service Demand Identification
2. Service Delivery Options
3. Justification of Proposed Option
4. Project Definition
5. Procurement Strategy
6. Specification
7. Service Provider Selection
8. Implementation
9. Operation
10. Evaluation

NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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ATTACHMENT 2

PROCUREMENT PROCESS – TEN STAGES
The process involves ten stages and enables agencies to justify funding requirements and
outcomes and apply the right discipline to government procurement.
Guidance with the ten stages is available on the Treasury website. Information is provided at
each stage on government requirements, with links to relevant procedures and guidelines
separately identified for each of the three procurement categories:
 construction procurement;
 goods and services procurement; and
 information and communications technology procurement.
Stage

Purpose

Typical Deliverables

Outcome

1. Service Demand
Identification

Identify if there is a
genuine service
delivery need

Service outcomes strategy

Demonstrated
and quantified
service
requirement

Comparison of service need with
Government Policy and Corporate Direction
Input into Service Delivery Strategy

2. Service Delivery
Options

3. Justification of
Proposed Option

4. Project
Definition

Develop service
delivery options for
meeting the identified
need

Service delivery options study

Evaluate delivery
options and determine
a preferred option that
meets the service
requirement

Project Strategy Report

Define project options
for using procurement
to deliver service need

Project Appraisal Report

Obtain funding
approval to implement
preferred project option

Stakeholder analysis

Service delivery
options
identified

Preliminary risks identified

Preliminary financial and economic appraisal
Inclusion in Asset Strategy (ie Capital
Investment Strategic Plan)

Feasibility Analysis
Economic/Financial Appraisal
Risk Assessment

Decision to
proceed with a
selected
delivery option
Authority to
proceed with the
acquisition and
commence more
detailed
planning

Value Management Study
Benefits Realisation Register
Stakeholder Analysis
Business Case
Gateway Business Case Review

5. Procurement
Strategy

Develop a detailed and
approved project
procurement plan to
ensure a viable
acquisition outcome
can be achieved

Project Procurement Plan (including an
approved procurement and contracting
strategy)
Project Brief

A strategy for
seeking tenders
from the market
and managing
the project

Risk Management Plan
Benefits Management Plan
Procurement Strategy Report

NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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Stage

Purpose

Typical Deliverables

Outcome

6. Specification

Produce tender
documentation that
clearly specifies what is
required and how
potential service
providers are to respond

Completed and approved tender documents

Authority to
invite tenders
and commence
the contract
formation
process

To solicit offers from
the market using
approved sourcing
methods

Offers received from tenderers

7. Service provider
selection

Select an acceptable
and capable service
provider/s that provide
best value for money.

Completed and approved tender evaluation
plan
Pre-tender estimate

Record of tender documents issued,
including addenda

A concluded
tender process
and a contracted
service provider

Record of tenders received
Identification of capable service providers
Evaluation and recommendation report
Post-tender review report
Approval to contract with recommended
tenderer
A contract and contract documents
Notification to unsuccessful tenderers
Contract details published

8. Implementation

Ensure service provider
delivers the asset,
goods or services in
accordance with its
contractual obligations

Completed and verified asset, goods or
services
Acceptance test reports
Contract payments

Successful
completion of
the contract and
provision of the
deliverables

Performance reports
Progress reports
Asset management information
Material variations report
9. Operation

10. Evaluation

Manage the
use/operation of the
asset, good or service,
including any ongoing
operational and
maintenance contracts

Operation plans

Review the outcomes
of the project, ensure
any learnings are
disseminated to
stakeholders and
determine future
actions

Contract evaluation report

Maintenance plans

Service need is
met
Level of service
is maintained

Ideas/proposals to improve future
procurements
Post Completion and/or Post Implementation
review
Benefits Realisation Report

Comparison of
the service
outcomes
achieved as
opposed to the
outcomes
sought
Learnings to
support future
actions
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NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE
FOR PROCUREMENT
1. INTRODUCTION
This Code of Practice for Procurement outlines how the New South Wales Government will
conduct its procurement activities when interacting with the private sector.
The Code sets the framework for all business relationships by:
 Establishing the standards of behaviour expected from government agencies (as clients),
employer and industry associations and unions
 Requiring a strong commitment to continuous improvement and best practice
performance by all participants in the supply chain.
The Government will use its right as a major client to do business only with service providers
who display a commitment to the standards of behaviour outlined in the Code.
This Code replaces a range of Codes and Guidelines relating to government procurement,
namely
 Code of Practice – NSW Government Procurement (1999)
 Code of Tendering – NSW Government Procurement (1999)
 Implementation Guidelines – NSW Government Procurement (1999)
 Code of Practice for the Construction Industry (July 1996)
 Code of Tendering for the Construction Industry (July 1996)
 Implementation Guidelines for the Code of Practice and Code of Tendering (July 1996)
 Code of Practice on Employment and Outwork Obligations – Textile Clothing and
Footwear Suppliers (February 1998)
 Implementation Guidelines on Employment and Outwork Obligations – Textile Clothing
and Footwear Suppliers (1998).
The New South Wales Government Procurement Policy framework is an essential reference to
give proper effect to this Code. The Policy incorporates all relevant policies, guidelines and
procedures which underpin the practice requirements of this Code.
The Code applies to all procurements for which tenders are invited or negotiations commenced
on or after 1 July 2004. The earlier Codes continue to apply to procurements for which tenders
were invited or negotiations commenced prior to 1 July 2004.
2. OBJECTIVE
The NSW Government wants its procurement activities to achieve best value for money in the
expenditure of public funds while being fair, ethical and transparent.
In achieving this objective, the Government:
 has set the responsibilities and standards of behaviour expected of the parties undertaking
procurement activities as outlined in this Code of Practice;
 will award contracts to those service providers that meet the requirements outlined in the
Code; and
 calls on other industry stakeholders, such as employer associations, industry associations
and unions, to support and uphold this Code of Practice.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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3. CODE RESPONSIBILITIES
Clients, tenderers
and service
providers:

are required to comply with the Code.

Agencies:

are required to implement the Code and monitor and report on Code
compliance.

Employer
associations,
industry associations
and unions:

are expected to:
- support the Government in implementing the Code;
- encourage their members to comply with the Code; and
- develop and use rules to deal with breaches of the Code.

Construction Agency
Coordination
Committee (CACC):

is responsible for advising the Government on proposals for
government-wide sanctions for Code breaches relating to
construction procurement.

State Contracts
Control Board
(SCCB):

is responsible for advising the Government on proposals for
government-wide sanctions for Code breaches relating to nonconstruction related goods and services procurement, including
information and communications technology procurement.

4. STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOUR
All parties will behave in accordance with the following standards at all times.
Honesty and fairness:

Parties will conduct all procurement and business
relationships with honesty and fairness.

Accountability and
transparency:

The process for awarding contracts on government projects
will be open, clear and defensible.

No conflict of interest:

A party with a potential conflict of interest will declare and
address that interest as soon as the conflict is known to that
party.

Rule of law:

Parties shall comply with all legal obligations.

No anti-competitive
practices:

Parties shall not engage in practices that are anticompetitive.

No improper advantage:

Parties shall not engage in practices that aim to give a party
an improper advantage over another.

Intention to proceed:

Parties shall not seek or submit tenders without a firm
intention and capacity to proceed with a contract.

Co-operation:

Parties will maintain business relationships based on open
and effective communication, respect and trust, and adopt a
non-adversarial approach to dispute resolution.
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5. PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS
All parties shall adhere to the requirements of this section.
5.1 Best Practice
Procurement processes should be structured to minimise costs for all parties, consistent with the
standards of behaviour required by this Code.
Commitment to continuous improvement and best practice performance is expected of all those
involved in government procurement. Areas where this commitment may be demonstrated
include, but are not limited to:
 Client focus, service quality and value for money outcomes;
 Ethical business practices;
 Management of procurement risk;
 Tendering and contract management;
 Co-operative relationships;
 Non-adversarial dispute resolution;
 Planning and management of human, physical and financial resources;
 Environmental management;
 Occupational health and safety management, and workplace injury management;
 Workplace practices;
 Training management;
 Aboriginal participation;
 Supply chain management;
 Payment practices, including reflective practices down the contract chain; and
 Innovation in design, service provision, processes and use of technology.
Details of specific practice requirements are provided at Appendix A.
The NSW Government Procurement Policy framework provides guidance for agencies and
service providers in implementing best practice in these areas. This framework is available on
the NSW Treasury website www.treasury.nsw.gov.au.
5.2 Tendering Requirements
Clients may choose not to accept tenders from or award contracts to tenderers who:
 have breached this Code and are subject to an applicable sanction;
 are bankrupt;
 are subject to a winding up order;
 have had an administrator appointed; or
 are corporate entities with persons involved directly or indirectly in the management of
the entity who are disqualified under corporations law.
Tender Methods and Process
Clients should select a tender method and process that suits the procurement, its level of risk, is
timely, avoids creating unnecessary costs for tenderers, and safeguards the security and
confidentiality of all tenders.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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Conditions of tendering shall be the same for each tenderer on any particular tender process.
Standard conditions that give effect to this Code and which should be included in all documents
requesting tenders are provided at Appendix B.
All requirements, including the criteria for tender evaluation, shall be clearly stated in conditions
of tendering.
Evaluation Criteria
In addition to prices tendered, evaluation criteria shall contain the critical factors to be used in
the evaluation of tenders. These factors may include, but are not limited to:
 whole-of-life costs, including costs of disposal;
 innovation offered;
 delivery times offered;
 quality offered;
 previous performance of tenderer;
 experience of tenderer and personnel proposed;
 capability of tenderer, including technical, management, human resource, organisational
and financial capability and capacity;
 tenderer’s occupational health and safety management practices and performance;
 tenderer’s workplace and industrial relations management practices and performance;
 tenderer’s environmental management practices and performance;
 tenderer’s community relations practices and performance;
 value adding components such as economic, social and environmental development
initiatives, if appropriate and relevant to the procurement; and
 conformity of tender with requirements.
The evaluation criteria should be consistent with the proposed contract requirements and aim to
identify the tenderer offering the best value for money.
Ideally, the weighting of the evaluation criteria should be determined prior to calling of tenders
but shall be not later than close of tenders.
Submission of Tenders
It is the tenderer’s responsibility to submit a tender in accordance with the conditions of
tendering and in a legible and uncorrupted form, particularly in the case of electronic tendering.
Late tenders should not be considered, except when the client is satisfied that the integrity and
competitiveness of the tendering process has not been compromised.
Confidentiality
Clients shall not disclose tender information received from tenderers that is intellectual property,
proprietary, commercial-in-confidence or otherwise confidential.
Evaluation of Tenders
Evaluation of tenders shall be based on the conditions of tendering and evaluation criteria
therein.
Tenders should be evaluated by people with the necessary skills and knowledge, and who are
free of any conflict of interest that might undermine the fairness of the process. Any tender that
does not adequately comply with the conditions of tendering may be passed over.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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Tenderers may be encouraged to offer alternative tenders that do not fully meet the prescriptive
conditions of tendering but provide better value for money. Clients should specify the conditions
under which alternative tenders will be considered. Where a tenderer offers an alternative, a
tender for that alternative should not be sought from other tenderers. Clients should not breach
confidentiality by using information contained in alternative tenders as the basis for calling
subsequent tenders.
Clarification of Tenders
If information received in a tender is open to interpretation or is not clear, then clarification
should be requested from the tenderer where this is material to identifying the successful tender.
The clarification procedure shall be managed in such a way so as not to give the tenderer an
unfair advantage over other tenderers by allowing the tenderer to revise or enhance its original
tender.
Tenderers shall not use clarification requests by the client as an opportunity to gain an advantage
over other tenderers by revising or enhancing their tender.
Tender Negotiation
If after a competitive tendering process none of the tenders are acceptable either due to the level
of non-conformance or because they do not represent sufficient value for money, negotiations
may be conducted with the tenderer that submitted the most acceptable tender based on the
evaluation criteria.
The purpose of the negotiations shall be made clear to all participants prior to the
commencement of negotiations. The aim is to achieve a tender that is mutually acceptable.
Clients should exhaust negotiations with the tenderer that submitted the most acceptable tender
before negotiating with the next most acceptable tenderer, unless time constraints or the
closeness of the tenders dictate otherwise.
Prohibition of ‘Bid Shopping’
Clients shall not use tender negotiations as an opportunity to trade-off one tenderer’s prices
against other tenderers’ prices in order to obtain lower prices. This practice, known as ‘bid
shopping’, is prohibited.
Outcomes of Tenders called by Agencies
Agencies shall make information on the successful tender publicly available. Information
relating to unsuccessful tenders will remain confidential, unless otherwise specified in the
conditions of tendering, agreed by the tenderer or required by the law.
Premier’s Memorandum 2000-11 Disclosure of Information on Government Contracts with the
Private Sector advises agencies of the minimum information that should be disclosed and gives
guidance on what should remain confidential.
Debriefings
If a client does not accept any of the tenders submitted, the tenderers shall be advised of the
reasons. If fresh tenders are to be called, clients may add other tenderers to an original list of
invited tenderers.
Clients should advise tenderers they have been unsuccessful and be available to debrief them on
request. Debriefings should explain how their tender performed against the evaluation criteria,
rather than against the successful tender, with the objective of assisting them to improve future
tenders.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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6. COMPLIANCE
6.1 Reporting Code Breaches
Alleged Code breaches shall be notified by the reporting entity to the client agency as well as to
the entity allegedly in breach. A form suitable for reporting breaches is at Appendix D. The
client agency is to assess the nature and extent of the alleged breach.
The preliminary determination of the agency is to be issued to both the entity alleging the breach
and the entity allegedly in breach, allowing both entities to comment before a final determination
is issued.
If the alleged breach is against the client agency and the matter cannot be resolved at the agency
level, the allegation may be referred to either the CACC or SCCB as appropriate for advice or
independent investigation. The CACC is responsible for dealing with breaches associated with
construction related procurement, while the SCCB covers other procurement. Contact details are
at Appendix C.
6.2 Dealing with Code Breaches
Government Agencies
If a Code breach is substantiated against an agency and is attributable to the agency’s policies,
practices or procedures, then that agency will take corrective action in relation to such policies,
practices or procedures.
If the breach is the result of the activities of an individual, in contravention of the agency’s
policies, code of conduct, practices or procedures, then that agency will take appropriate
disciplinary action in accordance with that agency’s practices.
Non-Government Party
If a Code breach is substantiated against a non-government party, the relevant client agency may
require that party to show cause why sanctions should not be applied and, subject to the
response, may apply sanctions to that party.
Where the non-government party is a member of an employer association, industry association or
union, the breach may also be referred to that association or union for action under its rules or
code of conduct.
Representatives of Employer and Industry Associations
Where an association’s representative is found to have breached the Code or acted to incite a
breach of the Code, the circumstances of the breach or action will be referred to the association
for action under the association’s rules or code of conduct.
Union officials
Where a union official is found to have breached the Code or acted to incite a breach of the
Code, the circumstances of the breach or action will be referred to the relevant union and the
Labor Council of New South Wales for action under the relevant union rules or code of conduct.
6.3 Sanctions
Breaches of the Code by a non-government party may result in sanctions being applied to that
party, in addition to any contractual or legal remedies that may be pursued.
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Commercial Sanctions
Commercial sanctions for breaches of the Code are based on the Government’s right to choose
with whom it does business. The sanctions applied will depend on the nature and seriousness of
the breach and on the degree of commitment shown by the party in breach to its obligations
under the Code.
The range of sanctions available to be imposed on parties includes:
 formal warnings - that continued non-compliance will lead to more severe sanctions;
 partial exclusion from tendering - that is, a reduction in tendering opportunities; and
 preclusion from tendering for any work in the supply chain, for a specified period.
Sanctions may be restricted to tender opportunities associated with a single agency for lesser
breaches, or in more severe cases may be applied for all government contracts (see governmentwide sanctions).
Government-wide Sanctions
Proposals for government-wide sanctions shall be made by an agency to either the SCCB or
CACC as appropriate. The SCCB or CACC will investigate the proposal and advise the
Government if a government-wide sanction should be applied.
If the SCCB or CACC becomes aware of a tenderer or service provider who repeatedly breaches
the Code, the SCCB or CACC may independently investigate and proceed with the option of
advising the Government if a government-wide sanction should be applied.
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7. DEFINITIONS
Agency

New South Wales Government Department or Declared
Authority within the meaning of the Public Sector Employment
and Management Act 2002 NSW, or an entity established by a
separate Act of the New South Wales Parliament, whether or not
that entity is expressed to represent the Crown, except for Stateowned Corporations within the meaning of the State Owned
Corporations Act 1989 NSW.

Bid shopping

The practice of trading off one tenderer’s prices against
another’s in order to obtain lower prices.

Client

Party calling for tenders and / or awarding a contract.

Construction

All organised activities concerned with demolition, building,
landscaping,
maintenance,
civil
engineering,
process
engineering, mining and heavy engineering.

Construction Agency
Coordination
Committee

The CACC consists of representatives of key agencies involved
in construction procurement and assists the Government in the
development of consistent and effective construction
procurement practices, and in promoting the application of these
practices by agencies.

Employee

Person whose employment is governed by a contract of service,
or a person deemed to be an employee under Australian or NSW
industrial law.

Employer

Entity that employs a person or persons under a contract of
service or a person deemed to be an employer under Australian
or NSW industrial law.

Employer association

Organisation representing the interests of employers that is
registered under Australian or NSW industrial law.

Fair

Being unbiased, reasonable and even-handed. Being fair does
not mean satisfying everyone or not reasonably pursuing one’s
legitimate interests. A fair decision may still adversely affect
parties.

Industry association

Organisation representing the professional, trade or commercial
interests of its members in an industry.

Infrastructure

Fixed assets that support economic and social development in a
fundamental way.
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Inventions, original designs, and practical applications of good
ideas protected by law through copyright, patents, registered
designs, circuit layout rights and trademarks.
Also includes trade secrets, proprietary know-how and other
confidential information protected against unlawful disclosure
by law and through additional contractual obligations, such as
confidentiality agreements, contracts and conditions of
tendering.

Monitor

Regularly collect information to review performance against
specified criteria.

Party

Client, tenderer or service provider. An entity’s role in a
procurement will determine whether it is a client, tenderer or
service provider for that procurement.

Procurement

All activities involved in acquiring goods or services either
outright or by lease (including disposal and lease termination).
Includes acquiring consumables, capital equipment, real
property, infrastructure, and services under consultancies,
professional services, facilities management and construction.

Service provider

Includes contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and consultants
that contract to provide goods or services.

State Contracts Control
Board

The SCCB is established under the Public Sector Employment
and Management Act 2002.
Its membership includes
representatives from the central, budget and non-budget
agencies. It assists the Government in the development of
consistent and effective non-construction related procurement
practices, and promoting the application of these practices by
agencies.

Tender

Includes a price, bid, offer, quotation, consultant proposal or
expression of interest lodged in response to an invitation or
request for tender.

Tenderer

Entity submitting a tender.

Union

Organisation of employees also referred to as a ‘trade union’,
which is registered under Australian or NSW industrial law.
This term also includes the Labor Council of New South Wales.

Value for money

The benefits, compared to whole-of-life costs.
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Appendix A
NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PROCUREMENT

DETAILS OF SPECIFIC PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The Government expects government agencies and all other parties to identify the potential
environmental opportunities, risks and impacts of their activities and to adopt measures to:




realise those opportunities, manage those risks, and enhance and protect the environment;
encourage recycling and re-use of materials and minimise waste; and
support effective use of scarce resources - including energy, water and materials.

Service providers shall have a demonstrated commitment to, acceptable performance with, and
systematic approach to, environmental management.
On construction projects, all service providers are required to develop and implement an
appropriate site specific environmental management plan. Tenderers and service providers for
major contracts are required to have a corporate Environmental Management System accredited
by a government agency.
The Environmental Management Systems Guidelines of the Capital Project Procurement Manual
describe the management practices required of all parties on NSW Government construction
projects.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT AND WORKPLACE
INJURY MANAGEMENT
Occupational Health and Safety Management
The Government attaches a high priority to the continuous improvement of occupational health
and safety management and workplace injury management in procurement for all construction
and other industry participants.
Service providers shall have a demonstrated commitment to, acceptable performance with, and
systematic approach to, occupational health and safety management and workplace injury
management.
The OHS&R Management Systems Guidelines of the Capital Project Procurement Manual
describe the management practices required of all parties on NSW Government construction
projects.
Occupational Health and Safety Compliance
Service providers and their employees must comply with their occupational health and safety
obligations under the Occupational Health and Safety Act (NSW), the Workplace Injury
Management and Workers Compensation Act (NSW) and Regulations, workers compensation
insurance premium requirements, relevant OHS industry codes of practice, and safety and
dispute settlement procedures in applicable industrial awards and approved agreements.
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Dispute Resolution
Where a dispute about occupational health and safety matters cannot be resolved at the
workplace, determinations by WorkCover New South Wales inspectors made under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (NSW) and OHS Regulation 2001 must be accepted by all
parties.
No payment shall be made to employees for time spent engaged in industrial action (as defined
in either the Workplace Relations Act (Commonwealth) or the Industrial Relations Act (NSW)),
unless payment is authorised or ordered by either the Australian or NSW Industrial Relations
Commissions.
WORKPLACE PRACTICES
Obligations Relating to Employment
Principal contractors are accountable for compliance by their service providers with their legal
obligations regarding their employees working on construction projects.
All service providers, their employees and their unions must also comply with their workplace
obligations, including the provisions of all applicable industrial awards and approved
agreements.
Arrangements or practices designed to avoid workplace obligations under relevant laws,
industrial awards and approved agreements are not permitted.
Industrial Relations Management
The Government is committed to an improved industrial relations planning and management
culture and better employee and employer relationships in the construction industry and other
industries.
Service providers are required to develop and maintain a pro-active and responsible approach to
the management of industrial relations at the enterprise level and on projects.
The Industrial Relations Management Guidelines of the Capital Project Procurement Manual
describe what is required of tenderers, and the management practices to be implemented by
service providers on construction projects.
Enterprise Agreements
Enterprise agreements are important elements in achieving continuous improvement and best
practice. Enterprise agreements should ideally:


reflect the needs of the enterprise, including the scope of the enterprise’s operations and
projects;
 improve remuneration and working conditions, based on quality of work and
productivity; and
 give effect to measures to increase productivity, which may encompass:
o improved occupational health and safety and workplace injury management
practices;
o better training and skill development strategies; and
o cooperative, flexible workplace arrangements, relationships and practices.
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Project Agreements
Project agreements incorporating site-wide payments, conditions or benefits may be negotiated
where the strategy has first been authorised by the relevant agency. Generally, project
agreements will only be appropriate for major construction projects as defined by the agency.
Typically, major projects will have some or all of the following features: an extended
construction period, high cost, several identifiable contract packages within an overall project,
and special industrial relations, skill development and occupational health and safety
requirements.
If a tenderer foreshadows a project agreement and the tenderer is awarded the contract, a
business case in support of that strategy must be submitted by the successful tenderer and only
proceed if approved by the agency involved. This process should be completed before site works
begin.
Payments, conditions or benefits in a project agreement must be related to improved productivity
measured in time and/or cost saving performance. This performance may be achieved as a
reduction of the period of construction or a reduction in the construction cost or both, to the
benefit of the agency.
The agency here means the government agency responsible for the project, irrespective of
whether there is a construction contract between the agency and a service provider. For
example, in a privately financed project there may not be a construction contract with the
relevant government agency but the agency will still retain the right, in consultation with the
relevant service provider under the privately financed project contract, to authorise the
negotiation of a project agreement.
The integrity of existing individual enterprise agreements shall be maintained with any project
agreement. Therefore project agreements should not override the approved enterprise or
workplace agreements. While there may be a provision in a relevant enterprise or workplace
agreement that enables the signatories to that agreement to include these provisions in a project
agreement, there shall be no double payment or allowance of conditions or benefits.
The signatories to a project agreement may not use any term in the project agreement as a
precedent on any other project or for any other purpose. To take effect, a project agreement must
be approved under either the Workplace Relations Act (Commonwealth) or the Industrial
Relations Act (NSW).
Site Allowances
Site allowances shall not be paid unless awarded by an industrial tribunal, after arbitration.
Site allowances are awards made by the Industrial Relations Commission under the Industrial
Relations Act (NSW) to provide compensation to affected employees engaged at a particular
work site, if they encounter conditions that are so far removed from the type of conditions
ordinarily experienced on construction sites as to warrant extra compensation.
Dispute Resolution
Service providers are required to make every effort to resolve grievances or disputes with their
employees and applicable unions at the enterprise level, in accordance with legal obligations and
the procedures outlined in applicable industrial awards or approved agreements.
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Where resolution is not possible at a particular enterprise level, the graduated steps, involving
higher levels of authority, in the dispute settlement procedures contained in applicable industrial
awards or approved agreements are to be complied with. This includes referral of the grievance
or industrial dispute to the appropriate industrial tribunal for settlement.
All parties to a grievance or dispute are required to comply with tribunal decisions, subject to
any legal appeal rights. While the dispute resolution procedures are being followed:




no industrial action is to take place;
the conditions prior to the dispute must prevail; and
work is to continue normally.

Strike Pay
No payment shall be made to employees for time spent engaged in industrial action (as defined
in either the Workplace Relations Act (Commonwealth) or the Industrial Relations Act (NSW)),
unless payment is authorised or ordered by either the Australian or NSW Industrial Relations
Commissions.
Membership of Registered Organisations
Membership of unions or employer associations is encouraged through proper and lawful means.
This precludes victimisation, through any mechanism, for membership or non-membership of
organisations.
Project Impacts
The service provider must advise the client during the progress of the work, at the earliest
opportunity, of any industrial relations or occupational health and safety matter which may have
an impact on the progress of work, the contract, costs or other related contracts.
TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Service providers shall comply with the Government’s training management requirements and
guidelines. Service providers will be encouraged to pursue and implement training and skill
development strategies appropriate to the focus, size and capacity of the individual enterprises
and to their contracts.
The Training Management Guidelines of the Capital Project Procurement Manual describe the
management practices required of all parties on NSW Government construction projects.
ABORIGINAL PARTICIPATION
Tenderers will be required for selected contracts to indicate measures they intend to implement if
awarded the contract, including:
 extending employment opportunities to Aboriginal people;
 enhancing the business skills of Aboriginal people; and
 providing economic benefits to Aboriginal communities
which could lead to improved conditions in Aboriginal communities.
The Aboriginal Participation in Construction Implementation Guidelines of the Capital Project
Procurement Manual describe what is required of all parties on NSW Government construction
projects.
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EMPLOYMENT AND OUTWORK OBLIGATIONS FOR TEXTILE, CLOTHING AND
FOOTWEAR SUPPLIERS
The Government requires suppliers of textile articles, clothing and footwear to:
 comply to the extent applicable, with all relevant laws, awards and other industrial
instruments in relation to the employment and management of employees including
outworkers; and
 take all reasonable steps to ensure that their service providers comply to the extent
applicable, with all relevant laws, awards and other industrial instruments in relation to
the employment and management of employees including outworkers.
Tenderers for NSW Government clothing, textile and footwear contracts must submit a statutory
declaration to this effect. A tender will not be considered unless such a statutory declaration is
lodged with the tender.
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Appendix B
NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PROCUREMENT

CONDITIONS OF TENDERING
Conditions of tendering giving effect to the NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement
and for inclusion in all documents requesting tenders, should be similar to the following:

All tenderers must comply with the NSW Government Code of Practice for
Procurement. The ability of a tenderer to demonstrate compliance with the Code is
an essential condition.
Lodgement of a tender will itself be an acknowledgement and representation by the
tenderer that it is aware of the requirements of the Code, that the tenderer will
comply with the Code and that the tenderer agrees to provide periodic evidence of
compliance with the Code and access to all relevant information to demonstrate
compliance for the duration of any contract that may be awarded.
If a tenderer has failed to comply with the Code, this failure will be taken into
account by the client when considering its tender or any subsequent tender and may
result in this or any subsequent tender being passed over without prejudice to any
other rights of action or remedies available to the client.
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Appendix C
NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PROCUREMENT

CONTACT DETAILS:
CONSTRUCTION AGENCY COORDINATION COMMITTEE
STATE CONTRACTS CONTROL BOARD
Construction Agency
Coordination Committee
(CACC)

All inquiries to the CACC Executive Officer
By telephone (02) 9372 8910
Facsimile (02) 9372 8844
By email: info@construction.nsw.gov.au
By mail to:

State Contracts Control Board
(SCCB)

CACC Executive Officer
NSW Department of Commerce
Office of Government Procurement
Level 23, McKell Building
2–24 Rawson Place, SYDNEY 2000
All inquiries to the SCCB Executive Officer
By telephone (02) 9372 8910
Facsimile (02) 9372 8844
By email sccb@commerce.nsw.gov.au
By mail to:
SCCB Executive Officer
NSW Department of Commerce
Office of Government Procurement
Level 23, McKell Building
2–24 Rawson Place, SYDNEY 2000
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Appendix D
NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PROCUREMENT

FORM FOR REPORTING ALLEGED BREACHES OF THE
NSW GOVERNMENT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR PROCUREMENT
Name(s)
Occupation
Business address
Your contact details:
Phone
Facsimile
Email
Section of Code allegedly
breached:

The names of persons and/or
organisations involved in the
alleged breach:
Description of events surrounding
the alleged breach and the dates
on which the breach occurred:
List and/or attach documents that
support your claim:
If you have taken actions to
remedy the breach identified,
describe them:
If you have previously
complained about the breach of
the Code, the dates of prior
complaints and name of person
and agency complaint made to:
[Please attach copy(ies) of
previous complaint(s)]
Details of response to above or
insert ‘nil’ if no response:
Signed [including electronic
signature]
Date
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ATTACHMENT 4

AGENCY ACCREDITATION SCHEME2
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Agency Accreditation Scheme is to manage risks and reduce cost overruns in
the procurement of capital works assets by establishing effective and efficient capital asset
procurement practices in all government agencies.
SCHEME OUTLINE





The Agency Accreditation Scheme is based on the premise that an agency should procure
capital works assets using systems and resources commensurate with its capabilities.
The scheme involves consideration of two independent factors:
o the agency’s procurement capabilities, and
o the level of risk in the project or program being procured.
An agency will be required to obtain external support if the level of risk is high in relation
to its assessed capabilities, which should be consistent with its core service delivery
functions.

PROCUREMENT CAPABILITIES


The scheme applies to the planning and delivery phases of capital works procurement:
o



The planning phase, which essentially involves preparation of the business case and
the project approval process, commences after an agency has determined a need for a
capital works asset following a strategic assessment, using Total Asset Management.
o The delivery phase is the process of dealing with service providers delivering the
asset. This includes documenting requirements, selecting and managing service
providers.
The capabilities required to manage the inherent risks in each procurement phase can be
described in terms of systems and competencies (knowledge, skills and abilities) to
perform the required tasks.

PROCUREMENT RISK


The risk level of a proposed capital asset acquisition is assessed using a tool based on the
Risk Profile Assessment developed for the Gateway Review process.



The tool generates a score that indicates whether procurement involves a high, medium or
low level of risk. The indicative project budget will be a significant factor in this
assessment.
Agencies will be required to conduct a Risk Profile Assessment at the commencement of
the planning phase for every capital works project or program valued at $1M or above.
The Risk Profile Assessment generated by the tool is to be included with the routine
economic appraisal submitted to Treasury in support of the bid for capital funding.




2

This Scheme takes effect on 1 July 2004 and supersedes the Project/Procurement Risk Management policy as outlined in
Treasurer’s memorandum TM91/7. Agencies should contact the Government Procurement Services Unit of the Department of
Commerce on transition matters regarding construction projects which were subject to TM91/7. Projects which are part way
through their planning phase will not need to comply with the accreditation process for planning, but will need to do so for the
delivery phase.
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ACCREDITATION





Each agency will be assessed for accreditation for each of the two identified procurement
phases. An agency may be accredited to undertake planning without support, but be
required to obtain support for the delivery phase.
An agency will be accredited for a particular procurement phase if it is considered to have
all the capabilities necessary to carry out that phase without external support at any level
of procurement risk.
Remaining agencies will not be accredited on the basis they do not have the capabilities
required to manage that phase without external support, except for the planning phase for
low risk projects valued at less than $50 million (for which accreditation is not required).
A non accredited agency can however obtain “partial” accreditation for a phase of a
specific project or program assessed at low or medium risk. To do so, it must
demonstrate that it has the competencies necessary to successfully manage that phase of
the capital works asset acquisition.

The table below articulates these requirements for accredited and non-accredited agencies.
Project
Risk
H

M

L

Agency Accreditation Status - Planning and/or Delivery Phases
Accredited:Non-Accredited:Non-Accredited:Partial Accredited:Projects of all
Projects valued
Projects valued
Projects valued
values
>$50M
<$50M
<$50M
Can undertake
Require external
Require external
N/A - Require
without external
support. Must use
support. Must use
external support and
support using own approved
approved
must use approved
procurement
procurement system procurement system procurement system
system
for delivery phase
for delivery phase
for delivery phase
Can undertake
Require external
Require external
Can undertake
without external
support. Must use
support. Must use
without external
support using own approved
approved
support but must use
procurement
procurement system procurement system approved
system
for delivery phase
for delivery phase
procurement system
for delivery phase
Can undertake
Require external
Can undertake
Can undertake
without external
support. Must use
planning without
without external
support using own approved
external support.
support but must use
procurement
procurement system Delivery requires
approved
system
for delivery phase
external support and procurement system
use of approved
for delivery phase
procurement
(partial accreditation
delivery system
not required for
planning phase)

EXTERNAL SUPPORT


The external support that agencies will be required to obtain may include:
o using the approved procurement system for the delivery phase that is developed and
maintained by the Department of Commerce
o engaging approved external advisers with relevant competencies to assist in
managing the procurement. Such expert advisers must use the approved Department
of Commerce procurement system, unless they are accredited agencies in which case
they may use their own system.
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The approved procurement delivery system generally consists of guidelines and
procedures for the selection of procurement strategies, contract risk allocation, supplier
selection (including prequalification), tendering and formal dispute resolution. The
approved systems will provide support for agencies to engage expert advisers. The
Department of Commerce will supply the approved procurement delivery system for non
government external experts.



The support that agencies will be required to obtain for each relevant phase of a capital
asset acquisition is outlined in the above table and summarised below:
o

a fully accredited agency will be authorised to carry out procurement at any assessed
risk level without the support of external resources. It will need to maintain effective
procurement systems;
o an agency which is not accredited must use the approved procurement delivery
system and the support of external advisers for capital works projects and programs
of any risk level, except for planning phase for low risk projects valued below $50
million;
o a “partially” accredited agency will be authorised to carry out a capital asset
acquisition assessed at low or medium risk without the support of external resources,
but must use approved procurement delivery system. For projects or programs
assessed as high risk, the agency must engage approved external expert advisers.
THE RULES


NSW Treasury will:
o

accredit agencies, including partial accreditation, and will review accreditation status
of agencies after 12 months operation of the scheme. Treasury may seek assistance
from representatives of the Department of Commerce and other expert agencies;
o review and revise an agency’s accreditation on the basis of an agency’s procurement
management performance or changes to its capability. For example loss or gain of
in-house expert personnel may result in adjustment to the accreditation status;
o review and verify project Risk Profile Assessments.


Agencies will:
o

have ultimate responsibility for the efficiency and effectiveness of their procurement
and for implementing the Government’s Procurement Policy;
o undertake project Risk Profile Assessment and provide the results together with the
routine submissions to Treasury under the enhanced monitoring arrangements;
o be able to request Treasury to approve “partial” accreditation for a particular
procurement. To gain “partial” accreditation, an agency will need to provide
evidence it has competencies commensurate with the proposed additional activities;
o advise Treasury of significant changes in their procurement capabilities, for example
through movement of key procurement personnel. (Not applicable to non accredited
agencies).
SCHEME COVERAGE


The scheme will:
o
o

apply to capital works procurement projects and programs above a value of $1M;
apply on a whole-of-government basis to all government departments, statutory
authorities, trusts and other government entities;
o not apply to State Owned Corporations subject to the State Owned Corporations Act.
NSW Government Procurement Policy (TPP 04-1)
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ATTACHMENT 5

GATEWAY REVIEW PROCESS
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Gateway Review process is to independently assess whether an appropriate
level of discipline is applied across the procurement cycle. The process addresses the lack of
initial preparation evident in managing major asset procurements which in turn leads to
significant time and budget overruns.
GATEWAY REVIEW OUTLINE


The Gateway Review consists of a series of structured Reviews that examine
procurements at six key decision points (or gates) in the procurement cycle. These gates
are Strategic, Business Case, Procurement Strategy, Tender Review, Pre Commissioning
and Post Implementation.



Initially there is a review of the risk of the procurement. The Risk Profile Assessment is
used to determine risk rating and thereby the level of independence required of
Reviewers.



Three categories of risk have been identified (high, medium and low). Typically:
o High-risk procurements will be reviewed by a small team of Reviewers independent
of the procurement and the proponent organisation.
o Medium risk procurements will be reviewed by a small team of Reviewers
independent of the procurement and at least one person independent of the proponent
organisation.
o Low risk procurements will be reviewed by a small team of Reviewers independent
of the procurement, but may be from within the proponent organisation.



The Project Sponsor initiates a Review, receives the findings and determines what action,
if any is required to address the recommendations. The Project Sponsor is the senior
manager responsible for the procurement, with the authority to make decisions affecting
its progress.



Reviewers are generally senior government employees selected for their relevant
expertise in the particular stage of procurement being reviewed. From time to time
expertise may be sourced from outside the government sector where appropriate.



The Review process is facilitated by the Department of Commerce. Facilitation includes
providing training and support to Reviewers, the Project Sponsor, the Project Team and
other stakeholders. It also includes assistance with documentation of the Review report
and Review logistics.



Reviews are held over one to two days following a half-day planning session undertaken
a week prior to the Review. The Review runs as a series of interviews with key
stakeholders including Project Team members, technical consultants, planners, senior
managers and client representatives.



At each Review the project is assessed against seven Key Success Factors– affordability,
service delivery, governance, sustainability, risk management, stakeholder management
and change management. The underlying rationale for the Business Case is revisited at
each gate.
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All information tabled in the Review is confidential with documentation provided by the
Project Team on behalf of the Project Sponsor. It is not intended that documentation be
produced especially for the Review. Nor is it expected that Reviewers read in detail all
documentation associated with the project. Rather, Reviewers will need to read
sufficiently to gain an overview, with enough detail to make an informed judgment.



The Review report is produced in draft form on the day of the Review and the final report
is provided to the Project Sponsor for appropriate action. Action will range from finetuning project details to a decision to take a major change in direction.

BENEFITS
The potential benefits include:
 More accurate project scoping and estimates
 Reduced time and cost overruns
 Improved alignment of service delivery with available funds
 Improved procurement discipline
 Better risk management
 Reinforcing agency responsibility and accountability for decisions
GATEWAY RISK PROFILE ASSESSMENT TOOL
The Gateway Review Process is applied based on an assessment of a procurement’s potential
risk profile. This assessment goes beyond simple financial thresholds to consider issues such as:
 impact the procurement will have on the agency’s service delivery
 level of integration the project requires with other initiatives
 amount of experience an agency has with similar procurements
 level of expertise available in the marketplace
 degree of innovation involved in the procurement solution
 complexity of the procurement method
Gateway can then be targeted at complex and risky procurements that would benefit from
increased scrutiny.
An online tool has been developed to assist agencies to complete the assessment quickly and
easily. The tool calculates an indicative risk score based on the options selected.
APPLICATION


The process applies to all procurement, including built infrastructure, information and
communications technology (ICT), services and capital equipment.



Reviews will be mandatory at the Business Case Gate for all high risk procurements and
other procurements valued at $10 million or more ($5 million for ICT).



Agencies are encouraged to apply the other five Gateway Reviews to their procurements.
The decision to complete one of these gates should be based on the risk profile of the
procurement and the Project Sponsor's understanding of how the procurement is
progressing. For these gates it is recommended that agencies have:
o

a small team of people independent of the project and proponent organisation review
high risk projects;
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o



a small team of people independent of the project and a least one person independent
of the proponent organisation review medium risk projects;
o agencies review their processes to ensure they are aligned with Gateway for low risk
procurements.
Business Case Gateway Reviews will be linked to the Budget process by agencies
submitting a copy of their review to Treasury with any bid for capital funding.

THE RULES
Treasury will support the process by:
 Making suitable officers available as Gateway Reviewers.
 Funding the Department of Commerce in its facilitation, system development and
maintenance role.
Agencies will:
 Undertake the Risk Profile Assessment for all procurements and include them with their
routine submissions to Treasury as required.
 Ensure appropriate Project Sponsors are appointed.
 Undertake Business Case Reviews as a minimum, on all high risk procurements and other
procurements valued at $10 million or over ($5 million for ICT).
 Take responsibility for Review findings.
 Make suitable officers available as Gateway Reviewers.
 Link Gateway Reviews at the Business Case stage with the budget process as required.
Department of Commerce will:
 Maintain, develop and promulgate information about the Gateway Review Process.
 Maintain the database of Reviewers for the mandatory Business Case Review.
 Manage Reviewer training and support agencies in Reviewer selection.
 Facilitate Reviews.
 Refine the Review methodology to account for lessons learned.
COVERAGE
The mandatory Business Case Review:
 Applies on a whole-of-government basis to all government departments, statutory
authorities, trusts and other government entities.
 Does not apply to State Owned Corporations subject to the State Owned Corporations
Act.
IMPLEMENTATION


The Gateway Review process commences 1 July 2004.
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THE SIX GATES
The six gates in the procurement process are indicated below.
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ATTACHMENT 6

COMPREHENSIVE TREASURY APPRAISAL/MONITORING3
Treasury’s role in assessing and monitoring major capital works projects (those valued at $1
million or more) is dependent on the size and risk of the project, the risk being assessed using the
Gateway Risk Profile Assessment tool.
A strong emphasis is placed on the quality of the business case supporting any funding/
investment decision and service delivery objectives of the agency concerned.
Agencies need to demonstrate clearly that:




the project supports its service delivery objectives;
the initial business case that triggers any funding is sound; and
the project, as it is delivered, either remains consistent with the original business case or
properly informed decisions are made in terms of the project’s future if this is not the
case.

Agencies are required to submit specific information and reports to Treasury at key decision
points, dependent on the risk and value of the project as outlined below:
High Risk Projects and All Other Projects valued more than $50 Million:






Project Appraisal Report to demonstrate the Business Case is properly developed prior to
going to the Budget Committee of Cabinet or internal funding approval. This will
include copies of the project Risk Profile Assessment using the Gateway tool, Mandatory
Business Case Gateway Review and Economic Appraisal
Procurement Strategy Report and Pre-Tender Estimate to reconfirm the Business Case
prior to calling tenders
Post Tender Review Report to reconfirm the Business Case prior to contract award
Material Variations Report highlighting major changes to scope, cost and time after
contract award as they occur

Projects Not High Risk and valued between $10 Million and $50 Million:



Copy of the project Risk Profile Assessment using the Gateway tool, Mandatory Business
Case Gateway Review and Economic Appraisal prior to submission to the Budget
Committee or internal funding approval.
Procurement Strategy Report and Pre-Tender Estimate prior to calling tenders

Projects Not High Risk and valued between $1 Million and $10 Million:


Summary of Economic Appraisal prior to submission to the Budget Committee

A checklist of material which may be required for the above reports and a flow diagram
illustrating the interaction of the agency accreditation scheme, Gateway Reviews and Treasury’s
monitoring role is available on the Treasury website.

3

These enhanced Treasury monitoring arrangements take effect from 1 July 2004 and apply to construction projects for which
funding had not been approved as at that date. However projects already funded that are high risk or valued at $50 million
or more are required to submit the required reports depending on their stage of project delivery. All funded projects valued
at less than $50 million and not high risk may proceed under the earlier Treasury intervention arrangements.
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Purpose of Guidelines
The NSW Government expects that the professional expertise of public employees
will be used as a first option in preference to engaging consultants. Consultants
should be engaged only when the required professional expertise is not available
internally or cannot be provided in a more cost effective manner than can be
obtained by engaging a consultant.
In the above context, the purpose of this document is to set out the key expectations of
the Government regarding the engagement and use of consultants and to provide
advice on best practices. This document replaces the Guidelines for the Engagement
and Use of Consultants issued in August 2000.

Application of Guidelines
Under the Public Sector Management (Goods and Services) Regulation 2000 and its
predecessors (the Public Sector Management (Goods and Services) Regulation 1995
and the Public Sector Management (Stores and Services) Regulation 1988), authority
to procure goods and services for the Public Service lies with the State Contracts
Control Board (“SCCB”) and with agencies with delegated authority from the SCCB.
The SCCB may also grant exemptions from the operation of the Regulation. In late
October 1991 an exemption was granted under the then Clause 41 of the Public Sector
Management (Stores and Services) Regulation 1988, to heads of departments
concerning the procurement of consultancy services:
“Persons heading the organisations listed in Schedules 1 and 2 of the Public Sector
Management Act being exempted from compliance with the Public Sector
Management(Stores and Services) Regulation-Parts 3 to 6 in respect of the
procurement of consultancy services without reference to the State Contracts Control
Board, but subject to the following conditions:(a) Compliance by the organisation with the Premier’s Department Office of Public
Management Guidelines for the Engagement and Use of Consultants, May 1990 or as
issued from time to time;
(b) The person(s) authorised to enter into such consultancy service contracts shall be
the person(s) heading or from time to time authorised by the organisation to enter into
such contracts.”

The reference in the exemption to the heads of “organisations listed in Schedules 1
and 2 of the Public Sector Management Act” at the time of issue of this document
should now be read as a reference to the heads of organisations listed in Schedule 1 of
the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002. The reference to Parts 3 to
6 of the Public Sector Management (Stores and Services) Regulation 1988 should
now be read as a reference to Parts 3 to 5 of the Public Sector Management (Goods
and Services) Regulation 2000.
The engagement and use of consultants by departments, authorities and agencies
listed in Schedule 1 of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002 must
therefore comply with Premier’s Department Guidelines for the Engagement and Use
of Consultants.
These organisations will need to be aware of other relevant requirements contained in
legislation or elsewhere including policies of the NSW Government for example
_____________________________________________________________________
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policy on NSW Government Procurement. As these guidelines are issued under
Premier’s Department Circular and are current at the date of issue it is recommended
that a check be made of subsequent Circulars and Memoranda in case certain aspects
may have been superseded or amended by subsequent policy releases.
Contracts for goods and services, are covered by a separate delegation by the SCCB
and limited to procurements valued at less than $150,000 unless available on a period
contract.
Delegations of authority to engage consultants must be distinguished from delegations
to incur expenditure. The latter delegations are made by Ministers and set limits on
the expenditure which may be incurred.
NSW Government organisations covered by these guidelines will be referred to as
agencies throughout this document.
These guidelines also will be of interest to consultants. However consultants should
note that a wide range of factors can affect actions and decisions, and no warranty is
given that processes will always conform to these guidelines.

Development of Guidelines by Agencies
Chief Executive Officers should ensure that internal guidelines developed for the
engagement of consultants are consistent with this document, subject to any
overriding requirements relevant to the agency set out in legislation or elsewhere. This
document may be used as the basis for the development of detailed guidelines by
agencies. It may be copied for that purpose, with appropriate acknowledgment.

Definition of a Consultant
As there are special requirements and delegations for the engagement of consultants
and for reporting related expenditure it is important that consultancy services be
distinguished from other services which are procured from the private sector.
For the purposes of these guidelines a consultant is a person or organisation
engaged under contract on a temporary basis to provide recommendations or high
level specialist or professional advice to assist decision-making by management.
Generally it is the advisory nature of the work that differentiates a consultant from
other contractors.
The definition does not apply to casual or temporary staff employed under any Act
(such as the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002) or engaged by an
agency.
In practice the difference between consultants and other contractors is not always
clear cut and judgements will need to be made based on the particular circumstances.
The examples below are offered as illustrations.
Distinguishing consultants from other contractors
For the purposes of these guidelines, the following descriptions are given.
Training


A person or firm engaged to provide advice on training needs and to develop
training programs is a consultant.
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A person or firm engaged to provide the actual training would not be a
consultant for the purposes of these guidelines.

Information Technology


A person or firm engaged to assist the development of an information
technology strategic plan and/or to assist with the development of
specifications for the systems and/or to provide advice on implementation is a
consultant.



A person or firm engaged to undertake implementation in accordance with the
specifications, for example, supplying or writing the software and constructing
the systems, would not be a consultant.

Legal


A person or firm engaged primarily to advise on legal issues relating to a
proposed innovation or amendments to legislation is a consultant.



A person or firm engaged primarily to provide routine legal services such as
conveyancing, advocacy, drafting documents etc even though that includes
professional advice, would not be a consultant.

Finance and accounting


A person or firm engaged primarily to advise on the financial viability of a
government business enterprise is a consultant.



A person or firm engaged primarily to provide routine auditing or routine
accounting services even though that includes professional advice would not
be called a consultant.

Some other examples of consultancy projects are:


Provision of advice regarding new technology and ideas.



Development of performance standards.



Evaluation of activities and programs.



Preparation of sales and marketing strategies.



Conduct of environmental scans and advice on planning.



Feasibility studies.

Ensuring external consultants are not deemed to be employees
Agencies must be careful, to avoid inadvertently establishing circumstances whereby
an individual consultant or contractor can be considered to be an employee and be
eligible for employee benefits such as worker's compensation, despite a contract
which suggests the person is not an employee. This could arise, for example, by the
person being subject to the routine direction and control of the agency. The Public
Employment Office of Premier's Department can provide advice to agencies on
clarifying the distinction between employee and contractor.
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Annual Reporting Requirements
Public disclosure of consultancies is to be made in Annual Reports in accordance with
the Annual Reports (Departments) Regulation 2000 and the Annual Reports (Statutory
Bodies) Regulation 2000.
To comply with the Regulations, agencies must include the following information
concerning the engagement of consultants during the financial year in their Annual
Reports.
For consultancies costing equal to or more than $30,000:




the name of the consultant
the title of the project (shown in a way that identifies the nature of the work);
and
the actual costs of engaging the consultant.

For consultancies costing less than $30,000:


the total number of engagements costing less than $30,000; and



the total cost of all such engagements.

If no consultants were engaged during the year, a statement to that effect must be
included in the Annual Report. If expenditure runs over more than one financial year,
the amount spent in the year being reported should be stated.
In fulfilling the above requirements, agencies also should group/categorise
consultancies according to the nature of expenditure, and clearly describe the purpose
of the consultancy (see Premier’s Memorandum 2002-07 Engagement and Use of
Consultants). Categories of consultancy costs include:









Finance and accounting/tax
Information technology
Legal
Management services
Environmental
Engineering
Organisational review
Training

Attachment A to Premier’s Memorandum 2002-07 contains a sample disclosure
report.

Key Principles
Value for money
Value for money will be considered when deciding whether or not to engage a
consultant. Approval to engage a consultant will be given only when the cost is
justified by the anticipated benefits. This means engaging a consultant is a better
option than undertaking the work in-house or taking other action.
Value for money is determined by considering all the factors which are relevant to a
particular purpose, for example, quality, reliability, timeliness, service, initial and
_____________________________________________________________________
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ongoing costs are all factors which can make a significant impact on benefits and
costs.
Value for money does not mean 'lowest price'. However, the lowest price bid might
offer the best value if it meets other essentials, such as quality and reliability. It is
important to be clear about how value for money will be determined in any particular
set of circumstances prior to assessing bids.
Value for money will be pursued through fair and effective competition. Other things
being equal, the extent of competition sought by agencies will be consistent with the
financial value of the procurement or disposal, with higher value cases normally
subject to open invitations to bid or to express interest in bidding.
Following the engagement of consultants, value for money will be pursued through
performance monitoring and evaluation.
Proper and impartial processes
The skill, knowledge and responsibility of the employees involved in engaging a
consultant will be appropriate to the nature, complexity and magnitude of the
consultancy engagement.
The processes of inviting and assessing bids will safeguard against favouritism,
improper practices and opportunities for corruption. Private interests will not be
allowed to influence decisions about procurement or disposal.
Commercially sensitive information from bidders will be treated confidentially
subject to the requirements of the law. Key information about winning bids such as
name and price accepted will often be released. The Freedom of Information Act,
1989, Schedule 1, clause 7, concerns the protection given to commercially valuable
information. Premier’s Memorandum 2000-11 Disclosure of Information in
Government Contracts with the Private Sector introduced guidelines concerning the
information relating to the Government’s contracting arrangements with the private
sector that should and should not be made public.
Agencies will not cause industry to unnecessarily incur tendering costs.
All actions taken and requirements placed on others will comply with statutory
requirements.
Proper and ethical practices by consultants
Consultants will seek to achieve best practice standards in their industry and will
demonstrate this in the fulfilment of their contract.
Consultants will act honestly and ethically. For example:
They will:


disclose any conflicts of interest (see Consultancy Agreement) and will not
seek to undermine fairness and impartiality on the part of government
agencies;



submit bids only when they have a firm intention to proceed;



not engage in practices such as collusion in bidding, inflation of prices to
compensate unsuccessful tenderers, hidden commissions or other such secret
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arrangements;


comply with State and Commonwealth legislation including the trade practices
and consumer affairs laws.

Accountability
Public sector executives and other persons involved in procurements and disposals
will be aware of their responsibilities and will be able to account for their actions and
decisions. In particular:


records of procurement and disposal decisions including the reasons for
recommending and deciding on the selection and rejection of bids will be kept
in a manner which facilitates audit and other normal processes of
accountability;



expenditure on consultants will be recorded and publicly reported, as required
by the Annual Reports Acts.

Legislation and Policies to be observed by Consultants
Consultants are to comply with relevant Government policies. This includes
legislation, policy or any other form of requirement which is relevant to the matter at
hand which by its nature should apply to advisers to the agency as well as to agency
personnel. Areas which for instance may be relevant include procurement policy and
codes of practice, ethical conduct, equal employment opportunity, environmental
management, occupational health and safety, and work force and industrial relations
practices. Where appropriate, the relevant requirement should be highlighted in the
project brief provided to the consultant.

The Steps
Some models of best practice involved in the processes of engaging and using
consultants are set out below and discussed in the following pages. Employees
responsible for engaging a consultant may need to obtain additional advice from other
sources.
1. Determining the need to engage a consultant
2. Planning the project and the engagement
3. Developing the specification and other documentation
4. Inviting and receiving bids
5. Selecting a consultant
6. Engaging the selected consultant
7. Steering the project and working with the consultant
8. Evaluating the agency's and the consultant's performance

1. Determining the Need to Engage a Consultant
Action to select and engage a consultant should be initiated only when there is clarity
concerning:


the unavailability of appropriate staff or other critical resources in-house, or
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the greater cost of doing the work in-house;


the unavailability or inappropriateness of other possible avenues;



the contribution the consultancy will make to the Government's and the
agency's aims and objectives;



the particular problem/s or issue/s which will be the focus of the consultancy;



the work and output expected from the consultant, and the benefits expected;



an estimate of cost.

The costs involved in specification preparation, briefing, tender evaluation,
engagement and assisting and supervising the consultants should be estimated in
monetary or time terms (such as person days) and identified separately in the
statement of estimated costs. Calculation of such costs enables a realistic appreciation
of likely project costs for comparison against the expected benefits.
The use of consultants does not abrogate the agency's responsibility for successful
outcomes of projects. Consultants do not provide risk avoidance for an agency if
projects are not successful. Effective oversight of consultancy projects is essential.
Conflicts of interest
Recommendations and decisions at the initiating stage and throughout the processes
should be free of any private or other interests which might undermine objectivity.
Under the code of conduct of any agency there is or should be an obligation on
employees to declare any conflict of interest. This obligation should be extended to all
parties advising the agency. Following the declaration of a conflict of interest, the
appropriate extent of involvement of the person, if any, should be determined.

2. Planning the Project and the Engagement
Sound planning at the outset will increase the probability of successful, cost effective
outcomes for all projects. The degree of detail and formality will vary with the nature
of the project but the governing components of a well planned project will be similar.
A list is set out in Appendix A of the typical components that should be considered at
the outset when initiating processes to engage a consultant.

3. Developing the Specification and Conditions of Engagement
The key consideration in developing the documentation for issue to bidders is
achievement of the project's objectives including best value. This must be
accomplished in a proper, impartial manner which will stand up to scrutiny.
Invitations for bids should include information about the task, i.e.:


the objectives pursued and the outputs sought, the terms of reference and other
information needed by bidders to understand the agency's requirements;



the proposed conditions of contract;

and information about the selection process, i.e.:


the selection criteria;



the conditions of bidding including information about the process of selection
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and any instructions on the format of bids.
The information provided in invitations for the first stage of a two stage selection
process, (where the intention is to develop a shortlist of bidders for the second stage)
will normally be broader in nature and along the following lines:


the objectives and the nature of the task to be undertaken by the consultants;



a statement of the purpose of the first stage (to develop a short-list, etc) and an
indicative timetable for the commencement of the second stage;



selection criteria for short-listing; and



conditions of responding to the invitation.

The specification of requirements and conditions of engagement
The amount of information provided to bidders will vary according to the project's
complexity. For many consultancies, all the information can be in one document
called ‘an invitation for proposals’ or ‘the specification’ or ‘the brief’, for example.
The information about the task covering why the job needs to be done, the outcomes
sought and the outputs required is often called ‘the specification of requirements.’ A
comprehensive specification will include the terms of reference and information on
timing and oversight and reporting arrangements. The recommended inclusions are
listed in Appendix B.
Bidders also need to know the contractual conditions applicable to the task. For
example, who will own the outputs of the consultancy? When will payments be
made? Some recommended inclusions are discussed in Appendix C.
The selection criteria should be established in advance and set out in the invitation to
bid documents. This enables bidders to show how well they meet the criteria and
enables the agency to make a decision with the best available information. Further
advice on selection criteria is contained in Appendix D along with advice on other
information bidders need to know, such as the place and deadline for submitting bids.

4. Inviting and Receiving Bids
In these guidelines, ‘bid’ usually includes tender, quote, proposal and other types of
offer. Similarly, the term ‘bidder’ usually includes tenderer, proponent etc.
Invitations should allow sufficient time for bidders to fully develop bids. The
problems caused as a result of unduly short tender periods include weak competition,
poorly prepared proposals and inadequate understanding of contract requirements, the
impacts of which may not be manifested until after the consultancy commences.
When in doubt it is reasonable to ask several firms for the period they would require
preparing a bid for the type of business on offer.
The same conditions must apply to all bidders. The same opportunities for obtaining
information and, as far as practicable, the same information, should be provided to all
bidders. Successful bidders should be made aware that information concerning their
bid and resulting contract will be disclosed in accordance with Premier’s
Memorandum No. 2000-11.
The procedure for inviting bids for consultancy services is essentially dependent on
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the estimated cost and time of the proposed consultancy and the range of suitably
qualified consultants to be given the opportunity to bid for the project.
Minimum number of bids
The optimum degree of competition obtains best value for the client without imposing
undue costs on industry. The optimum will vary with circumstances including the
costs and complexity of bidding and the value of the services to be provided by the
consultant. Assuming all other things to be equal, the degree of competition should
increase with the value of the work to be undertaken.
The minimum levels of competition to be sought are set out below. The agency's prebid estimate of the total amount which will be paid to the selected consultant
determines the minimum level of competition to be sought when inviting bids.
The monetary figures below are inclusive of GST and principally mirror the levels
contained in the general purchasing delegation relating to the procurement of “not in
contract” goods and services approved by the SCCB under clause 36 of the Public
Sector Management (Goods and Services) Regulation 2000. At the time of issue of
this document, these are:
Minimum levels of competition
Where the estimated cost of the consultancy is less than $30,000:


One written proposal is acceptable if that is appropriate in the circumstances
and the cost is reasonable and consistent with the market.

Where the estimated cost of the consultancy is in the range of $30,000 to $150,000:


Written bids should be sought from at least three consultants who are believed
to be capable of performing the work.

Where the estimated cost of the consultancy is over $150,000:


An open invitation should be advertised in the press. This may be a multiple
stage process as discussed below and in Appendix E.

Reference must also be made to government policy on the use of advertising. At
time of issue of this document relevant policy is contained in Premier’s
Memorandum 2002-14.
If bids exceed a cost level where a greater degree of competition is called for, the
accountable manager will need to make a judgement as to whether or not to
recommence the process. Either way, the reasons should be documented.
In many cases it will be appropriate to increase the number of bids above the
minimum requirements above. This is a matter for judgement in each case. For
example, open invitations for bids may be made whenever that is considered justified.
Exceptional circumstances where a lesser number may be appropriate are discussed
below.
Open invitations in the press
The requirement for open competition may be satisfied by:


a single stage process whereby the press advertisement invites fully developed
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bids, one of which will be selected; or


a multiple stage process whereby the press advertisement invites pre
registration or expressions of interest which will lead to selection of three or
more responding firms to be invited to submit detailed bids.

Information concerning these approaches to seeking bids is contained in Appendix E.
Exceptions
Where an engagement estimated to cost over $150,000 relates to a project which is
genuinely confidential and cannot be publicised, or is genuinely urgent and cannot be
deferred, open competition may be inappropriate or impractical. In the circumstances
the best option may be to invite proposals from three or more firms known by or
recommended to the agency as being able to undertake the task effectively.
In these cases, the course of action and the engagement must be approved by the
Minister, the agency’s Board, Chief Executive Officer, or authorised person in line
with delegations for this particular purpose by the responsible Minister, Board or
Chief Executive Officer. All documentation in these, and in all cases, should be
accessible by internal and external auditors.
There can also be rare cases where there is definitely only one firm or person capable
of or available for the task and the options of changing the specification or deferring
the task are not viable. In such cases the arrangement should be negotiated
commercially with the aim of achieving the best value for money in the
circumstances. In these cases also, the course of action and the engagement must be
approved by the Minister, the Board, Chief Executive Officer or authorised person in
line with delegations for this particular purpose.
Cases which are apparently 'exceptional' should be treated very cautiously. For
example, assertions that there is only one person or firm capable or available to
undertake the project are often disproved when the market is tested by invitations for
bids.
Changes in requirements after invitations are issued
All bidders must be advised of any changes to the conditions or specification or other
information changes which occur after the issue of invitations and before the closing
date. Similarly, where an inquiry reveals a significant error, ambiguity or discrepancy,
all bidders must be advised. The advice to bidders of changes to the conditions or
specification becomes part of the tender documents issued by the agency.
The names and addresses of persons/firms who have been provided with the invitation
documents should be recorded to enable contact to be made if changes occur to the
conditions or specification.
If warranted by the nature of the changes, the time allowed for bids to be lodged
should be extended.
Notwithstanding the above, it may be appropriate to deal with minor changes to the
specification or other documents in pre-contract negotiations, near the conclusion of
the selection process, with the preferred bidder.
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Security of bids received
Bids received should be recorded and handled so as to preserve their confidentiality.
Confidential information from bidders must not be given to competitors or otherwise
disclosed, subject to public release of information about the winning bid at the
completion of the selection process.
It is best practice for the opening and recording of bids received to be undertaken all
at once, very shortly after the deadline, by a number of employees who are
independent of the assessment process. At time of issue of this document best practice
is set out in the Code of Tendering for NSW Government Procurement.
Traditionally a tender box with two different locks, the key for each securely held by
different employees, has been and continues to be a sound approach to ensuring
security during the lodgement process. Other means including electronic processes
may also be appropriate so long as the security and the integrity of the tender
processes can be assured.
Late bids
It is the responsibility of bidders to ensure that bids are submitted on time and a firm
rule not to consider late bids may be adopted by individual agencies. Late bids may be
considered only if the circumstances were beyond the control of the bidder and it can
be demonstrated that there is no advantage to the bidder and the integrity of the
bidding system will not be compromised. If the only bid received is late, it may be
considered if it conforms with the specification.

5. Selecting a Consultant
Bids should be assessed in a consistent fashion against the pre-determined criteria.
This should be done by people with relevant skills and knowledge appropriate to the
nature, value and importance of the projects and who are free of any conflict of
interest which might undermine the objectivity of the assessment.
Assessments for higher value projects, particularly those over $50,000 should involve
three or more assessors to facilitate a balanced assessment. To help ensure that
fairness and impartiality are seen to have been strong features of the assessment, it
may be appropriate to provide for the participation of an officer from outside the
agency.
Bids received should initially be checked to ensure that:


there is a sufficient range of legitimate bids for value for money comparisons;



they conform with the brief and time criteria provided;



they are within budget limits for the project.

If the latter is not the case and it is decided to consider additional expenditure, the
factors to consider should include whether or not the scope of work was correctly
identified by the agency and understood by the bidders.
It often will be appropriate to interview the two or three leading contenders. This will
enable the agency to gain a better understanding of the bids and the bidders and to
explore the depth of understanding each bidder has of the task and quality of the
proposed methods of approach. It is important to allow each of the interviewed
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bidders the same opportunities to prepare and to put forward their approach.
Late changes to the requirements
If the requirements alter in the course of the assessment process, consideration should
be given to notifying all bidders of the change and giving them an opportunity to
adjust their bids accordingly. If the alterations are substantial, consideration should be
given to recommencing the process. Important considerations include the impact the
change might have on:


the value and nature of the contract and the extent of private sector interest;



the relativity of the current bids; and



the fairness and cost of going back to bidders on the matter.

In some cases the most fair and reasonable decision may be to ignore the change for
the purpose of the assessment and to negotiate the alteration with the successful
bidder after the bidder has been selected and prior to finalising the contract.
In these circumstances however, the alteration should not be so significant as to give
unsuccessful bidders a basis to complain that what is contracted is substantially
different from that identified in the invitation to bid. Changing a requirement during
the assessment process can very easily lead to suggestions of impropriety by
unsuccessful bidders.
Justification for the selection
The reasons for the selection and for passing over bids should be documented. The
extent of documentation will vary with the complexity and value of the project but
should cover:


a summary of bids received; and


the justification for the recommendations based on the selection criteria,
including statements confirming that-



the recommended bid conforms with the brief, or any variations are
acceptable;



the bid is acceptable in terms of conditions and limitations, if any;



the bidder has the resources and ability to successfully undertake the work;



the performance of the bidder has been checked with referees and found to
have been satisfactory on similar projects; and that



the price is reasonable, conforms with market prices, and rise and fall and/or
any other price variations likely are acceptable.

The person approving the selected bid should be an appropriate senior authorised
employee. The employee who analyses the bids and is responsible for preparing the
above documentation and making a selection should not be the person who approves
the selection.
All documentation including the bids received must be kept for record and audit
purposes.
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6. Engaging the Selected Consultant
Following the approval to engage a consultant a formal letter of engagement, together
with a contract document if considered necessary should be forwarded to the selected
consultant. It will be essential to obtain legal advice for complex and high cost
consultancies where it may be necessary for the contract to be in the form of a deed.
At this stage, if there is any doubt as to appropriate action legal advice should be
sought promptly.
The letter of engagement or form of contract should refer to, amongst other things:


the requirements set out in the original specification and conditions of
engagement,



the proposals set out in the winning bid,



the content or result of any subsequent correspondence and/or negotiations,



the indemnity, insurance and any other requirements which may need to be
fulfilled and



any matter warranting special mention (such as ownership of intellectual
property if that needs to be made clear).

The letter of engagement or contract should be capable legally, financially and
operationally of protecting the interests of the agency.
Advice to unsuccessful bidders
Unsuccessful bidders should be advised promptly of the decision. After acceptance of
the contract by the winning bidder, unsuccessful bidders may be informed of the
winning firm or person and, unless there are compelling reasons to do otherwise, any
non-confidential details from the winning bid including price.
They may also be informed as to the weaknesses in their own bid. In providing
feedback on weaknesses, any comparisons should be made against the selection
criteria rather than with details of the successful bid. Explicit advice about future bids
should be avoided.
The timing of the release of any information needs to be managed to avoid premature
disclosure which might impact on the finalisation of the contract with the winning
bidder.

7. Steering the Project and Working with the Consultant
Effective oversight of consultancies is essential to ensure that:


the agency obtains the product that is sought;



good value for money is obtained; and



unnecessary delays are avoided.

Sound planning of the oversight arrangements including periodic reporting on
progress, discussed earlier, and their appropriate implementation will contribute to
these results.
The consultant should be regarded in all major respects as part of the agency's team.
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There are several advantages to this approach. Firstly, communication is open and
free and much more effective. Secondly, if the consultant has special expertise it can
be stimulating and beneficial for agency staff to work with the person. Thirdly, it is
not unusual for unforseen events to arise calling for the consultant and the agency to
combine in determining the best way of dealing with the situation.
Poor or misdirected performance on the part of the consultant should be addressed
promptly and before serious damage occurs. However, unless there are compelling
reasons to move quickly towards termination, the termination provisions should not
be applied until that avenue is considered the most practical and justifiable option.
Variations after the consultancy has commenced
Variations to the scope of the work requiring increased payments to the consultant can
at times be appropriate as a result of unforeseen circumstances. Particular care is
needed to avoid:


variations being used by a successful low bidder to increase the value of the
job;



variations being used to get around requirements for competitive bidding;



variations increasing the scope of the consultancy out of proportion to the
original scope.

All proposals for variations require very careful consideration, applying the principles
of value for money, probity and accountability. Proposals to increase the value of the
consultancy by 25 per cent or more demand a particularly thorough review. As noted
previously, apparently 'exceptional' cases should be treated very cautiously.
Variations to the consultancy during the progress of the project must be reported
without delay and prior approval obtained for any proposed significant changes in
work or cost. It is not good practice for approvals for significant changes in work or
cost to be given by employees directly involved in the supervision of the consultant.
Proposals for such variations should be considered and determined by an independent
senior officer.

8. Evaluating the Agency's and the Consultant's Performance
It is best practice to undertake post-completion evaluation of projects to ensure that
the lessons of experience can be applied in the future. The evaluation of a project
which involved the use of consultants should include both the performance of the
agency and the performance of the consultant.
The most important evaluations will be those undertaken for projects which were very
successful and projects which were unsuccessful or which encountered serious
difficulties.
Very successful projects can offer models of best practice. As well, the lessons from
such projects are usually the most suitable to publicise freely in the organisation.
Unsuccessful projects and those which encountered serious difficulties are likely to
reveal important lessons in the form of avoidable oversights and problems. While
requirements for accountability must be observed, the evaluations are best undertaken
and disseminated in a spirit of learning rather than attributing blame.
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It is particularly important to review the performance of the agency in an impartial
manner when there is dissatisfaction about the consultant's performance. This will
ensure that the agency is not blind to any lessons from its own actions in the matter.
The areas of interest in reviewing projects involving consultants include:
Project formulation


objectives;



planning and management arrangements;



specification of need and other documentation given to bidders.

Project bidding


the extent of competition, advertising, timing and related factors.

Project operations


consultant's performance;



agency's performance.

Factors to take into account when assessing the consultant's performance are:


quality of work;



timeliness;



cost;



methodology;



working relationships;



other factors relevant to the project.
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Appendix A
Typical Components of a Well Planned Project
A project owner: This is a senior officer ultimately responsible and accountable for the
management, outcome and costs of the project. It is essential that project responsibility be
clearly assigned.
A steering committee of key stakeholders or their representatives: The committee
steers the broad direction of the project and would normally be chaired by the project
owner. The steering is often in response to material presented to the committee by project
personnel including the consultant when appointed. The committee will usually be the
main judge of the adequacy of the output.
A project manager: This person, who may be the project owner and/or may be assisted
by project officers, is responsible for detailed project planning and operations including:


preliminary planning;



record keeping;



submissions and briefings to the project owner and the steering committee;



preparation of the detailed brief and other documentation;



arranging for invitations for bids and their receipt and assessment;



arranging for the engagement of the consultant;



day to day working relationships and liaison with the consultant; and



statutory and other reporting requirements.

A statement of the intended outcomes and the terms of reference for the project:
This will be approved by the project owner and/or the steering committee. Where the
engagement of a consultant is part of a much larger project, there normally will be a
statement of objectives and terms of reference for the larger project and a subsidiary
statement of objectives and terms of reference for the component to be undertaken by the
consultant, with the linkages with the larger project shown.
A project budget: This will usually be a matter for the project owner to determine or
negotiate with other parties.
A project plan: At the outset this may be a draft timetable of major events and
deliverables, such as the expected date of the engagement of a consultant and the
expected (or required) date of completion of the major outputs of the consultation
supplemented by a simple list of the initial activities such as 'appoint steering committee',
'draft brief', 'invite bids' and so on. Where the engagement of a consultant is part of a
much larger project, the planning for the consultant will need to be incorporated into the
total project plan with the key linkages with the larger project highlighted.
When the consultant is appointed, a detailed timetable for the consultancy exercise will
need to be finalised.
Reporting arrangements: Project planning must include reporting arrangements which
will usually include periodic reports to the steering committee, supplemented by day to
day liaison with the project manager. Those arrangements and some of the other
components listed above, such as objectives and terms of reference, should be reflected in
the documentation issued to consultants (as discussed in the next section).
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Appendix B
Recommended Inclusions in Specifications of Requirements
Note that it is not necessary to use the particular headings shown below and two or more of
the items can be combined under one heading.
The objectives and the context: Understanding these is critical to the consultant's
appreciation of the agency's needs. The documentation should include:
 a statement of what the agency wants to achieve as a result of the project with a focus
on the desired outcomes as distinct from the outputs sought from the consultant;


a statement of the background and the context in which the consultancy will occur.

The outputs sought: A very clear statement must be included of the specific things the
consultant is expected to produce and/or do in satisfaction of the consultancy contract. The
outputs should be measurable so there can be no doubt as to the client's expectations.
The terms of reference: The terms of reference set out the substance and scope of the
consultant's task and define the boundaries to be worked within. The section of the
documentation headed 'terms of reference' will often include other components listed here
such as the outputs sought, the individual tasks to be performed and relevant legislation and
policy to be observed. To benefit from the consultant's expertise and innovation, it is not good
practice to prescribe the processes the consultant should follow other than processes which
are considered essential, such as consultation with various parties and analysis of certain
things.
The individual tasks to be performed: Where there are such essential processes, they should
be stated at the outset. If the consultancy is complex it may be appropriate to divide the
project into sub-tasks or stages, each with a measurable result specified in the documentation.
Relevant legislation and policy: Any legislation and policy of particular relevance to the
task should be mentioned and the importance made clear.
The final reporting requirements: Many consultancies culminate in the production of a
final report. Anything specific the agency has in mind about review of drafts and the
coverage, format and number of copies of the drafts and final report should be stated.
The resources to be allocated by the agency to the project: Include such details as
accommodation, equipment and staff support as appropriate. Resource provision may be
negotiable depending on the content of the selected bid.
The timetable: An indication of timing should be given including where appropriate a
timetable for the production of periodic reports and the achievement of specific results. The
timetable should be flexible enough to allow negotiation. A statement indicating when the
consultancy is expected to commence and finish will often suffice.
The oversight arrangements: These are best considered in the planning stage prior to the
invitation for bids and disclosed so that bidders have an understanding of the working
arrangements envisaged. The oversight will often include:
 a steering committee of key stakeholders and/or a senior executive, and an officer for
day to day communication (as discussed in the previous section);
 periodic reporting (say fortnightly in the form of brief written progress reports and
monthly in the form of written and verbal presentations to the steering committee).
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Appendix C
Some Recommended Inclusions in Conditions of Engagements
This list is not comprehensive and there will be conditions dictated by circumstances. Legal
advice should be sought if there is any doubt as to appropriate inclusions. (See Attachment
to these Guidelines: Consultancy Agreement from Crown Solicitor’s Office).
Conflict of interest: Consultants should be required to disclose any existing conflict of
interest and any conflict of interest which arises at any time during the consultancy. They may
also be asked to advise the agency of the steps they consider appropriate to protect the
agency's interests.
Ownership of intellectual property, disclosure and/or subsequent use of information:
Where appropriate these factors should be specified. This may be necessary to protect the
Government's interest in software or systems being developed, or for copyright of other items
being written or produced.
Some invitations seek preliminary proposals and ideas which are used as a basis for short
listing firms for a second round of bidding. In such cases agencies must respect the
confidentiality of responses and the intellectual property of firms. This is particularly relevant
where an agency may be tempted to use an innovative idea of a firm in a specification for
issue to other firms. It is desirable to declare any such intent so that the owner of the
intellectual property rights can elect to grant a licence to use the rights and to negotiate an
appropriate fee and/or restrict the form of licence. Legal advice should be sought before
pursuing that option.
Equal Employment Opportunity Policy: Consultants should be aware of the public sector's
policy on equal employment opportunity and anti-discrimination legislation. If recruitment of
public sector personnel is the task of the consultant, or part of the task, EEO requirements,
including the relevance of the agency's EEO management plan, should be highlighted in the
specification requirements.
The information in the specification should include:


strategies in place to obtain diversity in the pool of applicants;



opportunity for applicants to obtain information about the position;



selection criteria includes equal employment opportunity principles;



selection panels include both male and female members;



the short list of suitable candidates includes people with diverse backgrounds.

If development of training material for public sector personnel is the task of the consultant
requirements need to be included in the specification such as gender-neutral language,
culturally appropriate content and the use of material which reflect public sector equal
opportunity policy.
Personnel nominated by a bidder to undertake the consultancy: Because of the particular
expertise and experience of the individuals involved, an important safeguard is to stipulate
that personnel nominated in the bid and/or allocated to the task by the consultancy firm
cannot be changed without the concurrence of the client.
Termination of and variations to the contract: Provision should be made for the contract
with the consultant to be terminated or the work content reduced or varied.
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Arrangements for payment of fees: It is important to state the basis upon which fees will be
paid. This may be, for example, upon the successful completion of the assignment or upon the
completion of measurable interim outputs or stages, with a final payment at the conclusion.
Indemnity and insurance: Where appropriate, the agency and the government should be
indemnified against workers compensation claims and public liability claims. Where the
consultant is engaged to provide advice of a type which is normally underwritten by
professional indemnity insurance (such as legal or engineering advice), proof of such
insurance may be appropriate. Because a firm can have a number of business names, it may
also be appropriate to require that the firm be contracted in the name under which it is insured
for professional indemnity. As an added precaution, a check with the agency's risk
management adviser may be warranted to ensure that the contractual arrangements proposed
do not unacceptably cap or exclude the liability of the consultant.
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Appendix D
The Selection Criteria and Conditions of Bidding
The Selection Criteria
Best value: The best value bid will be the one which best addresses the selection criteria
determined by the agency. Best value bid does not simply mean the 'lowest cost'. It is the
product of the factors, such as expertise and experience, which are reflected in the selection
criteria.
Choice of selection criteria: The choice of the criteria must be governed by relevance to the
project and the practicality of assessment. A typical set of criteria is:


The degree of understanding of the agency's requirements demonstrated by the
bidder.



The appropriateness and quality of the method the bidder proposes to follow
including the approach to the task and the proposed schedule and timetable of
activities.



The firm's experience in the related area.



The expertise and experience of the people proposed to undertake the work.



The total cost including any significant, additional use of the agency's personnel and
facilities etc which each bidder's proposal would require.

The expertise and experience of the people proposed to undertake the work: Of
particular importance is information about the personnel who will undertake the consultancy.
It is good practice to ask firms to set out in their bids the extent that each nominated person
will be involved in the project and what their role will be. Otherwise, a bidder's employees
who eventually do most of the project work might be much less experienced than the persons
highlighted in the bid proposal.
Where multiple skills are called for, which are not usually found together in one firm, it can
be appropriate to state that firms may have to obtain skilled team members by contract from
other firms for discrete sections of the task. This clearly signals the serious intent of the
agency to obtain the skills sought.
The Conditions of Bidding and Other Information for Bidders
Time and place for lodgement: As a minimum, the conditions of bidding deal with the
information required from bidders and the place and deadline for lodgement of bids.
Detailed information requirements: The extent of information sought should be
proportionate to the scale and cost of the project. The nature of the information required will
be virtually determined by the selection criteria and the conditions of engagement. It is
usually worthwhile to specify the information sought (such as the personnel details noted
above) and the format in which it should be presented. Specifying a format facilitates
comparisons between bids. It can also be appropriate to ask that bids be limited to a maximum
number of pages to save costs for all parties.
Advice of your intentions: Bidders should be informed of the broad selection processes. For
example, if the purpose is to determine a short-list for a second stage bidding process, this
should be stated. It is also good practice at the outset to inform bidders of the nature of any
non-confidential information about the winning bid which will be released or made available
to inquirers, such as the successful firm's name and, if appropriate, the price accepted. (See
Freedom of Information Act, 1989, schedule 1, clause 7, concerning the protection given to
commercially valuable information).
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Appendix E
Approaches to Seeking Bids
The following information is offered to assist project managers choose the best method of
seeking bids. The information is not comprehensive and advice from experienced sources
will often be necessary.
Seeking bids from selected firms without public advertisement
This approach limits the opportunity to a small number of firms but also limits the costs
to industry and to the agency of submitting and evaluating bids and can be relatively
quick. It relies for best value outcomes on the ability of the people concerned to
impartially select a group of firms likely to make competitive offers.
It is usually restricted to lower to mid-range value consultancies or where there are time
or confidentiality constraints.
Inviting bids by public advertisement (open bidding)
The main advantage of open bidding is that competition for the contract is fully open and
can produce a wide range of competitive responses from which the agency can choose. In
many cases it can be efficient and highly effective. There is no time spent at the outset
determining suitable bidders.
However, it can be unfair to expect many firms to incur high costs completing complex
tenders when only one of the many can be successful. Where the selection criteria and/or
the specifications are complex and an excessive number of firms are competing, open
tendering can cause high costs to industry and high processing costs to agencies. In those
cases an invitation to express interest or pre-qualify, discussed below, is often preferred
by industry and can be a more manageable and effective approach for agencies.
Inviting applications for pre-registration for contracts for a specific category of
work
Lists of pre-qualified firms are an appropriate option when an agency is engaging
consultants frequently for tasks within a specific field. Agencies issue an open invitation
for prospective bidders to express interest in bidding for particular categories of work
such as architecture, construction, environmental assessments, information technology or
any definable activity. Firms which best satisfy the published criteria are registered as
pre-qualified firms.
The number of firms given pre-qualification status should be relevant to the amount of
work available from the agency. There is little point pre-qualifying many firms if only a
few jobs will occur each year. To avoid that situation, the published criteria for prequalification should be sufficiently demanding or refined to limit the number of firms to
manageable numbers.
Invitations to bid for specific contracts are issued to all or some of the firms. Where
invitations are restricted to a limited number of registered firms, the method of choosing
firms to be issued with invitations should aim to provide all comparable firms with
broadly similar opportunities to bid over a period of time.
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The list of pre-qualified firms is maintained by periodic advertisement, by periodic
review, by review for non-performing or non-responding firms and by being kept open
for new registrants and previously rejected applicants. Also, there should be an express
and ongoing obligation on registrants to continue to comply with the relevant criteria and
to advise of any changes which might affect their registration.
Inviting expressions of interest or pre-registration for a specific contract, followed
by invitations to short-listed firms
Agencies may issue an open invitation for prospective bidders to express interest in
bidding for a particular contract. The respondents are then culled against selection criteria
stated in the invitation.
The short-listed respondents are then issued with a detailed specification and contractual
information and invited to bid for the contract. Only persons and firms who applied for
pre-registration or who submitted an expression of interest are considered.
This option is particularly suitable when:
(a)
a wide range of firms is likely to be interested and/or there is little reliable
information about capable firms in the market,
(b)

the value of the work and/or the level of complexity is relatively high, and

(c)

the task to be performed is unusual for the agency.

Inviting preliminary proposals or expressions of interest which contain proposals
and ideas, followed by invitations to short-listed firms
Some invitations to industry seek preliminary proposals and ideas which are used as a
basis for short-listing firms, along with other criteria such as expertise and experience.
In such cases agencies must respect the confidentiality of responses and the intellectual
property of firms. This is particularly relevant where an agency may be tempted to use an
innovative idea of a firm in a specification for issue to other firms. It is desirable to
declare any such intent so that the owner of the intellectual property rights can elect to
grant a licence to use the rights and to negotiate an appropriate fee and/or restrict the form
of licence. Legal advice should be sought before pursuing that option.
Requests for proposals are often called invitations for expressions of interest. It is
preferable for agencies to title processes in terms which literally reflect the intention of
the agency. Hence, if proposals are being sought, it is best for that to be reflected in the
title. However, the titles used are less important than clear statements of intentions.
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PREFACE
These guidelines outline the policies, guidelines and generic procedures that should be
adopted by agencies for the implementation and maintenance of the NSW Government
Corporate Purchasing Card. In December 1998 the Premier requested the Director-General
Premier’s Department and the Secretary of NSW Treasury to conduct a review of the use of
credit cards by Senior Executive Officers in Government agencies. A joint NSW Treasury
and Premier’s Department Review Committee undertook the required review noting that the
Auditor-General stated in his report that "The corporate credit card is an efficient method of
procurement for large volume, low value and low risk purchases".
To address the Premier’s concern the Committee developed the Best Practice Guide that
included a revised section of Treasurer’s Directions incorporating the Committee’s
conclusions. It also includes a draft schedule of cardholder responsibilities and an example
of an agency policy document (developed by the Department of Primary Industries) that can
be adapted to suit the operations of other agencies.
Results from the recent six monthly survey on credit cards for the Treasury Banking System
(TBS) indicated the need to update the review and the following sections have been added or
amended to assist TBS agencies:
1) Amendment to Treasurer’s Directions 205.04 and 205.07
2) Approval – Public Authorities (Financial Arrangements) Act 1987 (PAFA ACT)
3) PAFA Act Application Form
4) Guide to Credit Card Usage on the Internet
5) Credit Card Compliance Survey
6) Agency Policy Document – Department Primary Industries (Updated)
These guidelines replace the NSW Treasury Policy and Guidelines Paper TPP99-2 “Review
of Credit Card Use-Best Practice Guide” dated June 1999. The new guidelines should be
read in conjunction with the sections of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 as specified in
the Executive Summary. As part of their performance review with their Minister, CEOs must
certify that credit card use in their department has been in accordance with Premier’s
Memoranda and Treasurer’s Directions. The certification should also be included in annual
reports. The “Credit Card Use –Best Practice Guide” is a guide to assist TBS Agencies in the
implementation and management of the NSW Government Credit Card.
Ian Neale
for
Secretary
NSW Treasury
August 2005
Treasury Ref:
ISBN:

TPP 05-01
0 7313 3291 1

General inquiries concerning this document should be initially directed to:
Henriette Prego (Tel: 9228 3873) or Ronelle Bach (Tel: 9228 4112) of NSW Treasury.
This publication can be accessed from the Treasury’s Office of Financial Management Internet site
[http://www.treasury.nsw.gov.au/]
For printed copies contact the Publications Officer Tel:
(02) 9228 4426
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In December 1998 the Premier requested the Director-General Premier’s Department and the
Secretary of NSW Treasury to conduct a review of the use of credit cards by Senior
Executive Officers in Government agencies.
A joint NSW Treasury and Premier’s Department Review Committee undertook the required
review noting that the Auditor-General stated in his report that "The corporate credit card is
an efficient method of procurement for large volume, low value and low risk purchases".
To address the Premier’s concern the Committee developed the Best Practice Guide. This
included a revised section of Treasurer’s Directions incorporating the Committee’s
conclusions. It also includes a draft schedule of cardholder responsibilities and an example
of an agency policy document (developed by the Department of Primary Industries) that can
be adapted to suit the operations of other agencies.
Results from the recent six monthly survey on credit cards for the Treasury Banking System
(TBS) indicated the need for the update of the review.
Based on the findings of the survey several additional sections have been added or amended
to assist TBS agencies. They are as follows:
1) Amendment to Treasurer’s Directions 205.04 and 205.07
2) Approval – Public Authorities (Financial Arrangements) Act 1987 (PAFA ACT)
3) PAFA Act Application Form
4) Guide to Credit Card Usage on the Internet
5) Credit Card Compliance Survey
6) Agency Policy Document – Department Primary Industries (Updated)
This document outlines the policies, guidelines and generic procedures that should be
adopted by agencies for the implementation and maintenance of the NSW Government
Corporate Purchasing Card.
These guidelines should be read in conjunction with following sections of the Public Finance
and Audit Act 1983:
Section 12 Commitment etc of Expenditure
(1) Expenditure shall be committed or incurred by an officer of authority only within the
limits of a delegation in writing conferred on the officer by a person entitled to make
the delegation.
(2) An officer of an authority who commits or incurs expenditure shall be responsible for
the exercise of due economy.
(3) An officer of an authority must not, without the authorisation of the Treasurer, incur
any liability that would result in a payment out of the Consolidated Fund in excess of
the amount to be provided out of the Consolidated Fund in accordance with an
Appropriation Act or this Act.
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Section 13 Payment of Accounts
An officer of an authority shall not authorise the payment of an account:
(a) unless the account has been approved for payment by a person to whom the power to
authorise the payment has been delegated under section 12(1), or
(b) otherwise than in accordance with the Treasurer’s Directions.
NSW Treasury views credit card usage as an efficient procurement method for large volume,
low value and low risk purchases. The advantages of a corporate purchasing card is an aid in
cash management, reduction of risk in carrying cash, convenience, management and reporting
on expenditure which will save time and money for a large number of agencies.
Agencies will need to prepare a business case for the requirements and viability of the use of
purchasing cards, including a cost benefit analysis for their agency.
The efficient management and correct usage of the credit card is essential. Following are the
major conclusions that were highlighted previously and are still current today:•

the need to provide documentation to support payments must be reinforced;

•

agencies must have a policy in place in respect of card usage;

•

credit card usage policies must be distributed to all card users and signed by the user
to acknowledge an understanding of the policy;

•

Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) should receive regular reports on card usage
highlighting any inappropriate use of cards;

•

where inappropriate expenditures occur, the value of the expenditure should be
recovered from the cardholder;

•

card usage should be reviewed by supervisors;

•

card accounts for CEOs and Executive members (SES officers reporting directly to
the CEO) should be examined and authorised by the officer in charge of the corporate
finance area or a similarly independent officer;

•

a business case for the use of cash withdrawals should be established and reviewed on
a regular basis;

•

it is not always possible for agencies with decentralised structures to complete
reviews of charges by the statement due date. Payments should be allowed by the due
date and payments must be supported by properly certified transaction dockets within
30 days of payment.

CEOs, as part of their performance review with their Minister, must certify that credit card
use in their department has been in accordance with Premier’s Memoranda and Treasurer’s
Directions. The certification should also be included in annual reports.
The “Credit Card Use –Best Practice Guide” is a guide to assist TBS Agencies in the
implementation and management of the NSW Corporate Credit Card.
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Treasurer’s Directions
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PAYMENT OF EXPENSES BY CREDIT CARD
This section relates to Corporate Cards and Purchasing Cards which for the
purpose of Treasurer’s Directions 205.01 – 205.08 are referred to as credit cards.
205.01

Authorities should establish a business case for the use of credit cards and
specifically for the use of cash advances from credit cards if cash advances are
required.
Authorities may, with the approval of the Head of the Authority, enter into
arrangements with an organisation for the use of credit card facilities. The Head
of an Authority, as part of their performance review with their Minister, must
certify that credit card use in their department has been in accordance with
Premier’s Memoranda and Treasurer’s Directions. The certification should also be
included in annual reports.
Authorities must use the credit card facilities offered by contracting provider/s
unless there are compelling economic reasons to do otherwise.
Authorities must develop a credit card policy, that defines what credit cards may
and may not be used for and which incorporates at least the basic requirements set
out in the following directions.
The policy should provide clarity of process for both cardholders and
administrators by setting out instructions for card use, the review of transactions
and reporting to senior management. Individual cardholders should be issued with
a schedule of responsibilities that should be signed by the cardholder to
acknowledge an understanding of conditions. A sample schedule follows this
section.
An accounting officer, delegated by the Head of the Authority, may arrange to
issue credit cards to officers of the Authority for use in connection with travel on
official business or for the purchase of stores and services in accordance with
Direction 460.02.
When opening official credit card accounts, only senior officers of the Authority
are to be nominated as authorised signatories for the issue of credit cards.
Individual credit limits (including transaction, monthly spending and cash limits)
should be established for each cardholder having regard to the anticipated usage of
the card and the likely expenditures to be incurred. Purchases must not be split to
negate credit limits.
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205.02

The credit card shall be used for business purposes only. Cardholders should
keep cards in a secure place.

205.03

Credit cards may be used to meet the costs of official out-of-pocket expenses
(including certain approved entertainment/hospitality costs) covered, from time to
time, by the Premier's policy guidelines.
Credit cards should be used in preference to advance accounts and should
supersede the use of initial cash advances for official travel expenses.

205.04

Payment of expenses or purchase of approved stores and services by credit card
requires the normal procedures of acquiring approval to incur expenditure.
Credit card accounts require the normal examination, certification and
authorisation.
Purchases should be made with preferred suppliers, where possible.
An officer other than the cardholder should authorise the payment of credit card
accounts. Preferably, the cardholder’s manager should perform authorisation.
For senior executive officers the officer in charge of the corporate finance area or
a similarly independent officer should perform the authorisation.

205.05

Delegated accounting officers shall ensure that:
(1)

each application for a credit card shall include the applicant's surname
and initials to be shown on the card together with a specimen signature.
Each application must be signed by a nominated authorising officer;

(2)

each credit card issued shall bear the name of the holder and either the
name of the Authority in the case of a corporate credit account or the
words 'expense account' where a separate account is opened for each
officer;

(3)

individual credit limits (and cash advance limits, where applicable) are
imposed on each cardholder and are regularly reviewed;

(4)

a record is maintained of authorised credit cardholders and their credit
limits;

(5)

all charges to the official credit card account are made only on the
authority of the authorised cardholder;
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(6)

each authorised cardholder certifies that all charges incurred were for
official purposes and that transaction dockets show details as to the nature
of the service and purpose of expenditure;

(7)

the Authority receives from the credit card organisation a statement for
payment and arranges payment by the due date to avoid incurring interest
charges. All charges must be acquitted with properly certified transaction
documents within 30 days of payment. If no supporting documentation is
available then the cardholder should provide a declaration detailing the
nature of the expense and must sign on the statement that "all expenditure
is of a business nature";

(8)

travel expense claims submitted by authorised cardholders are certified as
to the extent that the official credit card was used, or if not used, certified
to that effect.

205.06

Cardholders shall be permitted to withdraw cash advances on credit card accounts
provided the funds are solely for imminent business purposes. The total of such
cash withdrawals must not exceed the estimated cost of the approved expenditure.

205.07

NSW Treasury requirements are that a direct debit facility be implemented with
the contractual banker for all purchasing cards for the automatic payment of
monthly credit card accounts in full to eliminate any late payment fees and interest
charges. Any interest charges on cash advances from such credit card accounts or
any interest levied on overdue accounts must be borne by the authority.

205.08

The loss or theft of a credit card must be reported immediately by the cardholder
to the card provider regardless of whether it is a working day or weekend. The
cardholder must also advise the Authority as soon as possible.
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CARDHOLDERS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
Cardholders must ensure that:1.

Credit cards are maintained in a secure manner and guarded against improper use.
In the event that a card is lost or stolen, cardholders must report the loss immediately
to the card provider regardless of whether it is a working day or weekend. The
issuing department should also be advised as soon as possible (provider and
departmental contact numbers should be included here);

2.

PIN numbers, where cash advance limits are approved, are not made available to, or
known by, other persons;

3.

cards are used only for official business purposes;

4.

cards are only used by the person whose name appears on the card;

5.

adequate funds are available to cover expenditure before it is incurred;

6.

expenditure is approved by an officer with an authority to incur expenditure
(Section 12 delegation).
Note that officers holding delegation should not approve their own expenditure;

7.

all documents (i.e. withdrawal slips, receipts, etc.) supporting transactions on the card
are retained. If no supporting documentation is available then the officer should
provide a declaration detailing the nature of the expense and must sign on the
statement that “All Expenditure is of a business nature”.

8.

validated statement and documents should be submitted promptly;

9.

credit limits are not exceeded (purchases must not be split to negate credit limits);

10.

cash advances are kept to a minimum amount necessary to cover necessary business
expenses only. Cash should only be drawn when an expense is imminent.
(Wherever possible, the card should be used for payment of all expenses);

11.

reimbursement of the difference between actual expenses charged to the card and the
Officers entitlement is only claimed at the time of submission of their claim and is not
taken as a cash advance against the card;

12.

deposits are not made to the card account (by the cardholder);

13.

cards are returned to the issuing department upon termination of employment;

14.

credit cards are used within the guidelines set out by the Department and the
provider.
Failure to comply with any of these requirements could result in the card being
withdrawn from the officer. In the event of loss/theft through negligence or
non-compliance with these requirements, any liability charged by the provider
against the Agency may be passed onto the officer.

Acceptance of conditions:
I acknowledge and accept the above conditions in the operation of my Credit Card
Signed …………………………………………………………Date………………..
Name…………………………………………………………………………………
Position………………………………………………………………………………
Agency……………………………………………………………………………….
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APPROVAL REQUIRED FOR CREDIT CARDS
Under the Public Authorities (Financial Arrangements) Act 1987 (the PAFA ACT) agencies
are required to obtain approval for the use of credit cards.
Credit cards fall under the definition of “financial accommodation” in the PAFA Act, and
therefore the Treasurer’s approval is required for the total credit limit for all credit cards held
by the agency.
The Treasury Banking System contract banker, Westpac, has been asked to ensure that
agency credit card limits do not exceed their PAFA approved amount.
An application for PAFA Act approval of credit cards is attached.
This application needs to be completed and returned to the agency’s NSW Treasury contact
with a covering letter from the agency’s CEO requesting the approval(s).
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APPLICATION FOR PAFA ACT APPROVAL OF CREDIT CARDS
Agency:________________________________________________________________
Treasury Agency Relationship Manager:____________________________________
Total credit limit for the total number of credit
cards your agency will hold (eg: if your agency
will hold six credit cards with a $10,000- limit,
your total credit limit will be $60,000)
Lender:

Financial Institution to whom
Treasury Banking System tender
is awarded (please tick)
Other (please specify)

What will the credit cards be used for?

Please tick the appropriate column
Is the purpose for which the credit cards will be
used consistent with the objectives, operations and
business plans of your agency?
Is the purpose for which the credit cards will be
used consistent with the risk management
objectives of the Government?
Are the terms and conditions of the credit cards
consistent with the purpose?
Can your agency repay the total credit card limit
out of its own funds if necessary?
Does your agency have documented policies and
procedures in place which comply with the
requirements outlined in Treasurer’s Directions
205.01 – 205.08?
If you have answered “No” to the preceding
question, has your agency developed actions to
ensure full compliance with the Treasurer’s
Directions (attach details of actions being taken).

Y

N

Completed by:……………………………………..Date:…………………………....
Name:…………………………………………………………………………………..
Position:………………………………………………………………………………..
Contact phone number:…………………………………………………………………
Contact fax number:…………………………………………………………………..…
Contact email address…………………………………………………………………..
Signature………………………………………………………………………………..
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GUIDE TO USING CREDIT CARDS ON THE INTERNET
The use of the internet for government purchases of goods or services on credit cards has
increased over recent years following the acceptance of the use of the internet as a common
and efficient form of procurement of goods. When purchasing goods over the internet,
agencies must ensure that all purchases are conducted in accordance with sections 12 and 13
of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983. Agencies need to include internet guidelines in
the agency’s individual policy document.
The following agency guidelines are the minimum requirements.
1) Agencies to limit internet purchases to an approved list of cardholders.
2) Ensure sufficient documentation is kept relating to the transaction you make to justify any
expenditure claims, preferably showing the transaction or payment number as a reference,
a tax invoice and ABN number if the provider of the goods or service is within Australia.
Most reputable organisations will e-mail you a confirmation of your order. Keep details
of the web address.
3) Ensure you are confident you know who you are dealing with and that you are dealing
with a reputable company/organisation with a proven track record. Contact the
provider prior to the transaction to confirm. If any doubt exists do not use that provider.
4) Keep passwords and username completely confidential. Any legitimate payment provider
will never request details in regard to your pin number or password. Do not e-mail your
credit card number to any provider.
5) Look for a padlock site or a solid key in the status bar at the bottom of the window to
indicate you are on a secure page. These symbols mean the information you are sending
is encrypted and cannot be read by other internet users.
6) Secure sites address box should start with https:// and NOT http:// Sites that start with
https:// have an added encrypted transaction layer.
7) Do not click on pop up windows when making payment or go to different links on the
site.
8) Read purchasing and return policies of the organisation. Ideally the website should cover
delivery methods and costs, currency accepted, return and refund policies any taxes that
are applied and contact telephone number or email address.
9) Check your statement ensuring correct amount has been debited as per your records.
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CREDIT CARD COMPLIANCE SURVEY
The introduction of the Credit Card Compliance Survey for the TBS was a direct response to
the Treasurer’s request for statistics and the latest information on credit card compliance.
The survey allows NSW Treasury to monitor agency credit card activities and introduce new
guidelines and procedures where necessary (e.g. guidelines on internet usage) and to ensure
these guidelines and policies are met.
The survey is also a form of communication between agencies and NSW Treasury on issues
that agencies may be experiencing.
The surveys are reviewed and the results are reported to the Treasurer.
Agencies will be requested to complete and forward their survey to NSW Treasury at regular
intervals.
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Agency Policy Document
Department of Primary Industries
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Definitions
Eligibility
Delegations
Limits
Applying for higher limits
Restrictions
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Card security
Conditions of use
Monitoring
Purchasing
Accreditation

See also: P-Card procedures

Definitions
P-Card: a credit card used by staff for directly purchasing minor goods and services
on behalf of the NSW Department of Primary Industries.
P-Card Clerk: the departmental officer co-ordinating the day to day activities of the
department’s P-Card.

Eligibility
P-Cards will be issued to approved and accredited officers for purchasing of goods
and services up to the value of $1,500 (GST inclusive) per transaction and for
officers travelling overseas on official business.
Branch recommendation and Departmental approval will be required for the issue of
the card.

Delegations
Officers with a P-Card will be given a financial delegation up to $1,360 (GST
exclusive) excluding officers using their P-Card for overseas travel. The cardholder’s
immediate supervisor will be required to scrutinise and sanction the purchases on
the monthly P-Card Statement.
Limits
Expenditure limits will be negotiated between the cardholder and their immediate
supervisor dependant on the type and volume of purchases to be undertaken by the
cardholder.
There are three types of expenditure limits:
Monthly – The monthly limit is the amount the cardholder and their supervisor agree
will be the maximum expenditure in any single month. The setting of the monthly
limit is mandatory.
Transaction – The transaction limit is the amount that can be charged to the card per
purchase. The transaction limit for the cards will be standardised at $1,500 (GST
inclusive).
Daily – The daily limit is the amount that can be charged to the card per day. The
setting of this limit is optional.
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Applying for higher limits
Manager, Financial Administration can approve higher monthly, transaction and daily
limits with the supervisor’s recommendation.
The cardholder must apply in writing (an email will suffice) through their supervisor
stating the reason for the increase and the period for which the increase is required.
If approved the P-Card Clerk will arrange the increase and notify the cardholder and
the supervisor.
Restrictions
There will be certain restrictions on card use including:
•

no cash withdrawal, either over the counter or ATM (except for petty cash
recoups and overseas travel);

•

optional barring on certain supplier categories; and

•

optional barring on certain item categories.

Card security
The physical security of the card is the cardholder’s personal responsibility.
If the card is lost or stolen immediately contact the P-Card Clerk on 6391 3400
during business hours.
After hours contact Westpac bank on 1300 651 089.
Note the date, time, and security code advised by Westpac Bank and pass this
information onto the P-Card Clerk.
The card is issued to you personally and therefore you cannot give the card or the
card number to any other person to use for any reason.
Expenditure on the card is your responsibility and therefore you are personally
accountable for all expenditure charged to it.
P-Cards must be signed immediately upon receipt, as an unsigned card is a security
risk.
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Conditions of use
•

A P-Card can only be used by the accredited and approved cardholder to
whom it is issued.

•

P-Cards will be used for purchases up to $1,500 (GST inclusive). P-Cards
are to be used in accordance with the NSW Department of Primary Industries
purchasing guidelines.

•

Goods can be purchased from overseas if there is no other available supplier
in Australia. Note the limit of AUD$1,500 still applies.

•

Orders cannot be split to reduce the transaction to under $1,500 (GST
inclusive).

•

Goods can be purchased over the internet, up to the transaction limit (see
Guide to using credit cards on the Internet).

•

Payment of Conference Registrations may be made on the internet see Guide
to using credit cards on the Internet).

•

Tax invoices must be obtained where required.

•

Goods may be purchased on the P-Card by telephone (request a tax invoice).

•

P-Cards are only to be used by the NSW Department of Primary Industries
officer named on the card.

•

P-Cards cannot be used for personal expenditure or for official expenditure on
items for personal issue, without prior approval.

•

Airfares cannot be purchased except in an emergency as per the NSW
Department of Primary Industries travel policy.

•

The supervisor must certify Performance of Service for each purchase by
approving the transaction in Spendvision.com.

•

P-Cards may be used across differing budget areas provided the transaction
is approved by the officer on whose behalf the purchase was made.

•

The Cardholder must not make any deposits to the card account.

•

The P-Card cannot be used for travel related expenses (including
accommodation, meals, taxis, etc) except for overseas travel.

Monitoring
The P-Card Clerk will monitor P-Cards for evidence of personal use, under
utilisation, fraudulent use, etc.
Misuse of P-Cards will result in the cancellation of the card and may lead to
disciplinary action.
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Purchasing
The cardholder must be satisfied that the purchase is necessary and the best value
for money has been obtained.
Due to individual transactions being limited to $1,500 (GST inclusive), verbal or
written quotes are not required, however the cardholder should check with other
suppliers to ensure that the company supplying the goods is competitive in all
aspects of the purchase.
Cardholders are encouraged to use prompt payment as a negotiating tool for
improved prices or services.
Where corporate supply contracts are in place these should be considered. The
contractor can be offered payment by means of the P-Card.
For goods or services over $1,500 (GST inclusive) it is mandatory to have a
purchase order raised in SAP.
P-Cards should be used in preference to petty cash.

Accreditation
Prior to being issued with a P-Card the cardholder and their supervisor will undergo
training where they will be accredited and made aware of their responsibilities.
The accreditation will consist of a questionnaire and after demonstrating satisfactory
competence the applicant will be required to sign an Accreditation Agreement with the
NSW Department of Primary Industries.
The Cardholder Responsibilities will be outlined in the Accreditation Agreement.
Need help? Contact the P-Card Clerk.
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P-CARD PROCEDURES
Applying for a P-Card
Accreditation
Issue of a P-Card
Cardholder reconciliation
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Disputed transactions
Spendvision reports
Lost or stolen cards
Damaged cards
Replacement of cards
Maternity and long service leave
Termination of employment
Late submission of claim

See also: P-Card policies
Applying for a P-Card
1. The officer must complete a Submission for a P-Card Form.
If the application has been supported by the immediate supervisor an
agreement between the supervisor and applicant will then be reached with
regard to:
•

merchant and item categories.

•

monthly credit limits (total monthly expenditure).

•

transaction limits will be set to $1,500 unless a lower amount is
requested.

The submission is forwarded to the applicant’s supervisor and Branch Director
for recommendation.
2. The submission is approved under Delegation 600.01.
3. The P-Card Clerk will notify the applicant and the applicant's supervisor that
the intranet accreditation can be attempted.
The applicant and his/her supervisor will be notified when they have passed
the accreditation and will be asked to sign their Accreditation Agreement.
4. The Accreditation Agreements are forwarded to the P-Card Clerk.
5. The P-Card Clerk will then notify Westpac Bank to issue a P-Card. Allow ten
working days for processing of the card by Westpac Bank.
6. The Accreditation Agreement and submission for P-Card is filed at Head
Office by the P-Card Clerk.

Accreditation
Training and accreditation must be completed prior to the P-Card being ordered.
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Issue of a P-Card
1. The card will be issued to the Orange Branch of the Westpac bank. All cards
are collected by the P-Card Clerk.
2. The applicant will be notified to collect the card from the P-Card Clerk in
person (where possible).
3. In the case of remotely located officers, the P-Card Clerk will notify the officer
that the card is ready for collection. The P-Card Clerk will forward the card to
the applicant’s postal address by Registered Post. The officer is required to
collect the card from the Post Office and sign for its receipt.
4. The P-Card Clerk will notify the Accounts Payable Processing Centre Office
Supervisor or Officer-in-Charge that the P-Card has been issued.
5. The card must be signed immediately.
Cardholder reconciliation procedures
1. The P-Card Clerk will notify cardholders when the monthly statements are
available from Spendvision.com so that they can be reconciled with the
completed transactions on the P-Card Statement.
2. The Cardholder reconciles the transactions on the P-Card statement with the
transactions in Spendvision.com that have been approved. Any amounts
being disputed by the cardholder are to be reported to the P-Card Clerk who
will pursue it with Westpac Bank.
3. The expenditure is charged to the relevant expense codes. Tax invoices,
receipts and transaction slips are attached as supporting documentation to
the P-Card statement. A tax invoice must be produced where possible. In the
rare instance where a tax invoice has been lost and a duplicate cannot be
obtained from the supplier, the officer must complete a Statutory Declaration.
A Statutory Declaration is not sufficient evidence to allow NSW Department of
Primary Industries to claim an input tax credit, therefore the program will be
liable for the whole cost. The description must contain the description of
goods or services.
4. Cardholders should not submit transactions to supervisors for approval unless
they are holding supporting documents such as a tax invoices. Where
supporting documents are lost in the mail, the cardholder is responsible for
obtaining duplicates from the merchant concerned. All P-Card approvals by
the supervisor are to be electronic i.e. no approval of paper statements or tax
invoices.
5. The claim is scrutinised, sanctioned and approved by the supervisor.
6. The P-Card statement and supporting documentation are forwarded to the PCard Clerk for authorisation under Section 13 of the Public Finance and Audit
Act. The P-Card statement and supporting documentation are then filed at
Head Office. These documents will then form part of the regional audit
program.
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Fringe benefits tax (FBT)
Purchases for clothing such as jackets, shirts, trousers may be subject to FBT and
should therefore be coded to GL account 12755 (Clothing Subject to FBT).
Purchases for protective clothing, footwear and uniforms are not subject to FBT and
should be coded to GL account 13535 (Stores-Clothing NON FBT).
The cost of food, drink and entertainment can be regarded as either Sustenance or
Entertainment, depending on the nature of the expense. The entertainment of a third
party on behalf of NSW Department of Primary Industries is not subject to FBT, as is
the provision of light refreshments at work premises. Coding would be to GL 12415
(Fees-General), GL 12245 (Fees-Catering Costs) or GL 13520 (StoresCatering/Food).
However, food or drink consumed off the employer’s premises by employees or their
associates at a social function or business lunch can cause a fringe benefit to arise.
Coding should be to GL account 12760 (Entertainment Subject to FBT).
FBT normally would not arise with the provision of food, drink, accommodation and
travel that is reasonable in relation to a person’s attendance at a seminar,
conference, lecture, training session, course and so forth.
Any queries relating to FBT coding should be referred to Lisa Davison on 02 6391
3643, or Kim Pearce on 02 6391 3503.

P-Card Clerk reconciliation procedures
1. Reconcile Westpac Bank monthly statement total to the uploads for the month
uploaded into Spendvision.com.
2. Reconcile Spendvision.com totals with the SAP Westpac Vendor totals. The
vendor’s total should equal Spendvision.com total for the month minus
unapproved transactions plus transactions in advance.
3. Reconcile outstanding cardholders with unapproved transactions.
Spendvision.com monthly total should equal approved transactions for the
month plus unapproved transactions for the month.

Exchanges, refunds, damaged goods, credits
1. Exchanges can only be made for same product.
2. Goods cannot be exchanged for a different type of product, eg fertilizer for
fencing wire.
3. Contact the supplier for any items purchased using the P-Card that requires
the return of goods and a credit transaction be prepared. A credit note is not
allowed.
4. If the supplier will not guarantee a credit transaction the cardholder must raise
this as a dispute with the P-Card Clerk.
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5. Once the supplier has been notified arrangements should be made to have
the good(s) returned to the supplier. Local processes vary for each supplier
on how this will be managed. All returns should be notified to the P-Card
Clerk for monitoring of credit transactions.
6. A credit transaction should appear in Spendvision.com once the supplier has
processed the credit transaction to your P-Card.
7. The P-Card holder is responsible for securing a credit transaction from the
supplier for the good(s) returned. The credit transaction should be attached to
the P-Card Statement for the accounting period.
8. A P-Card holder is not allowed to accept cash from the supplier for a refund or
damaged goods.

Disputed transactions
Any transactions being disputed by the cardholder are to be reported to the P-Card
Clerk who will pursue it with Westpac Bank. The cardholder must code the disputed
transaction to GL Account 30324.
Personal expenditure
P-Cards are only to be used for official NSW Department of Primary Industries
expenditure. Incidents of personal expenditure will be monitored; any personal
expenditure charged to the departmental card must be repaid immediately. In
repaying personal expenditure credit the Westpac Vendor Account. Do not attempt
to deposit funds to the card account.
Official expenditure for goods of a personal nature (eg briefcase or sunglasses etc)
should have prior approval of a supervisor (email will suffice).

Spendvision.com reports
Spendvision.com is also a credit card reporting tool. Reports will be available to
cardholders and supervisors. Reports you are able to access will depend on your
role. Reports are available daily in Spendvision.com.

Lost or stolen cards
1. Lost or stolen cards must be cancelled as soon as possible by telephoning the
Westpac bank on 1300 651 089.
2. Details of the cancellation (bank’s reference number, date and time) are to be
forwarded to the P-Card Clerk.
3. During business hours contact the P-Card Clerk to arrange for the card to be
cancelled.
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Damaged cards
1. Damaged cards can be replaced by cutting the card diagonally in half and
returning it to the P-Card Clerk with a request for replacement.
2. The new card will be issued.
Replacement of cards
Cards are replaced by making a request to the P-Card Clerk.

Maternity or long service leave
Cardholders who take maternity or long service leave for a period of greater than 12
weeks must forward their P-Card to the P-Card Clerk via registered mail prior to
taking leave. Any cards not returned will be cancelled and a new submission will be
required to be completed on return to work at the NSW Department of Primary
Industries.
If an Approving Officer is absent from work for a period of more than six weeks,
delegation to another Approving Officer can be made. If they are absent for a period
less than six weeks, the cardholder will have to wait for their return before their
transactions in Spendvision.com will be approved.

Termination of employment
1. Cardholders leaving the department must cut the card diagonally in half and
return it to the P-Card Clerk.
2. The cardholder must acquit all expenditure on their P-Card prior to leaving.
3. Contact the P-Card Clerk to find out the balance of the card prior to
completing the acquittal.
4. The acquittal must be lodged with the P-Card Clerk in Head Office prior to last
day of duty.
5. Human Resources are to ensure the P-Card Clerk is informed of intent of
employees to leave.
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Late submission of claim
1. After the close of the month the P-Card Clerk will prepare the P-Card Late
Submission Form for the department. This form will show the Cardholders
who have outstanding acquittals.
1.1. The P-Card Clerk is to note any Cardholders whose transactions have
been approved since the beginning of the month. Cardholders who have
acquittals outstanding for one month will be forwarded a letter requesting the
acquittal be submitted for processing by the P-Card Clerk.
1.2. The Administration Operations Manager is to liaise with the Cardholder’s
supervisor and the Cardholder will be sent a reminder requesting that the
transactions be completed and approved by the 20th of the second month that
the acquittal has not been done. A copy of the letter will be forwarded to the
Cardholder’s supervisor. If the statement/transactions remains outstanding
(i.e. does not appear in the vendor Account or a reason has not been given
for the non compliance) by the 25th of the month the Card Holder’s card will
be automatically cancelled.
2. In instances where the officer is unable to acquit the statement, i.e. extended
overseas travel or on leave, the Cardholder’s supervisor should contact the
Administration Operations Manager or the P-Card Clerk in writing stating the
reason for the outstanding acquittal.
3. The P-Card Late Submission Form will be completed by the P-Card Clerk by
the 10th of the month.

Need help? Contact the P-Card Clerk.
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Guide to using credit cards on the Internet
1.

Take care of your card details online
Secure sites will start with https, not http. Secure sites have an added encrypted
transaction layer. Other security systems include Secure Socket Layer (SSL),
Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) and Hypertext Protocol Secure (HTTPS).
Use these whenever possible. Refer to section 6 for how to check if a website is
secure.

2.

Get to know a company before you buy
If you're not familiar with a supplier, it's a good idea to contact them first and ask
for some company background before you buy. Are the company’s registered
details displayed on the home page? Keep a record of them and make sure that
there is not a mobile telephone number. Is there some form of accreditation that
can be verified? If you are unsure don’t buy!
Contact Internet Fraud Watch to check out merchants first

3.

Be aware of private sellers
Do not use your card to buy from private sellers. The advice that follows is for
completeness.
Members of the public often use classified ads and auctions to sell online. Most
people are perfectly honest. However, if you do have any problems, your legal
rights may not be the same as they would be if you were dealing with a
business. So always make sure you know who you're buying from - then you
can make an informed choice.

4.

Keep your passwords secret
If you register with a particular site, you'll be asked to enter a user name and
password. Keep your passwords completely secret - the same way, as you
would look after your personal card ATM PIN. Never disclose it to anyone even
if they claim to be from the bank or the police, and never send it over the
Internet.
Close your browser after completing transactions to ensure that passwords are
not retained in the cache.

5.

Read the delivery and returns policy before you buy
Read the delivery and return policies on the supplier’s home page before
completing an on-line transaction. Check you can return any unsatisfactory
items and whether you will get a refund or a credit. The website ideally should
also cover delivery methods, delivery cost, currency accepted, taxes applied,
return and refund policy, and a contact telephone number or e-mail address.
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Check for a secure connection before you enter your card details
First, make sure that you're using a secure browser
Your browser is the piece of software that enables your computer to access the
World Wide Web.
A secure browser such as Netscape Navigator version 4.0 or later, or Microsoft
Internet Explorer version 4.0 or later will show you whether or not the web site
you are visiting is secure. Internet Explorer uses the padlock symbols below
while Netscape uses keys.
A broken key or padlock = unprotected /P>
An intact key or padlock = secure /P>
These browsers also scramble your personal data before sending it, so no one
else can read it.
Next, check the web site address
A secure site will often have https:// at the beginning instead of http:// (The 's'
stands for secure). Never send your card details by e-mail i.e. if the address
starts mail to.
Secure
Unsecure
Again, if the web site gives you the option of using a secure checkout - say yes!
You can click on the security icon to see if the retailer has an encryption
certificate, which should explain the type and extent of security and encryption
that it uses. Only use sites that have an encryption certificate and use secure
transaction technology.
Ensure that a single browser window is open when submitting the data
Check the security level on your browser. Tools > Internet options Security tab,
custom button. Suggested setting, medium. Click Reset and OK.

7.

Save a record of your transactions
Just as you keep receipts in case, you need to keep a record of all online
transactions too.
Print and save a copy of your completed order form and your order confirmation.
Most reputable suppliers will e-mail you with an order confirmation within 24
hours. Always keep a record of the website address.
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Inspect your goods carefully
When you take delivery of goods you buy online, be sure to check that they're
exactly what you ordered. If you're unhappy with the quality, or have any other
problem, first contact the supplier direct. If you have any difficulty resolving the
query with the supplier, then contact the Corporate Credit Card and Travel Clerk.
Keep a track of impending delivery due dates. If the goods have not arrived,
contact the supplier.

9.

Check your statement
Check the items on your monthly statement as soon as you receive it against
your saved receipts. If there are items on your statement that you don't
recognise then contact the Corporate Credit Card and Travel Clerk.
Disputed transactions can be taken up with the Bank contact the Corporate
Credit Card and Travel Clerk.
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Re: Available Weekends

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@fire.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Greg Buckley <greg.buckley@fire.nsw.gov.au>, Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 25 Nov 2008 11:58:01 +1100

Muzza
The following are some dates that currently work for Leanne and I;
7th Dec
12th
14th
19th

lunch or dinner
dinner
lunch
dinner

Steve
>>> "Murray Kear" <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au> 17/11/08 9:39 >>>

Hey you two,
Can you let me know a number of available dates on weekends from now to Christmas.
Jo-Anne and I would love to invite you over for lunch or dinner before then.
Let me know and I will organise.
Murray Kear AFSM
Director General
State Emergency Service
Ph: (02) 42516503
Fax: (02) 42516500

***********************************************
Internet mail is to be used for NSW Fire Brigades Business Only.
The NSWFB reserves the right to filter, inspect, copy, store and disclose the contents of electronic mail messages at
any time with proper authorisation..
************************************************
*********** NSW Fire Brigades Confidentiality Notice ************
This electronic transmission, including any attachments, may contain information which is confidential and/or
privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, any dissemination, copying or action taken in reliance
of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.
*****************************************************
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Fishy's email address

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@fire.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Christopher Fish <christopher.fish@fire.nsw.gov.au>, Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 19 Jan 2010 20:34:47 +1100

Commissioner Kear AFSM, OBE, NRMA, YMCA, OA
Fishy's email address as requested is;
christopher.fish@fire.nsw.gov.au
...hope that helps Sir !!
Lovely to hear from you. Just for your information when you contact Mr Fish, you should congratulate him on his recent
accomplishment of being presented with a NSWFB Unit Commendation for Meritorious Service. (he is my hero now !!)
I'll be in contact for a get together at my place. Say hi to Jo
Steve

This message, and any files transmitted with it, is intended only for the addressee named and may contain confidential
and/or legally professional privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the
sender immediately. Any retransmission, dissemination, reliance on or other use of this communication by persons
other than the intended recipient is prohibited. Views expressed in the message are those of the individual sender, and
are not necessarily the views of the NSW Fire Brigades.

Usage of Electronic mail is subject to NSWFB policy and guidelines. The NSWFB reserves the right to filter, inspect,
copy, store and disclose the contents of electronic mail messages, as authorised by law.
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SES Aboriginal Liaison Officer PD

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@fire.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Cc:

Mark Brown <mark.brown@fire.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Mon, 01 Feb 2010 20:35:06 +1100

Muzza
Could you forward me the PD for your Aboriginal Liaison Officer as we are in the process of reviewing Terry Hill's old
position, and I just want to do a brief environmental scan with a few other EM agencies to see what is written into their
PD's.
Thanks Commish.
Steve

This message, and any files transmitted with it, is intended only for the addressee named and may contain confidential
and/or legally professional privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the
sender immediately. Any retransmission, dissemination, reliance on or other use of this communication by persons
other than the intended recipient is prohibited. Views expressed in the message are those of the individual sender, and
are not necessarily the views of the NSW Fire Brigades.

Usage of Electronic mail is subject to NSWFB policy and guidelines. The NSWFB reserves the right to filter, inspect,
copy, store and disclose the contents of electronic mail messages, as authorised by law.
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XSES
STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE

Office of the Commissioner
6-8 Regent Street
Wollongong NSW 2500
PO Box 6126
Wollongong NSW 2500
Phone: (02) 4251 6503
(02) 4251 6504
Fax: (02) 4251 6500

20 April 2010

I have now been the head of this organisation since the 4 November 2008. Much has
happened in that time, operationally and corporately, and I wanted to take the time to
thank you for your contribution, but to also set down on paper some of my thoughts on the
future. I apologise for the length of the letter, but wanted to communicate my thoughts for
the future of the NSW SES with you.
About three months ago, I wrote to all Directors, Regional Controllers and Managers in this
organisation, and attempted to paint a picture of how I see things. I wrote to them first
because it is my belief that leadership needs to be led from the top.
I set down the principles I think essential for leading the New South Wales State Emergency
Service; in other words what I expect from them. It was my hope that they would have
communicated the contents of this letter with you already, and this letter to you allows me
to extend that conversation.
I acknowledged that I want to lead change in the NSW SES. These changes introduce new
priorities and work towards building and modelling a culture where all members enjoy an
environment where they are respected, can contribute to improvements, and feel a sense
of pride and achievement in their efforts.
In essence what I stated in their letter and what I want to convey to you sets out aspects of
my reflections on nearly thirty years in emergency services -the last 15 months as Director
General now Commissioner of our organisation. They are based on my personal views on
leadership.

My philosophy
We are all members of one of the world's busiest volunteer emergency services. We are an
organisation made up of people with a variety of differences, but we all come together with
a common purpose, to keep people and property safe from the effects of natural disasters.
In this I expect a lot from people who are in leadership positions and leaders exist in
numerous locations and levels in this organisation; you don't have to be a Controller, a
Manager or even a Commissioner to lead, people are leading within units and branches all
the time. Although leadership brings with it respect and privilege, far more importantly, it
bestows significant and sometimes onerous responsibilities. Leaders in this organisation are
faced with some very significant challenges.
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Leaders may not always be aware of the major effect they have on those around them,
especially when confronted by situations that are unfamiliar and uncomfortable. The way a
leader handles themselves in these unexpected, complex and ambiguous circumstances will
be a measure of how they are viewed as a leader.
Leadership encompasses many facets but, in particular, the following are I think the
essential characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

modelling personally, and demanding of all their people, the highest standards of
ethical, moral and professional behaviour and conduct;
building trust by being open, transparent, accessible and, above all, honest and fair
in all their dealings;
know themselves and understanding others strengths and weaknesses so that they
can leverage your strengths, and compensate for your weaknesses;
drive performance and deliver results and solutions to problems;
knowing their people, their capabilities and needs well -both volunteer and salaried
members;
recognising the impact that they have on those around them and constantly striving
to have a positive impact at all times; and
create a high performing team around them.

As members of the NSW State Emergency Service, we all share a great burden of
accountability. Many of us have been confronted by horrifying and haunting images, and
the toll on us, our colleagues and our families can be immense. I ask that you do everything
you can to mitigate the adverse effects of this aspect of our business and to ensure that
workplace health and safety is always a primary consideration. There is a clear moral
responsibility to do so- we owe it to ourselves and our work colleagues.
You would know that our organisation has come a long way in the past two decades. We
have broader responsibilities and capabilities, we are far more agile, more efficient and
more effective than we were, and this is largely due to the contribution our members have
exercised. But this is no time to rest on our laurels- for we have a lot more to do. We are
still too ponderous when it comes to listening and adopting new ideas, we can still tend to
operate in silos and not share essential information, we do not adequately engage with each
other, and we often avoid having robust debate on difficult issues. I intend to take the lead
in having those difficult conversations as and when they are needed and I ask that you do
also.
One of the biggest dangers in any organisation is group-think and the fear of speaking up
when you have a good idea or disagree with the prevailing view. I ask that you to set the
example by refusing to accept things simply because we've always done it that way or
because you don't want to step out of line and risk upsetting your superiors, including me.
Similarly, I ask you to encourage others to challenge tradition and dogma in order to find
better ways of doing things, and to congratulate them for doing so. Clearly there is a time
and place for this sort of free thinking (e.g. not at a dangerous, rapidly changing emergency
incident) and I know you will use your judgement in the way you encourage innovative
thought.
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The following are some guiding principles that I communicated in my letter to Directors,
Regional Controllers and Managers;
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

never tolerate or walk past poor performance. To ignore is to condone and thereby
embed;
at all times personally demonstrate and insist on the very highest ethical, moral and
professional standards from others;
there is no excuse for inappropriate behaviour, bad language, victimisation or
bullying- set and demand the highest standards from everyone, all the time.
Again, never tolerate or walk past it;
take personal responsibility and never blame others when tough decisions have to
be made or implemented;
listen to your people and let them know you genuinely care about them, their safety,
their views and their ideas;
watch for and declare any conflict of interest as soon as it exists or may be perceived
to exist;
be open, honest and fair with everyone you deal with- constantly build trust;
share as much information as you can with your subordinates. There is no such thing
as too much communication;
catch people doing the right thing and congratulate them. Reinforce good
performance and build pride;
be proud of our fine organisation and never miss the opportunity to advocate this
(or where necessary defend it) to anyone who'll listen; and
read and be familiar with the legislation, policies and doctrine that control and
influence our business- you will need a detailed knowledge of some and a working
knowledge of other material -I expect you to use you initiative to ensure you know
what you need to know.

Every member, paid and unpaid, has a personal responsibility to uphold these principles and
act when this is not occurring.

The next fifteen months and beyond
2008 and 2009 have been very busy and challenging for the entire SES: a fairly busy
operational environment; the passing of our mate, Deputy Commissioner Greg Slater; the
challenge of SES work I life balance; and the increasing demands for service to the
community on members who freely volunteer their time. At times like this strong, visible
and caring leadership is more important than ever. The workforce and public need to know
that they can continue to rely upon and trust the NSW SES, as has been the case for the last
54 years.
To that end, by 1 July 2011, I aim to focus on the areas we need to change or enhance, so
that those that receive our services and those that deliver them are unquestionably proud
and motivated to be associated with the NSW SES.
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To arrive at that point, I need the combined thinking power and then commitment of all
members to build this plan and then deliver it. Over the next few weeks I will be announcing
improved mediums whereby you can contribute to our future, and I ask that you help me in
this regard. Until these new mediums are implemented, I ask you to discuss your thoughts
with your colleagues, of which you can also share with me at the moment at

Already I am focusing on a few corporate wide change issues, they are;
•
•
•
•
•

Governance- how do we make decisions, communicate them, and receive
feedback?
Budget Priorities- how do we put money towards priorities while continuing to be
open for business?
Capability Development- how do we ensure all facets of emergency management
come together to provide the best service we can?
Professional Development- how do we ensure every member of theSES acquires
and maintains the skills they need to do their job?
Structure- how do we structure and locate our services to ensure effective and
efficient services?

Conclusion
When you read this letter and reflect on these issues, I would ask that you share your
thoughts at your Unit, Region or Branch, and thereby begin to increase the size of the SES
think tank.
The success to any organisation is to continue to change. I think we need to work smarter
and this will inevitably mean letting go of some outdated practices. That said we have many
proud traditions and should celebrate them- but I have no intention of protecting
behaviours and practices that have no place in our future. Change ofthis type requires
good planning, good communication, but more importantly contribution.
I am proud to be the Commissioner of this great organisation, and love to come to work
every day, to meet with and work with such a dedicated group of people whose focus is to
help others, and I look forward in working with you to making the one NSW SES the best
organisation it can be.

Yours sincerely

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

-
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1 Introduction
1.1 Context, purpose and scope
1.2 Principles
1.3 Significant issues

1.1

Context, purpose and scope of Guidelines

The NSW Government Procurement Policy Framework, available on the
NSW Government procurement website
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/, has a fundamental objective to ensure
that NSW Government procurement achieves value for money. Efficiency
and effectiveness, probity and equity, and effective competition are key
principles underpinning the Policy Framework.
The Policy Framework includes a single NSW Government Code of Practice
for Procurement to cover all Government procurement. These Tendering
Guidelines (the Guidelines) build on the objectives, responsibilities, and
standards of behaviour in the Code and are a key component of the Policy
Framework.
The Guidelines are designed to provide agencies with a structured approach
to planning and implementing tendering and associated processes. Agencies
may in addition require more detailed procedures for specific agency
tendering activities.
The Guidelines also provide industry with an understanding of the processes
undertaken by NSW Government agencies to ensure fairness and probity in
tendering.
The Guidelines apply to procurement undertaken by all agencies, including
government departments, statutory authorities, trusts and other government
entities. State Owned Corporations under the State Owned Corporations Act
are exempt although they are encouraged to use the Guidelines. Internet
links throughout the Guidelines provide further explanation of the subject
matter.
The Guidelines may be revised periodically. The latest version can be
accessed from the NSW Government procurement website
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/.

1.2

Principles

Before an agency embarks on a tendering process there should be
consideration as to whether tendering is the most appropriate procurement
method. For example, can the agency undertake the work in-house and
achieve value for money?
Tendering Guidelines
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As a general principle, public sector expertise, resources, facilities and
products should be used in preference to procuring from the private sector,
subject to value for money considerations. There are no tendering policies
or legal requirements preventing an agency directly approaching another
agency to undertake for it a work, service or product delivery.
Prior to calling tenders the agency must have the intention, commitment and
authority to proceed, an approved and adequate budget, and arrangements in
place to manage all stages of the process and outcome.
The Guidelines encourage decision-making principles for tendering that
promote:
•

planning to achieve best value for money. Tendering should not be
process driven but based on a strategy appropriate for the specific
circumstances;

•

process probity in all phases of the tendering process with arrangements
that avoid conflict of interest and the perception of corruption;

•

appropriate tender documentation to produce the best outcome, without
limiting the flexibility of the agency to choose a suitable tenderer or
tenderers that offer attractive solutions;

•

the optimal involvement of service providers in the tendering process by
(where appropriate) a staged pre-qualification process to limit the field
of tenderers to a suitable short list and allowing for innovative
alternative tenders;

•

using the advantages of proven technologies such as electronic tendering
(eTendering).

1.3

Significant issues

1.3.1 Probity and corruption prevention
The application of probity principles, generally require that:
•

all tenderers are treated fairly and equitably, consistent with the rules
of natural justice and procedural fairness;

•

a transparent and appropriately planned and documented tender process
is established, including a robust evaluation methodology;

•

all confidential information is protected;

•

strategies are in place to maintain the integrity of the tendering
process when in-house bids may be involved;

•

potential and/or actual conflicts of interest are identified and dealt with.
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Agencies must ensure they have practices in place that mitigate the risk of
corruption in their tendering and contracting activities. Such practices would
include:
•

having an approved scope of work before going to tender;

•

having an approved budget and approved contract price estimate before
receipt of tenders;

•

requiring a documented tender evaluation, recommendation and
approval process;

•

monitoring the delivery of contractual obligations;

•

monitoring of payments against the approved budget;

•

a governance structure that establishes independent approval through the
procurement process. For example, the person approving the outcome of
the tender process should not be the same person who evaluated tender
responses or was involved in conducting the actual tender process.

Reference publications on probity and corruption prevention are available
from the NSW Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)
website www.icac.nsw.gov.au. Some relevant publications are:
•

Contracting for Services: The Probity Perspective (1995).

•

Managing conflicts of interest in the public sector – Guidelines
(2004).

•

Managing conflicts of interest in the public sector – Toolkit (2004).

•

Probity and Probity Advising: Guidelines for managing public sector
projects (2005).

•

Direct negotiations - guidelines for managing risks in direct
negotiations (2006).

The use of probity auditors or advisors should be the exception rather than
the rule. Refer to Premier’s Memorandum M1998-12 Use of Probity
Auditors by Public Sector Agencies.
Agencies should be aware that collusive practices between service providers
in the preparation and lodging of tenders are prohibited and a breach of the
NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement.
The Code of Practice also prohibits the practice of bid shopping by any
party.
Service providers must be prepared to attest to their probity, particularly on
issues concerning collusive tendering and bid shopping.
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If agencies find that such practices have occurred they should refer to the
NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement for appropriate action,
including the imposition of sanctions.

1.3.2 Some legal considerations
Agencies involved in tendering must be aware of their legal obligations. In
general:
•

the issue of a Request for Tender (RFT) by the party requesting tenders
is no more than an ‘invitation to treat’, it is not an ‘offer’;

•

the submission of a tender in response to the RFT by a tenderer amounts
to an ‘offer’ by that tenderer;

•

no binding contract arises between the parties until the party requesting
tenders accepts a tender.

However, in certain circumstances courts have been willing to impose
binding legal relationships between the party requesting tenders and a
tenderer during the pre-award period, including those involving an
Expression of Interest, where a process contract can be shown to exist. With
careful legal drafting the existence of a process contract can be minimised.
Agencies may need to seek legal advice on conditions of tendering and
process contracts in special circumstances.

1.3.3 Maintenance of records
Comprehensive records of the tendering process are essential. These will
assist agencies in managing the tendering process, and in disclosing
information associated with the process. This is consistent with the
requirements of the State Records Act 1998.
The Guidelines identify the types of records to be maintained.

1.3.4 Local Jobs First Plan
The NSW Local Jobs First Plan was released as part of the 2009-10 State
Budget (refer to Treasury Circular TC10-03 and Premiers Circular C201009). It aims to enhance the opportunities for small and medium enterprises
(SME’s) in Australia and New Zealand to compete to win government
contracts for the supply of goods and services. The Plan does not apply to
government construction contracts.
Local Jobs First requires agencies, and State Owned Corporations that are
directed to comply by their portfolio minister, to consider and include
industry development criteria in their goods and services tenders for
contracts over $700,000 in value.
Key tender elements include:


20 per cent preference discount applied to the price of SME ANZ
content;
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Up to five per cent additional discount to benefit regional NSW
manufacturers;
A six per cent minimum weighting for SME Participation Plans for
contracts of $4M and over.

Use should be made of the Industry Capability Network (ICN), formerly the
Industrial Supplies Office. ICN assists agencies and industries in identifying
competitive local manufacturers and providers for products and services
being sought.
Information on the Plan is available from the government procurement
website http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/.

1.3.5 Australia and New Zealand Government Procurement
Agreement
New South Wales is party to the Australia and New Zealand Government
Procurement Agreement (ANZGPA). The overriding aim of the ANZGPA
is to promote opportunities for Australian and New Zealand service
providers to compete for government business on the basis of value for
money in a single competitive market.
Under the Agreement, the Commonwealth, States, Territories and New
Zealand Governments have agreed to provide equal Government supply
opportunities and treatment to each other’s services, products and suppliers.
This is achieved by ensuring the absence of inter-state and trans-Tasman
preference schemes and other forms of discrimination in Government
procurement, based on the place of origin of goods and services.
Further information on the ANZGPA is at http://www.apcc.gov.au.
Premier’s Memorandum 98-7 Australia and New Zealand Government
Procurement Agreement advised agencies of the requirement for them to
implement the principles of the agreement in all procurement.

1.3.6 Free Trade Agreements
NSW Government is a participant in a number of Government Procurement
Chapters of Free Trade Agreements. Currently, the NSW Government is a
participant in the Government Procurement Chapters of the Free Trade
Agreements between Australia and United States and Australia and Chile.
The Agreements are available at: http://www.dfat.gov.au/trade/ftas.html.
The Agreements apply to nominated NSW agencies and to procurements
above stated values for construction and for goods and services. Certain
goods and services are exempt (including health and welfare services,
education services and motor vehicles). For procurements covered under
the Agreements, participating governments must treat suppliers of the other
Party, and the goods and services of the other Party, the same as domestic
suppliers and domestic goods and services.
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Compliance with the Local Jobs First Plan (see 1.3.4) and with the
requirements of these Guidelines is consistent with obligations under the
Free Trade Agreements.

1.3.7 Electronic Tendering
Electronic tendering systems enable tenderers to view tender advertisements
and invitations, electronically obtain tender documents and lodge tenders.
The NSW Government eTendering system, through the Tenders NSW
website at https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ is managed by the Department of
Services, Technology & Administration and is available to all agencies.
Under Premier’s Memorandum M2006-11 NSW Procurement Reforms, all
NSW Government agencies, other than State Owned Corporations, are to
make Requests for Tender documents available and tenders able to be
lodged through the NSW Government eTendering system (contact email:
RFTenders@services.nsw.gov.au for further information).

1.3.8 Agency Accreditation Scheme for Construction
The NSW Government has established an accreditation scheme that applies
to agencies undertaking building and construction projects valued at more
than $1M. Agencies not accredited are required to undertake their
procurement with the assistance of an accredited agency or a private sector
expert pre-qualified for this purpose by the Department of Finance and
Services. The private sector expert must use the guidelines, procedures and
lists of pre-qualified service providers in the government’s Procurement
System for Construction.
Details of the Agency Accreditation Scheme for Construction are available
at: http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/Government-ProcurementFrameworks/Files/Agency-accreditation-construction_dnd.aspx
Details of the Procurement System for Construction are available at
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/Government-ProcurementFrameworks/Construction/Framework.aspx

1.3.9 Agency Accreditation Scheme for Goods and
Services
All agencies have delegated authority from the State Contracts Control
Board (SCCB) to procure agency-specific goods and services (not available
under State Contracts as per item 1.3.10 below) valued up to $250,000. The
SCCB’s General Purchasing Delegation provides guidance on the number of
quotes required up to $250,000.
Agencies accredited under the Agency Accreditation Scheme for Goods and
Services Procurement have delegated authority from the SCCB to undertake
procurement activities for agency-specific goods and services valued above
the General Delegation of $250,000 and up to their level of accreditation.
Agencies not accredited (and agencies needing to undertake procurement
above their accreditation level) are required to submit details and
Tendering Guidelines
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specifications to the Department of Finance and Services (NSW
Procurement) for the invitation of tenders.
Details of the Agency Accreditation Scheme for Goods and Services are
available at: http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/GovernmentProcurement-Frameworks/Goods---Services/Framework.aspx

1.3.10 Purchase of Goods and Services from State
Contracts
Premier’s Memorandum M2006-11 NSW Procurement Reforms introduced
the requirement that all agencies, other than State Owned Corporations,
must use State Contracts Control Board whole-of-government contracts
where they are available, when procuring goods and services. This applies
even if the agency is accredited.
Information on State Contracts is available at:
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/state-contracts.aspx

1.3.11 Consultant Engagements
For consultant engagements, the Board has granted an exemption which
allows heads of agencies to invite and accept tenders for consultancy
services, subject to compliance with the delegations and requirements
specified in the Department of Premier and Cabinet’s Guidelines for the
Engagement and Use of Consultants. There is also a prequalification
scheme: Performance and Management Services managed by the
Department of Finance and Services from which consultants can be engaged
for a number of specialty services. Use of the prequalification scheme is
voluntary and operates independent of the delegations within the Guidelines
for the Engagement and Use of Consultants.

1.3.12 Public Sector Employment and Management
(Goods and Services) Regulation 2010
The Public Sector Employment and Management (Goods and Services)
Regulation 2010 establishes the basis on which the public sector service
acquires goods and services.
Part 4 of the Regulation provides for exemptions for emergencies, for
supply not in period contract, for supply by government trading enterprises,
by approved disability employment organisations and by the Minister.
Ministerial Memorandum 2010-06 provides further detail on exemption
from Procurement Policy for Disability Organisations.
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2 Planning the Tendering
Process
2.1 Initial planning
2.2 Tendering processes generally
2.3 Tendering methods
2.4 Request for Tender documents
2.5 Tender Evaluation Plan

2.1

Initial planning

Initial planning of a tendering process is essential in achieving the desired
outcome.
This planning should consider how fairness and probity will be ensured, and
whether a probity plan and/or probity auditor is needed. Circumstances
where a probity auditor may be warranted include:
•

when there is likely to be detailed negotiations between the agency and
tenderer/s;

•

for high value complex projects (for example, a $5M information and
communications technology project);

•

when private sector financing is involved.

When tenders from other agencies are anticipated, refer to Treasury’s Policy
and Guideline Paper TPP02-1 Policy Statement on the Application of
Competitive Neutrality.
Planning should specifically consider:
•

how value for money can be obtained and demonstrated through the
tendering process. In most cases, value for money will be obtained by
seeking both price and non-priced information in a tender. Non-priced
information will, for example, include the capability of the tenderer to
complete the contract, or perhaps incorporate innovation in the design.
Value for money considerations will also require life-cycle cost
estimates for proper comparative analysis of offers;
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•

giving early notice to stakeholders, including potential tenderers, of
planned procurement;

•

the number of service providers required to undertake the work or
services;

•

the availability of service providers in the market with the special skills
sought;

•

the availability of a list of suitable prequalified or preregistered service
providers, compiled by the agency or by other agencies;

•

the duration of the tender period to enable tenderers to properly price
and prepare tenders;

•

how the cost of the process for tenderers and the agency can be
minimised;

•

the capacity and capability of agency personnel or procurement agents
to respond to tender enquiries and to effectively evaluate tenders.

Previous work experience of service providers with the procuring entity, or
in NSW, or in Australia should not be an evaluation requirement.

2.2

Tendering processes generally

A Request for Tender (RFT) is the usual documentary mechanism used to
seek tenders from service providers. The RFT documents are issued as part
of the tendering process to inform potential tenderers of the:
•

purpose and nature of the proposed tender and contracting processes;

•

terms and conditions of the proposed tendering process and the resulting
contract/s;

•

information required for evaluating a tender;

•

process and criteria (and broad weightings if appropriate) to be used in
evaluating tenders.

This information must be provided regardless of the size and complexity of
the procurement or the tendering process to be used. It gives industry a
basis on which to decide if it wants to submit a tender.
Selecting the most appropriate tender process requires consideration of the:
•

advantages and disadvantages of the different tendering options;

•

availability of pre-qualified or pre-registered tenderers;

•

capabilities of the market;

•

risks identified and their implications;
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the approach adopted for managing risk and ensuring best value for
money, process probity, fair dealing and effective competition.

2.3

Tendering methods

There are a number of tendering methods available for use in a tendering
process. These are described in a wide variety of ways depending on the
agency, procurement stream, or industry background.
The Guidelines identify three generic main categories, being ‘open
tendering', ‘multi-stage tendering’ and ‘limited tendering’. The stages in
these three categories are shown and described below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Depiction of tendering categories

Open
Tendering
Public
advertisement
for tenderers

Evaluation of
tenders
received.

Multi-stage Tendering
For a panel of
pre-qualified
service
providers for
future
tendering
opportunities
in a work
program or
for work
programs.

For a service
provider for a
single
contract.

Request for
Proposal for a
single contract.

Public
advertisement
for interested
parties to
apply to join
list if they
meet
minimum
criteria.

Public
advertisement
for
Expressions of
Interest from
parties
meeting
minimum
criteria.

Public
advertisement
for respondents
to provide a
preliminary
proposal.

Selective/preregistered
tenderer list
established
and
maintained
for future
tender
opportunities.

Shortlist of
service
providers best
meeting
criteria
established.

Shortlist of
service providers
with best
preliminary
proposals
established.

Invite panels
of tenderers
from tenderer
list to tender
for contracts
in work
program.

Short listed
service
providers
invited to
tender for a
single
contract.

Short listed
service providers
invited to tender
for a single
contract or
obtain a Best
and Final Offer
from the short
listed serviceproviders.

Evaluation of
tenders
received for
each contract.

Evaluation of
tenders
received.

Limited
Tendering
Known service
providers
invited to
tender

Evaluation of
tenders
received

Evaluation of
tenders
received.
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Figure 2 below provides guidance on the minimum number of quotes or
tenders required.
Figure 2: Number of Quotes or Tenders Recommended
Value

Construction

Construction Related
Consultancy (where Prequalification Scheme exists)

Other
Consultancy

Goods and
Services (no
existing State
Contract)
1

Up to
1
1
1
$30,000
$30,000 3
1
3*
3
50,000
$50,000 3
3
3*
3
150,000
$150,000 3*
3
Open Tender*
3
250,000
Over
Open
3
Open Tender*
Open Tender
$250,000
Tenders *
* Where a pre-qualification scheme is used, adopt the number specified by the scheme. If not
specified in the prequalification scheme, a minimum of 3 is recommended.

2.3.1 Open tendering
An open tendering process is an invitation to tender by public advertisement
with no restriction placed on who may submit a tender. Tenderers must
however demonstrate in their tenders how they satisfy the evaluation criteria
and how they meet the specific RFT requirements.
Seeking open tenders is a sound way of gaining assurance of best value for
money, particularly in the absence of accurate market price knowledge or
clear knowledge of available competent tenderers. It increases competition
and gives all potential tenderers the chance to compete for Government
business.
Open tendering is generally used where there is a broad competitive market
and it is not efficient or cost effective to establish pre-qualified or preregistered tenderer lists.

2.3.2 Multi-stage tendering
Multi-stage tendering may be used to cull a large number of respondents
and identify the best service providers in a mature supplier market. It
enables the number of final tenderers to be limited to those that can
demonstrate the requisite capability to perform the contract.
The first stage in multi-stage tendering is an Expression of Interest (EOI) or
Request for Proposals. This invites interested service providers to register
their interest against the evaluation criteria in the RFT document. This is the
process that is followed for the creation of panels in pre-qualification
schemes.
The Expression of Interest document must explain the further steps
proposed beyond the first stage of the tender process.
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demonstrated ability to undertake the particular contract or future work or
service. These pre-qualified service providers are invited to tender in the
second stage for either a specific contract or for several contracts in an
ongoing work program.
Multi-stage tendering can be used to (a) establish a panel of service
providers for several contracts in an ongoing work program; (b) establish
potential service providers for a single contract; or (c) identify respondents
with the best proposals, usually for more complex or unusual procurements.
These are discussed below.
a) Panel of service providers
The panel of service providers may be established for selective or preregistered tendering.
Selective tendering
The first stage of selective tendering is to establish a list of pre-qualified
service providers capable of undertaking contracts for a particular program
or category of works, products or services. The cost of establishing and
maintaining the list must be justified by the extent of the work program.
In the second stage, tenders are sought for a particular contract from a
limited number of those pre-qualified. As far as practical, and except for
very small contracts or in special cases, at least three tenderers from the
relevant pre-qualified list should be invited in order to provide reasonable
competition. Tenderer panels should be sized appropriately for the potential
number of tendering opportunities.
Pre-qualified tenderers should be advised that tendering opportunities are
not guaranteed. Distribution of opportunities to tender should take account
of factors such as:
•

relative past performance as a service provider under similar contracts;

•

previous tendering opportunities;

•

special requirements of the work, product or service;

•

relative capacity, ability and skill of the service provider to deliver the
work, product or service;

•

current contract commitments of the service provider;

•

results in a system for service provider performance measurement and
reporting;

•

location of the work or service relative to service providers’ preferred
areas of operation.
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Pre-registered tendering
Pre-registered tendering is similar to selective tendering except that all
qualified service providers are invited to tender.
In establishing the pre-registered short list, agencies should ensure that the
number of tenderers is not excessive and each has a reasonable opportunity
for success.
(b) Service provider for a single contract
In this scenario, tenders are called for a specific contract in a second stage
from short listed service providers identified in the Expressions of Interest
stage.
Service providers in this case are required to submit tenders to suit
evaluation criteria identified for the contract such as price, capacity,
expertise and experience.
(c) Request for proposals
This method is similar to (b) above except that a more detailed response
such as a preliminary proposal or ideas for a business solution is sought in
the first stage. Evaluation criteria relating to service provider’s capacity,
expertise and experience to deliver the service, product or works are also
included.
The second stage involves short listed tenderers being invited to tender for
the contract or, where a best solution is sought, negotiation with the
preferred service provider on the final requirements and price. Such final
negotiations should never be precluded and can be part of any tender
process.
The second stage or any additional stage may include an invitation for Best
and Final Offers.
Best and Final Offers
The Best and Final Offer (BAFO) is essentially a stage in the procurement
process that allows tenderers to further develop their proposals based on
amended requirements from the agency.
The agency amends its requirements following review of the initial
proposals from the tenderers. Short listed tenderers are asked to revise their
proposals in specific areas, which then become their best and final offer.
A BAFO may be sought if this process is foreshadowed in the RFT
documents and the Tender Evaluation Plan as an option and the evaluator/s
determine that additional information is necessary in order to make a
decision on proceeding to award a contract. In the interest of avoiding
unnecessary costs only those tenderers having a potentially successful
tender should be given the opportunity to submit best and final offers.
Tenderers may elect not to submit a BAFO and instead have their tender
stand.
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Reverse Auctions
The use of reverse auctions is to be restricted to the procurement of products
or commodities with little or no value-added or service component.
Suitable products for reverse auctions have the following characteristics:
• very strict and unambiguous specifications that ensure homogeneity;
• a competitive market;
• primary selection criteria is price;
• no or limited impact from whole-of-life costs or consideration;
• no services or added benefits specified in the requirement, for example,
there must be no labour hire component such as a requirement for
installation services.
Guidance on the use of reverse auctions is provided in the NSW Government
Procurement Guidelines, Reverse Auctions at:
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/PDF/Policy/Reverse-Auctions.aspx

2.3.3 Limited Tendering
Limited tendering includes invited tendering and direct negotiation.
Invited tendering
Invited tendering is used: (i) in emergency situations, (ii) for specialist
work, (iii) in special circumstances where only one or a limited number of
service providers are known to be able to carry out the work, or (iv) for low
value, low risk, off-the-shelf procurement.
RFT documents are issued to the known available service providers
assessed as the most capable of delivering the work, product or service
required.
This may include those on pre-qualified tenderer lists, including lists of
other agencies, and service providers contracted on a standing offer basis
such as in State Contracts maintained by the NSW State Contracts Control
Board.
Invited tendering includes:
Quotations
A request for written or oral (confirmed in writing with a purchase order)
quotations is made to a number of potential service providers selected from
the market, based on basic RFT documents or other information. This
approach is normally used for “off the shelf” type, low value, low-risk
procurements and used with simple contract forms or orders such as a
purchase order.
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Single invited tender
Only one service provider is requested to tender.
Single invited tenders usually apply to low value, low risk procurement.
Single invited tenders may also be justified when a previous open RFT has
resulted in:
•

no tender being submitted;

•

no tender submitted that conformed to the essential requirements in the
RFT documents;

•

no tenderer satisfying the conditions for participation, and where the
agency does not wish to modify these essential requirements.

A single invited tender may be appropriate when the requirement can only
be fulfilled by a particular service provider and no reasonable alternative or
substitute works, product or services exist. For example:
•

the requirement is for a work of art;

•

patents, copyrights, or other exclusive rights, or proprietary information
that are to be protected;

•

an absence of competition for demonstrable technical reasons;

•

for additional deliveries of products or services by the original supplier
or authorised representative that are either as replacement parts, minor
extensions, or continuing services for existing equipment, minor
software upgrades, services, or installations, where a change of service
provider would deliver products or services that do not meet
interchangeability or interoperability;

•

when an agency procures work, products or services, without making
any commitment for future supply, as a prototype intended for limited
trial or as a development for research, experiment, study, or original
development;

•

in emergencies brought about by events not foreseen by the agency;

•

for purchases made under exceptional conditions such as unusual
disposals, unsolicited innovative proposals, or liquidation, bankruptcy,
or receivership sales.

Where available, a relevant pre-qualification list or standing offer contract
should be used to select a tenderer for a single invited tendering process.
Agencies need to establish appropriate monetary limits for single invited
tenders, subject to:


The value under which consultants can be asked for a single invited
tender is set out in Department of Premier and Cabinet Circular
C2004-17 Guidelines for the Engagement and Use of Consultants.
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All public sector agencies, other than State Owned Corporations,
must use State Contracts Control Board whole-of-government
contracts (State Contracts), where they are available, when procuring
goods and services. (refer Premier’s Memorandum M2006-11 NSW
Procurement Reforms)
For goods and services not available under an SCCB State Contract,
the SCCB has issued delegations for Public Sector Service agencies
for approaching the market. Information on the General Purchasing
Delegation; Printing Delegation; and Disposals Delegation are
available at http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/GovernmentProcurement-Frameworks/Goods---Services/Delegations.aspx
Certain agencies have additional delegations under the SCCB’s
Agency Accreditation for Goods and Services.

Direct negotiation
Special circumstances may warrant entering into direct negotiations with a
single selected service provider, without any prior competitive tendering
process. Such an approach requires high-level authorisation and should only
be used in clear and unambiguous circumstances that indicate such direct
negotiation will result in the best value for money outcome for Government.
Generally, direct negotiations without preceding competitive tendering
should be avoided, as there are very few circumstances in which this
approach will achieve the best value for money. Direct negotiations can
raise perceptions of improper behaviour, can appear to avoid scrutiny, and
can be seen as involving preferential treatment and favouritism. Refer to
ICAC’s Direct negotiations - guidelines for managing risks in direct
negotiations (2006) for further information.
Any unsolicited proposals should be referred to the Director General of the
Department of Premier and Cabinet in the first instance. The Director
General will liaise with relevant agencies on the best manner for dealing
with the proposal.
Detailed written records of negotiations must be maintained.

2.4

Request for Tender documents

Documenting the agency’s requirements fully and clearly in the RFT is
essential to ensure the tendering process achieves and demonstrates the best
results.
Errors or uncertainties in RFT documents can mislead tenderers and cause
problems in evaluation. Once a contract is awarded these errors and
uncertainties may result in contractor claims, time delays, disputes and
incorrect work, products or services being provided.
The quality of RFT documents can be improved by:
•

use of plain and direct language;

•

use and definition of common terms, symbols, abbreviations and
acronyms;

•

use of a logical document structure.
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use of standard form contracts provided by government, e.g. those
provided by the Department of Finance and Services.

2.4.1 Components
RFT documents typically include the following discrete components,
usually based on agency standard form components:
•

conditions of tendering

•

tender form and/or pricing schedule(s) giving the basis for the tender
price or prices/rates (specific to the RFT but using common form
components);

•

respondable schedules of information to be completed by the
tenderers (lodged both with the tender and post tender) using specific
and common form components;

•

standard or general conditions of contract, possibly including a
proposed deed of agreement (i.e. common to all such contracts);

•

special conditions of contract, specific to the proposed contract but
using common form components;

•

technical specification describing the products, property, or other assets
required, and/or the nature of the works or services to be undertaken
(specific to the contract, but using components common to similar
contracts);

•

drawings or other special documents or samples - where applicable.

When preparing RFT documents agencies must ensure they include a clear
and unambiguous description of the proposed procurement process,
including the:
•

proposed contract conditions, as described above;

•

works, assets and services to be delivered through the contract;

•

information to be lodged in the tender;

•

tendering process, including the basis for evaluating tenders;

•

decisions that will flow from the tendering process;

•

a requirement for full compliance with the NSW Government Code of
Practice for Procurement during the tendering process.

2.4.2 Conditions of tendering details
The RFT documents should, in describing the tender process requirements
in the conditions of tendering:
•

nominate a person and their contact details who will deal with enquiries
from tenderers and provide any additional information required;
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•

explain where, when and how tenders must be lodged (for example by
physical delivery, facsimile or electronic tendering; and the use of ‘twoenvelope’ arrangements separating price and non-price information,
phased lodgement, or other special requirements);

•

indicate any supporting information required from tenderers, and how
and when it must be submitted;

•

state the evaluation criteria, and in most cases the broad weightings, on
which the assessment of the tenders will be based;

•

allow, where applicable, for further information to be requested after
close of tenders (normally only sought from tenderers in contention) to
assist the evaluation process (such as evidence of licences, accreditation
status, information for the financial assessment of tenderers and their
legal entity) and how and when such information should be submitted;

•

indicate what information will be made public during and after the
tendering process and that information on service provider performance
may be exchanged between agencies and others;

•

draw attention to any special conditions or obligations under the
proposed contract which may depart from the agency’s normal practice;

•

where appropriate, encourage tenderers to offer alternative tenders, and
also clearly state the basis upon which they are to be submitted and
considered;

•

include mandatory tender process requirements only where they are
essential for the evaluation of the tenders (these should be kept to a
minimum as non-compliance will lead to disqualification of the tender);

•

if the nature of the procurement is such that a Best and Final Offer could
be sought, the agency must indicate in the RFT that it can, at its sole
discretion, request short-listed tenderers to submit a best and final offer
at any time during the evaluation process.

RFT documents should not preclude negotiations with tenderers. These
negotiations may be for the purpose of clarifying a tenderer’s offer, or in the
case of negotiations with a preferred tenderer, may be for the purpose of
improving affordability or value for money for Government.

2.4.3 Specification
Technical or other specialist product specification in the RFT documents
can be of three main types:
•

functional specifications set the proposed function to be fulfilled by the
product or other deliverables required (for example, provision of a
sewage treatment works that treats the specified input), or service to be
provided (for example, the provision of event management services or
the design of a product for a specified function);

•

performance specifications set the performance standards to be met by
the product or other deliverable, for example the reliability of a patient
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monitoring system, the strength and durability of concrete to be supplied
or service quality or other performance attributes;
•

detailed specifications define the product’s detailed technical and
physical characteristics, including physical dimensions, detail design
such as reinforcement details, plant power input and output, controls and
instruments, materials to be used, and the like.

The use of functional and performance specifications should be considered,
rather than specifying design or descriptive characteristics.
The technical or specialist product or service specification should:
•

state the requirement clearly, concisely, logically, and unambiguously;

•

contain enough information for tenderers to decide on and cost their
tender proposals;

•

permit the offered procurement solutions to be evaluated against defined
technical criteria by examination, trial, test, or documentation.

Technical specifications should not preclude the adoption of relevant
international standards, where such standards exist and are suitable. An
exception to this requirement is where the use of an international standard
would not meet the agency’s procurement program requirements or would
impose greater burdens on the user of the product or service than the use of
the relevant national standard.
An agency must not use technical specifications that require or refer to a
particular trade name, patent, copyright, proprietary design, origin,
producer, or supplier, unless there is no other sufficient way of describing
the procurement requirements and provided that words such as “or
equivalent” qualifying the item are included in the RFT documentation.

2.4.4 Other matters during documentation
Industry forums or briefings
There may be circumstances where it is advantageous to release information
about the forthcoming tender opportunity prior to the issue of RFT
documents, even at a very early stage in the planning.
Care should be taken to ensure that this information is not prejudicial to the
forthcoming RFT, and cannot be mistaken by the public for the actual RFT.
Such information may be issued directly to industry organisations or their
representatives, or advertised in a printed publication or as a notice on the
tenders NSW website https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ . It must be made clear
when such information is released that it is not the RFT, and that tenders are
not being sought at that stage.
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External involvement
Expert advisors are commonly engaged by agencies to help prepare RFT
documents. Engaging expert advisors would generally make it necessary to
preclude them from subsequent related tendering. If this will be the case,
they should be informed of this risk prior to their engagement.
Pre-tender estimate
Before inviting tenders, agencies must prepare a pre-tender estimate to:
•

ensure the estimated cost (or income) is compatible with the agency
budget and available funding;

•

use in the assessment of value for money.

The pre-tender estimate must be based on the proposed contract
requirements, expert advice (where needed) and consideration of current
market conditions.
For high risk construction projects or other construction projects greater
than $10M in value, a pre-tender estimate report for the first on-site or
material supply contract must be forwarded to the agency’s Treasury
Analyst prior to inviting tenders. Refer to the document Treasury
Appraisal/Monitoring of Major Projects at:
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/Government-ProcurementFrameworks/Construction/Framework.aspx
Similarly for ICT projects, a pre-tender estimate report must be forwarded
to the agency’s Treasury Analyst for high risk projects and others over $5M
in value. Refer to Treasury Policy and Guideline Paper TPP06-10
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Capital Investment
Process.
Electronic tendering
The NSW Electronic Transactions Act 2000 provides for tendering without
hard copy documents, using electronic means.
The Government has established an eTendering system that is available
through https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ and allows agencies to:
•

publish notices of a proposed RFT;

•

notify registered providers and service providers of each relevant RFT
initiated;

•

advise of industry briefings;

•

advertise RFT and invite tenders;

•

issue RFT documents with a payment gateway when needed;

•

issue addenda and tender period changes.
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It also provides mechanisms for the receipt of tenders in electronic form,
closing tenders, receiving late tenders, opening the tenders, the removal of
tenders, publishing a listing of tenderers, and publishing contract award
information.
Under Premier’s Memorandum M2006-11 NSW Procurement Reforms, all
NSW Government agencies, other than State Owned Corporations, are
required to make Requests for Tender documentation available and tenders
able to be lodged through the NSW Government eTendering system
http://tenders.nsw.gov.au

2.5

Tender Evaluation Plan

Tender evaluation should be managed using project management
techniques, which include developing and implementing an appropriate
plan.
A Tender Evaluation Plan (TEP) sets out how the evaluation is to be
conducted. Ideally, the plan should be prepared before the issue of the RFT
documents. Failing that, it must be completed before tenders are opened. It
describes the specific evaluation criteria to be used and provides for probity,
fairness and how value for money of the tendered offers will be assessed. It
should be appropriate for the procurement, tendering method, process
complexity and value of the proposed contract.
The TEP should align the evaluation criteria described in the conditions of
tendering with the information sought from tenderers, and explain how each
criterion will be assessed. It must be explicit about what will be done, how it
will be done, when it will be done, and who is responsible for doing it.
A TEP may not be required for services or works which are very low in
value and risk.
The TEP may cover the following management and technical elements –
Management elements:
•

purpose and objectives of the procurement;

•

evaluation and approval processes and responsibilities;

•

management, organisation and resource requirements for the evaluation;

•

confidentiality
evaluation;

•

risks - how and when they will be identified and controlled and how this
will be integrated in the evaluation process;

•

schedule of tasks, target completion dates and roles for the evaluation;

•

audit and review arrangements for the evaluation process;

•

identification of tenderers out of contention and the means for promptly
informing those tenderers
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Technical elements:
•

information sources that will assist in the evaluation criteria;

•

weighting of evaluation criteria for price and non-price components;

•

a scoring and ranking system;

•

a method for assessing the costs of departures, and qualifications, and
any sensitivity analysis requirements;

•

arrangements for checking tenderers’ credentials and referees;

•

arrangements for presentations and meetings with tenderers;

•

methods for assessing best value for money using the above.

The TEP may also:
•

note record keeping procedures and responsibilities;

•

describe the conduct required by the evaluation team, including
provisions for dealing with any conflict of interest or confidentiality
issues;

•

note security procedures, including document handling, storage and long
term management;

•

detail the reports that the evaluation team must make to reviewing and
approving authorities;

•

be co-ordinated with or include any probity plan;

•

indicate when and how the Treasury reporting requirements prior to
award of contract (post-tender review report) will be met for high risk
construction projects and other construction projects with a value equal
to or greater than $50M (see Treasury Appraisal/Monitoring of Major
Projects
at
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/GovernmentProcurement-Frameworks/Construction/Framework.aspx). A threshold
of $10M applies for ICT projects. (Refer to Treasury Policy and
Guideline Paper TPP06-10 Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) Capital Investment Process).

•

make provision for a Tender Evaluation Gateway Review if required by
the agency. Refer to the gateway review details on the procurement
website http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/.

When developing a TEP, agencies should be aware of the Policy Statement
on the Application of Competitive Neutrality (Treasury Paper TPP02-1
refers). Consideration should be given to the inclusion of a member of
another agency in the tender evaluation process when an in-house bid is
anticipated or received.
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3. Tendering Process
3.1 Request for Tenders
3.2 Tender period
3.3 Enquiries and meetings
3.4 Amendments to RFT document
3.5 Submission, receipt, and opening of tenders

3.1 Request for Tenders
Prior to issue
Before the RFT documents are issued, approvals must be obtained for the
documents, a current and up to date pre-tender estimate and to commence
the tender process.
An updated pre-tender estimate must be prepared when there is a long
duration from the preparation of the last pre-tender estimate. Changes in a
pre-tender estimate could arise due to late changes in scope, greater
definition of content requirements, and changes in market rates.
Approval to issue the RFT documents must only be given when there is a
firm commitment, intention and capacity to proceed. This approval should
include confirmation of the availability of the funds necessary for any
contract and other activity that may arise from the tendering process.
In the case of the first on-site or material supply contract of a construction
project valued over $10m, a pre-tender estimate report must be provided to
Treasury prior to tender invitation. Where the pre-tender project estimate
exceeds the estimates previously provided to Treasury, the agency must
provide the sources of, and reasons for the variation.
For ICT projects, a similar report must be forwarded to Treasury for projects
over $5M in value.
Advertisements or invitations
Premier’s Memorandum 2011-16 NSW Government Tenders advertised on
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au only states that, from 11 October 2011, the NSW
Government will cease press advertising of government tenders, including
composite, display and lineage advertisements. To advertise tenders on
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au agencies use the NSW eTendering solution
managed by the Department of Finance and Services.
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Advertisements or invitations for open RFT’s must give all qualified
tenderers an equal opportunity to respond.
Premier’s Memorandum M2007-1 Public Disclosure of Information arising
from NSW Government Tenders and Contracts, states that all open tenders,
EOI’s or other such public calls which may result in a contract with the
private sector must be posted on the government website
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ operated by the Department of Finance and
Services, in addition to any other location agencies choose to use.
Premier’s Memorandum M2006-11 NSW Procurement Reforms, requires all
NSW Government agencies, other than State Owned Corporations, to make
Requests for Tender documents available and tenders able to be lodged
through the Government eTendering system (https://tenders.nsw.gov.au).
All subsequent addenda issued are to be published in the same manner as
the original RFT. All suppliers that have downloaded a copy of the original
RFT must be notified of the addenda.
Advertisements or invitations must include a brief description of the scope
and requirements for the tender.
Reference should be made to:
•

any mandatory requirements of the tendering process e.g. meetings or
site visits;

•

when tenders close;

•

where, when and how RFT documents can be obtained and details of the
contact person;

•

details of how, where and when tenders may be lodged (e.g. lodgement
in a physical tender box, by facsimile machine or through electronic
tendering);

•

the price of purchasing the RFT documents, where applicable, and
payment details;

•

disclosure of any agency in-house tenderers invited;

•

any specific resources required to prepare and lodge a tender (e.g.
software);

•

prominent notification to comply with the NSW Government Code of
Practice for Procurement

If projects are funded, or partly funded, by the Commonwealth, the funding
agreement may require the application of the National Code of Practice for
the Construction Industry and the Australian Government’s Implementation
Guidelines for the Code. The Implementation Guidelines contain the
thresholds above which the Code and Guidelines apply. Where applicable,
the following must be included in tender advertisements: “The National
Code of Practice for the Construction Industry and the Australian
Government Implementation Guidelines for the National Code of Practice
for the Construction Industry August 2009, apply to this project.”
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Other considerations
The RFT documents and their distribution, and other supporting material,
must be controlled. A record of who has collected RFT documents must be
kept at a single location so that addenda and other notifications can be
issued to all prospective tenderers.
Agencies are encouraged to advertise advance notice of their procurement
plans as early as possible in each financial year.

3.2

Tender period

To ensure effective competition, agencies must allow a sufficient tender
period between the date the RFT documents are first made available to all
tenderers and the closing date of the tenders.
This period must be sufficient for tenderers to obtain RFT documents,
acquaint themselves and any potential service providers with the
requirements, make any site visits, view samples, and undertake any other
activities necessary to allow a tender to be prepared and lodged. The period
should allow for any likely lost time arising from public holidays and
seasonal industry shutdowns.
Once the RFT documents are issued, any change to the tender period that
arises to allow for changes advised in an addendum, or for any other reason,
must be communicated promptly to all tenderers to allow them sufficient
time to prepare and lodge a tender.
A normal tender period for an open RFT is no less than 30 calendar days.
However, for open tenders this may be reduced to 25 calendar days where
the agency advertises the RFT by electronic means and provides, to the
extent practical, the RFT documentation by an electronic medium.
Under specific circumstances the tender period for an RFT may be reduced
to no less than 10 days. The circumstances include:
•

where the agency is procuring commercially readily available goods,
commodities or services;

•

where there is a need or urgency substantiated by the agency;
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•

where the agency published a separate notice, including a notice of
planned procurement at least 30 days and not more than 12 months in
advance, and the separate notice contains a description of the
procurement, the time limit for lodging tenders or, where appropriate,
applications for participation in a procurement, and the address from
which documents relating to the procurement can be obtained;

•

the publication of the notices for procurement of a recurring nature, a
second or subsequent time.

3.3

Enquiries and meetings

Contact person
The agency must nominate a single contact person who understands the
tendering process and contract requirements to respond to all enquiries from
tenderers. All such enquiries should be recorded, noting the time and date,
the subject matter and any responses provided.
Where other people are nominated for specific aspects of the tendering
process, for example; technical experts, legal advisors, real estate agents,
their role must be clearly defined, and all enquiries to them from tenderers
and all responses from them must be through the single contact person.
Information
Any information or advice given to a tenderer that clarifies an ambiguity in
any aspect of the tendering process or contract requirements must also be
communicated promptly in writing to all other prospective tenderers. This
does not apply to simple clarifications on which there is no ambiguity. It
also does not apply to information that is not of a clarification nature but is
clearly additional information sought by a tenderer and linked to its
confidential tender proposal. Such information should not be passed on to
other tenderers unless they have a similar request.
Meetings
Attendance at pre-tender meetings involving inspections, demonstrations or
briefings, may be made mandatory or optional for tenderers depending on
the nature of the meetings. A tenderer’s non-attendance at mandatory
meetings will result in its tender not being eligible for consideration, unless
the conditions of tendering allow for non-attendance under certain
circumstances that are accepted by the agency. Meetings should therefore
only be mandatory if they are considered essential to assist tenderers’
understanding of the tendering process and contract requirements.
Meetings must be carefully planned and managed to ensure no tenderer is
given advantage over any other tenderer because of the meeting.
A record of matters discussed at the meetings must be made. For major
meetings this may include a video recording.
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Amendments to RFT documents

Where it becomes necessary to amend RFT documents (including any
process conditions or arrangements) it must be done in a way that does not
unfairly disadvantage or benefit tenderers.
The amendments must be advised in a notice, usually called an addendum,
issued to all tenderers. This must occur in sufficient time to allow tenderers
to fully consider the addendum, modify their tender accordingly and lodge it
before tenders close.
A record must be made of all those who obtain the amended RFT
documents so that they are all informed of the issue of an addendum.
Each addendum must state clearly that it is to be incorporated in the RFT
documents and allowed for in the tender. Tenderers must confirm in writing,
no later than close of tenders, that they have received all such addenda and
that allowance has been made for each addendum in their tenders.
Consideration should be given to whether the tender period should be
changed to allow for the changes involved whenever an addendum is issued.

3.5

Submission, receipt and opening of tenders

All competitive tenders must close and be lodged in an agency tender box,
or a tender box approved for use by the agency, details of which must be
included in the RFT documents.
Tender boxes, whether physical, facsimile equipment or electronic and
subsequent tender handling processes must be secure and ensure that
confidentiality is protected before and after close of tenders.
Agencies must have an appropriate documented tender opening process.
This process shall include a Tender Opening Committee (TOC) of a
minimum of two persons. The Committee shall be present to open any
tender box, and remove and record the tenders received. These persons must
sign a confidentiality and conflict of interest agreement.
They must record the receipt of each tender, including the date of opening,
the apparent legal entity of the tenderer and, where appropriate, prices.
Preferably, the TOC must mark any non-electronic tenders with an official
stamp and sign the stamp. The TOC must also ensure that the record is
signed before tenders are released for evaluation.
The electronic submission of tenders must be in accordance with the NSW
Electronic Transactions Act 2000. Confidentiality must be no less than that
required for tenders that are not in electronic format and the integrity of
tender
data
must
be
protected
after
receipt.
Refer
to
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ for processes that are in place for use by
agencies.
A tender received after the tender closing time is a late tender. Late tenders
must be identified and the circumstances involved recorded.
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Premier’s Memorandum M2007-1 Public Disclosure of Information arising
from NSW Government Tenders and Contracts requires the names and
addresses of all entities which submit responses to public calls to be
disclosed on https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ within seven days of closure of the
call.
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4 Tender Evaluation
4.1

Evaluation objective

4.2

Evaluation methodology

4.3

Probity requirements

4.4

Outline of the evaluation process

4.5

Eligibility of tenderers

4.6

Qualifications, non-conformities and departures

4.7

Late tenders

4.8

Clarification of a tenderer’s information

4.9

Tender negotiation

4.10 Recommendation, review and approval

4.1

Evaluation objective

The principal objective of all tender evaluations is to identify the tender(s)
offering the best value for money whilst achieving process probity and
fairness and the other objectives outlined below. The process must be
adequately documented to ensure all these objectives are demonstrably
achieved.
Subject to achieving these objectives, the agency is not bound to accept the
lowest (or highest) priced tender, and may pass over, or not consider further,
any tender not in contention or that is not acceptable.
Tender evaluation must comply with the following principles:
Accountability and transparency – the process will be open, clear, and
defensible.
Fairness – equal opportunities are provided for all tenderers in the process.
Impartiality – the process treats all tenderers the same way and without
bias.
Objectivity – subjective judgement and opinion not based on objective
evidence is minimised in decisions.
Repeatability – repeated evaluation of the same tender against the same
criteria by the same evaluation team will yield the same decisions.
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Reproducibility – evaluation of the same tender against the same criteria by
a different evaluation team will yield the same decisions.
Reasonableness – decisions are based on the information reasonably known
by the evaluation team and are supported by rational and logical argument.
Thoroughness – decisions are based on competent and comprehensive
analysis of all relevant information.

4.2

Evaluation methodology

There are a number of approaches that can be used to identify the tender
offering the best value for money.
The particular evaluation methodology used and effort involved should be
consistent with the nature of the procurement and the tender process.
Choosing the best value for money tender must take account of:
•

whether the tender is subject to qualifications or fully meets the
requirements of the RFT documents;

•

relative agency costs additional to the tender price such as life-cycle and
operational costs;

•

any extra value offered such as better quality, better capacity, better
management, early delivery or earlier completion.

Evaluation commonly involves selecting the tender with the highest tender
evaluation score or ranking, taking into account all relevant criteria. The
scoring method must ensure the extra value indicated by a higher score is
worth any extra cost by using appropriate weightings that strike an
appropriate balance between non-price value and price.
Where alternative tenders are not precluded, they are equally considered in
determining which tenders are in contention.
The tender evaluation must proceed as defined in the Tender Evaluation
Plan, unless exceptional circumstances apply and any changes receive
appropriate authorisation.
If a tenderer fails to comply with the mandatory or essential requirements,
such as key aspects of the NSW Government Code of Practice for
Procurement, this failure would result in its tender being passed over.

4.3

Probity requirements

Specific considerations relating to probity during tender evaluation include:
•

Confidentiality and security of tender information, and evaluation
documentation and/or software;

•

Involvement of a representative of another agency in the evaluation
process if there is an in-house bid;

•

Identification and resolution of conflicts of interests;
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A consistent approach for communicating with tenderers.

These issues will generally be part of the TEP and agency procedures. When
the risks and nature of the tendering process justify, specialist advice on
probity may be obtained using a probity auditor or advisory service, before
or as part of the tender evaluation process. Refer to the Independent
Commission Against Corruption publication Probity and probity advising –
Guidelines for managing public sector projects .

4.4

Outline of the evaluation process

Evaluation usually involves the following stages:
Stage 1: Initial Examination and Assessment
All tenders must initially be examined to:
•

confirm the legal entity of each tenderer;

•

decide whether a late tender should be considered further in the
evaluation;

•

identify any in-house bids and ensure they are handled with the
confidentiality and the competitive neutrality required;

•

identify non-conformances with the RFT requirements which can be
rectified by the tenderer by providing omitted information or
clarification;

•

identify non-conformances with the RFT requirements which are
substantial or incapable of rectification and, therefore, justify not
considering the tender further;

•

identify any indications of errors or discrepancies in the RFT documents
or in the tenders, which may need to be corrected or taken into account
in the evaluation and any contract.

If there are a substantial number of tenders then the first step before detailed
evaluation would be to establish a short list for further consideration. This
includes conducting a preliminary evaluation, as well as a preliminary price
analysis, to make sure the short list does not include any tenders involving
unacceptable risks or too high a price, or tenders clearly offering less value
than those included.
Qualifications in all tenders need to be considered in this process to ensure
no tenderer is excluded based on a qualification that could be removed if
further analysed, or based on a qualification that identifies additional costs
that apply equally to other tenders.
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Stage 2: Detailed evaluation
During the detailed evaluation of tenders, each tender is considered in detail,
evaluated and scored or otherwise ranked. Any comments and issues would
be noted.
At this stage:
•

the evaluation team must raise any questions with tenderers in
contention or only the preferred tender, if possible, to clarify them and
confirm the removal of unacceptable departures and qualifications
allowing enough time for responses;

•

presentations and demonstrations, where required, should be closely
managed to make sure all the tenderers involved are treated equally
using a common and detailed agenda and/or scenario with explicit time
limits, ensuring the required content is communicated and producing a
written record;

•

reference checks, not necessarily limited to the tenderer’s nominated
references, should be obtained and considered;

•

consideration of contractor and consultant performance information
obtained from within the agency and other agencies may occur.

When the proposed contract requires work and services with significant risk
in the event of financial incapacity, the preferred tenderer would need to
show, as part of the evaluation process, it has the financial capacity to
complete the work under the contract.
Contracts have been established with two service providers to enable NSW
government agencies to obtain financial assessments of tenderers,
particularly for construction or goods and services procurement. Refer to:
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/Procurement-System-forConstruction/Service-provider-selection.aspx.
Other independent capability assessments may be used when appropriate.
Value or cost calculations and analysis should allow for whole-of-life costs
and may need to involve the development and use of comparative cost
models.
In a multi-stage tender process, the names of short-listed tenderers are to be
published on https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/ within 7 days of them being
advised of their short-listing (refer Premier’s Memorandum M2007-01).
Stage 3: Completion
This stage draws together all the information identified in the evaluation
process, completes the assessment of relative value for money, and finalises
risk management activities. This is documented in a report recommending
the best tender, or tenders, for acceptance, or for inclusion in future stages
of the process.
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Eligibility of tenderers

Ensure that a contract is only awarded to appropriate legal entities that have
the financial resources, and capacity, to deliver the goods or complete the
services or works under the contract.
Conditions of tendering in the RFT documents should require tenderers to
state their Australian Business Number (ABN). Where the tenderer does not
have an ABN and is not required to be registered for the Goods and Services
Tax (GST), the tenderer must say so explicitly as a tender qualification.
GST is normally required to be included in the tender price(s)/rates on the
tender form and/or schedules.
An ABN uniquely identifies a business and enables the entity tendering to
be determined. Payments to entities that do not have an ABN are required
by taxation law to be reduced by a withholding amount.
Details of businesses with an ABN can be obtained from the Australian
Business Register at http://www.abr.business.gov.au/
If an ABN is not provided in a tender, and no explicit statement is made that
the tenderer is not registered for GST, the matter must be clarified with the
tenderer.
Some entities do not have the legal capacity to enter into contracts. Tenders
must only be considered from service providers that are able to form a valid
contract.
Acceptable legal entities include: a sole trader; partnership; holding
company; subsidiary company; registered (limited or proprietary limited)
company; joint venture and trustee (under certain circumstances).
Entities not usually acceptable are: those only with business names or
trading names without an acceptable legal entity or name; groups of
companies (or consortia) without an acceptable legal entity; some trusts;
unincorporated partnerships in some cases; or where the entity has a
‘Provisional Liquidator’ or a ‘Receiver and Manager’ appointed, or has
gone into voluntary administration.
Tenderers must be identified by their correct legal entity name such as a
registered company name. Trading or business names may be ambiguous if
these are shown without the tenderer’s correct legal name. The correct legal
name of tenderers in contention should be confirmed with the tenderers or
by reference to the Australian Business Register. The name of the entity
must be confirmed before any recommendation is made to award a contract
to that entity.
A business name is not a suitable identification, but a partnership or
individual may use a name “trading as (the business name)”. If there is a
name such as “(business name) Enterprises” and nothing more, then further
enquiries should be made about whether the business is a company,
partnership or a sole trader. A company would have a registered name and
an Australian Business Number (ABN). If acceptable, a partnership would
be identified by the names and addresses of all the partners.
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When the tenderer is an unknown partnership the tenderer should be asked
to give a letter signed by each partner confirming that the tender is their
tender.
Tenders must be authorised:
•

if the tenderer is a registered company – by a person known to, or
purporting to, be authorised to do so;

•

if the tenderer is a partnership – by one or more of the partners “for the
partnership”;

•

if the tenderer is a sole trader (an individual) – by the tenderer
personally;

•

if the tenderers are acting “jointly and severally” or as a joint venture –
by appropriate persons from each of the venture parties.

In the case of tenders submitted electronically the identity of the appropriate
person, the person’s role with the tendering entity, and a statement that the
person authorises the tender and the information contained in it, must be
shown in the tender in accordance with Section 9 of the NSW Electronic
Transactions Act 2000.

4.6

Qualifications, non-conformities and departures

Qualifications, non-conformities and departures included in a tender should
be considered for their effect on all tenders. Even if not appearing to be in
contention, a tenderer might have found a problem the other tenderers have
not raised that needs resolution. The qualifications included in any tender
may identify problems or document discrepancies that need to be resolved
for all. This could justify price or other adjustments, or require clarifications
from other tenderers. A small qualification missed or not properly clarified
before accepting a tender may lead to problems that would have been
avoided had the review correctly covered them.
It may be necessary to quantify the value of tender qualifications and
departures in order to compare tenders.

4.7

Late tenders

The evaluator or evaluation team must give consideration to the inclusion or
passing over of any late tender when commencing the evaluation process.
Late tenders should not be considered, except when the agency is satisfied
that the integrity and competitiveness of the tendering process has not been
compromised. The agency is not to penalise any tenderer whose tender is
received after the time specified for receiving tenders if the delay is due
solely to mishandling on the part of the agency.
Late tenders may be considered when verifiable circumstances are
confirmed by the agency, such as:
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•

exceptional circumstances, such as the tender being the only tender or a
natural disaster affecting all tenders equally, that ensure the integrity and
competitiveness of the tendering process would not be compromised by
considering the late tender;

•

the tender left the control of the tenderer prior to close of tenders and
confidentiality of the tender was maintained before it was opened;

•

control of the confidentiality of tenders before the scheduling of tenders
guarantees no enhancement to the late tender occurred using knowledge
of the other tenders;

•

there has been mishandling by the agency delaying lodgement, but no
change to the late tender was possible after close of tenders;

•

the RFT documents stipulate that lateness is not a bar to consideration.

Lateness may not be an inherent threat to probity or competition in some
tender processes, and thus tenders may be accepted at other times. For
example, some types of grant applications, single invited tenders, requests
for information, EOI for pre-qualification, and the like.

4.8

Clarification of a tenderer’s information

When it is necessary to clarify or confirm information in a tender by written
request or discussions with tenderers, the following practices apply:
•

do not divulge confidential tender information provided by one tenderer
to any other tenderer;

•

do not advise or imply the status of any tender, such as the tender being
'lowest tender', 'under special consideration’, ‘not under consideration’
or 'rejected' to any tenderer;

•

frame requests for clarification so they do not result in the tenderer
gaining any advantage over other tenderers;

•

do not accept amendments to an RFT requirement or the tender price or
rates after the closing of tenders, unless this is justified in addressing a
qualification in the tender or a change made by the agency;

•

meetings should normally only be arranged with the preferred tenderer
and should not normally be scheduled until all the matters requiring
clarification have been identified, and a detailed written agenda can be
provided to the tenderer.

For a meeting with a tenderer, the following practices should normally
apply:
•

prepare a detailed agenda for the meeting, and provide it to the tenderer
in a reasonable time before the meeting;
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•

make it clear at the meeting what further advice and information is
needed from the tenderer, and set a date for the written submission of
the further advice and information;

•

confirm all matters that will form part of a contract in writing with the
tenderer;

•

keep minutes of the meeting;

•

resolve all matters at one meeting, where possible.

If tenderers raise matters at meetings outside those covered by the agenda,
take care that the advice given and decisions taken conform to these
Guidelines and maintain process fairness. If necessary, or in doubt, defer
matters for further consideration and later advice and confirmation in
writing.
The tenderer must confirm agreement to all adjusted terms in writing.
Where appropriate, and with the tenderer’s agreement, a schedule of agreed
terms may be prepared and signed at the meeting. Otherwise, it may be
convenient to give the tenderer a copy of the minutes documenting the
agreed terms and ask them to confirm and return the endorsed minutes.
Any changes to the tender price or rates resulting from the withdrawal or
modification of a tenderer’s qualification and departures must be fully
justified and explained in the tender evaluation report and recommendation.

4.9

Tender negotiation

Where there are no acceptable tenders, negotiations may be conducted with
the tenderer submitting the least unacceptable tender, or the tender which
conforms most closely to the requirements and provides best value for
money (the 'best tender').
Where tenders are ranked by a systematic method, for example, by scoring
tender prices and other evaluation criteria, the tender with the best ranking
would normally be regarded as the best tender.
There are also instances when the agency may negotiate with an acceptable
preferred tenderer to improve outcomes. Any negotiation process should be
transparent, recorded and conducted in a manner that does not disadvantage
other tenderers.
For some procurement, for example, privately financed projects, where the
work or service outcomes are highly dependent on the proposals received
from tenderers, it may always be necessary to negotiate the outcome after
receipt of tenders. A preferred tenderer would be determined using the
evaluation criteria, and the details, such as the work, deliverables, level of
service and price, finalised through negotiation. This would be provided for
in the RFT documents and the TEP.
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4.10 Recommendation, review and approval
Recommendation
The evaluator, or evaluation team, must prepare a written report once the
tender evaluation is completed and a preferred tenderer (or tenderers or the
short-listed pre-qualified service providers) has been chosen. This report
describes the evaluation and recommends the outcome of the tender process.
An evaluation report records the basis and reasons for the recommendation
and is submitted to the agency’s delegated approving authority for
consideration. Reasons for the recommendation, and for passing over any
better-priced tenders, must be clearly documented and supported. The report
must include a complete account of the evaluation and must be able to
withstand independent scrutiny. All members of the evaluation team must
sign the report either in support or dissent of the recommendation.
Review
In more complex tender processes that involve unusual circumstances or
lead to large contracts, or have risks that require expert attention, an
independent expert or expert panel should review the report and process.
This would be to check the probity and fairness of the process and the
appropriateness of and rationale for the recommendation. The review may
identify a need to reconsider and where necessary change the report. The
reviewers may ask questions of the evaluation team and either suggest they
reconsider matters in the report and the recommendation or support or
concur with the recommendation.
Approval
The recommendation and any review concurrence would then be submitted
to the approving authority.
For high risk construction projects or construction projects of value in
excess of $50 million, NSW Treasury must concur in the award of the
project’s major contract prior to the announcing of the tender result. Refer
to the document Treasury Appraisal/Monitoring of Major Projects at:
http://www.nswprocurement.com.au/Government-ProcurementFrameworks/Construction/Framework.aspx
Similarly for ICT projects, a post-tender review report must be forwarded to
the agency’s Treasury Analyst for high risk projects and others over $10M
in value. Refer to Treasury Policy and Guideline Paper TPP06-10
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Capital Investment
Process.
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5 Outcome of Tendering
5.1 Announcing tender process results
5.2 Contract award
5.3 Debriefings
5.4 Tenderer complaints
5.5 Learnings from the tender process

5.1

Announcing tendering process results

Agencies must promptly advise unsuccessful tenderers in writing of the
tender process outcome, and decisions such as short listing as they occur.
Agencies must also publish appropriate information on the outcome of the
tender process. This would usually include advice where applicable that the
tendering process has been suspended, or that re-tendering is proposed.
The names of successful multi-stage tenderers are to be published on
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au within seven days of them being advised of their
shortlisting (refer Premier’s memorandum M2007-1 Public Disclosure of
Information arising from NSW Government Tenders and Contracts).
Once a contract of $150,000 or above is awarded, the information to be
routinely disclosed is specified in Part 3, Division 5 of the Government
Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA). This disclosure is to be on
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au.
Disclosure about privately funded public infrastructure contracts must also
comply with the Working with Government: Guidelines for Privately
Financed Projects (revised December 2006). See Treasury Circular TC06/25
Outcomes from the tendering process that do not involve a contract award
may be disclosed. For instance, when no award is made or the tendering
process involves no award of a contract the outcome of the process may be
disclosed so that tenderers and the public are made aware.
Information in a tender that is intellectual property, proprietary,
commercial-in-confidence, or otherwise identified as confidential should not
be disclosed.
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Contract award

Once the approving authority is satisfied with the recommendation provided
and makes an award decision, a contract document must be prepared and the
contract awarded or brought into existence.
Contracts may be awarded by issuing a notification of acceptance or letter
of award. This notice must be consistent with the proposed contract details
identified in the evaluation and recommendation report.
Alternatively, a specially prepared contract document – a formal instrument
of agreement – could be used when the conditions of tendering require this
kind of formal execution.
Where a formal instrument/deed of agreement is required, it must be
executed in accordance with the Conveyancing Act and/or the Corporations
Law, as applicable. Generally, the form of the instrument/deed is issued as
part of the RFT documents, so that the tenderer is aware of the nature of the
proposed contract.
The officer issuing the notification/letter of acceptance or letter of award
must ensure that it is communicated to the contractor and seek satisfactory
proof that the contractor has received it.
A notification of acceptance or letter of award should:
•

be addressed to the entity that tendered, verified as able to enter a
contract, and specify the date of the notification or letter, the date of
contract commencement (if different), and other agreed terms to be
included;

•

be signed, or endorsed with any other identification in accordance with
the Electronic Transactions Act 2000;

•

include a unique contract reference, contract title, and possibly the name
of an initial contact officer for management of the contract;

•

reference and identify the parts of the RFT documents, including any
addenda, that form part of the contract documents;

•

include a reference to, or a listing of, any post-tender correspondence
between the agency and the tenderer and other documents that form part
of the contract documents.

The approach used by agencies in forming a contract from the tendering
process will be dependent on the procurement stream, policies of the
agency, the legal and regulatory context and, if necessary, specific legal
advice.

5.3

Debriefings

An unsuccessful tenderer shall, on request, be provided with the reasons for
its tender not being selected. A record should be kept of the persons
involved in the debriefing and the comments made.
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If a supplier in a multi-stage process is not invited to participate in the
second or subsequent stages of the process, the supplier shall on its request,
be provided with a written explanation of the reasons for the decision.
Where an unsuccessful tenderer seeks information regarding the successful
tender(s), this information should be limited to the information normally
publicly disclosed.

5.4

Tenderer complaints

Tenderer complaints should initially be directed to the agency responsible
for the tendering process, and agencies must have procedures in place for
promptly and adequately investigating and responding to such complaints.
The NSW Government Code of Practice for Procurement identifies
complaints handling procedures relating to complaints regarding Code
breaches.
Tenderers and others may also direct complaints in writing to the
Chairperson, State Contracts Control Board, Level 22 McKell Building, 224 Rawson Place, Sydney, NSW 2000.

5.5

Learnings from the tender process

Agencies should review the outcomes of each tendering process and ensure
lessons learnt are disseminated and are considered for the improvement of
future tender processes and related actions.
For assistance in evaluating any learning from tender processes refer to
NSW Treasury’s Total Asset Management document TAM04-11 Sept 2004 Post Implementation Review Guidelines.
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6 Glossary of Terms
Agency

An entity of the public sector service
as defined in the Public Sector
Employment and Management
(Goods and Services) Regulation
2010, but excludes State Owned
Corporations within the meaning of
the State Owned Corporations Act
1989 NSW..

Alternative tenders

Alternative tenders are those that do
not fully meet the conditions of
tendering but purport to provide a
better value for money solution. The
alternative tender may be a solution
(be it work, service, technology, etc)
that is consistent with the scope of
the outcome sought by the RFT but is
not the solution anticipated in the
RFT. For example, it may have a
different life cycle cost or offer
different benefits to users, but would
have a certain price and be
sufficiently detailed to be able to be
assessed.

Best and Final Offer (BAFO)

A process to improve the quality of
tenders that are potentially acceptable
but have some deficiencies. Short
listed tenderers are asked to revise
their proposals in specific areas,
which then become their best and
final offer and the basis for further
evaluation.

Bid Shopping

The practice of trading off one
tenderer’s prices against another’s in
order to obtain lower prices. This
practice is prohibited by the NSW
Government Code of Practice for
Procurement.
It involves divulging a tenderer’s
price or rates proposal or requiring a
tenderer to divulge its price or rates
to another tenderer before the award
of a contract or subcontract in order
to secure a lower price or rate.
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Conditions of Tendering

The rules governing the content and
submission of tenders and the
conduct of the tendering process. The
conditions of tendering are the
generic rules that apply to most
requirements such as tender
lodgement details, conditions
applying to the treatment of late
tenders. Special conditions are
specific to the RFT such as how RFT
documents will be obtained. Tenders
will be prepared, received and
assessed/evaluated. Conditions of
Tendering provide the basic
framework upon which the tendering
process is built.

Collusive tendering

Tendering can be considered
collusive where it involves such
practices as:
Agreements between tenderers or
their agents as to who should be the
successful tenderer;
Any exchange of information
between tenderers or their agents
prior to the submission of their
tenders designed to reduce the tender
process competitiveness that may
disadvantage the party receiving the
tenders;
Agreements between tenderers to fix
prices.

Conflict of interest

Tendering Guidelines

A situation occurring when an
official's private interests may benefit
from his or her public actions.
Conflicts of interest, either at a
personal or agency level, can arise
where there is a reasonable
expectation of direct or indirect
benefit or loss for an individual
employee (or agent of the agency)
with a particular personal interest
that could be influenced, or appear to
be influenced, in favour of that
interest, in the performance of their
duties. The benefit or loss may be
financial or non-financial.
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Contract

An agreement between two or more
parties to do something that is legally
enforceable. The agreement may be
written, oral or inferred by conduct.

eProcurement

The use of electronic methods at any
stage of the procurement process
from identification of requirement
through to completion of the
contract. Electronic tendering is the
undertaking of the tendering process
stage by electronic methods.

eTendering

A NSW Government internet based
electronic tendering system
(developed and managed by the
Department of Finance and Services
on behalf of Government), that
provides the facility to electronically
invite or advertise RFTs, distribute
RFT documents, securely receive,
and open tenders, and provide
various notices. This facility is
available through
https://tenders.nsw.gov.au/

Expression of Interest (EOI)

This is the process of seeking the
interest of service providers capable
of undertaking specific agency works
or services to provide information on
that capability or a detailed proposal
to undertake work. It is usually the
first stage of a multi-stage tender
process.

Fair

Being unbiased, reasonable and
even-handed. Being fair does not
mean satisfying everyone or not
reasonably pursuing one’s legitimate
interests. A fair decision may still
adversely affect parties.

In-house bids

Tender from a NSW government
business unit. The handling of inhouse bids must comply with the
application of competitive neutrality.
Refer to the Policy Statement on the
Application of Competitive Neutrality
(Treasury Paper TPP 02-1).
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Inventions, original designs, and
practical applications of good ideas
protected by law through copyright,
patents, registered designs, circuit
layout rights and trademarks.
Also includes trade secrets,
proprietary know-how and other
confidential information protected
against unlawful disclosure by law
and through additional contractual
obligations, such as confidentiality
agreements, contracts and conditions
of tendering.

Late tender

A tender received after the required
closing date and time.

Pre-tender estimate (PTE)

An estimate of the cost of, or an
estimate of the income generated
through a proposed contract prepared
before the RFT documents are issued
and updated as necessary before
tenders close.

Probity

Uprightness, honesty, proper and
ethical conduct and propriety in
dealings.
There are a number of essential
requirements to promote probity.
Agencies should consider these
essential requirements throughout all
stages of the process. These
requirements are:
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fairness and impartiality;

•

use of a competitive process;

•

consistency and fairness of
process;

•

tender security and
confidentiality;

•

identification and resolution of
conflicts of interest.
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Process involving all activities
following the decision to acquire or
dispose of goods, services,
construction work, property or
accommodation (including by lease).
Includes acquiring consumables,
capital equipment, real property,
infrastructure, and professional
services, facilities management
services and construction.

Process contract

Qualifications
[tender]

This is a contract arising in relation
to the tendering process before
acceptance of a tender by the party
inviting tenders. Refer to the Hughes
Aircraft case – Hughes Aircraft
Systems International v Airservices
Australia (1997) 146 ALR 1.
and

departures Qualifications and departures means
proposals in, or in connection with a
tender which attempt to limit or
change the effect of the contract or to
perform the contract other than in
accordance with the specified
requirements

Request for Tender (RFT)

Request
for
documents

Tendering Guidelines

Tender

The issuing of an invitation, by
advertisement or directly, to respond
to tender requirements by lodging a
tender. It covers all forms of
tendering, including an invitation or
request for quotations (RFQ) or
proposals (RFP), offers, EOI, preregistration for RFQ or RFP. Other
terms commonly used include ‘call
tenders’, ‘invite tenders’, ‘call for
detailed proposals’.
(RFT) The set of documents, prepared by
the party seeking tenders and
provided to tenderers, detailing the
tender process, the requirements
involved, and including the
conditions of tendering, proposed
contract conditions, and technical
specification.
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Risk management

The systematic application of
management policies, procedures and
practices to the identifying,
analysing, assessing, treating and
controlling of risks, and monitoring
the outcomes. Risk management is
used to ensure that project objectives
and goals are achieved. See the Total
Asset Management Risk Management
Guidelines (TAM 04-12) available
from the NSW Treasury website.

Service provider

Includes a contractor, subcontractor,
supplier and consultant that contracts
to undertake a procurement activity.

State Contracts Control Board
(SCCB)

A statutory board established under
the Public Sector Employment and
Management Act 2002 NSW. The
board arranges the supply and
disposal of all goods and services
necessary for the operation of the
NSW public sector service. In this
role it assists Government in
developing associated practices, and
promoting the application of these
practices by agencies.

Technical specification

A detailed description in the RFT
documents setting forth the
functional, performance, material and
other specific technical requirements
for a proposed building contract,
engineering work, IT system, or good
or service, or other work or product.

Tender

Includes a price, bid, offer, quotation,
consultant proposal or expression of
interest, or the like, lodged in
response to an invitation or a Request
for Tender.

Tender Closing Office

The office nominated in the RFT
documents as the location where
tenders are to be lodged.

Tendering Guidelines
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Tender box

Location, physical or virtual, that
receives tenders lodged by service
providers, and maintains them secure
and confidential until close of
tenders, and commencement of the
tender opening process.

Tenderer

Entity submitting a tender.

Tender Opening Committee

A quorum of people who convene to
open and process tenders prior to
evaluation in accordance with agency
procedures.

Tender period

The period between the initial issue
date or date of availability of the
RFT documents and the closing date
and time of tenders.

Value for money

The benefits compared to the wholeof-life costs.
Relative value for money may be
determined between tenders by
considering their benefits taking into
account all factors relevant to the
contract outcome such as:

Tendering Guidelines
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•

price with whole-of-life costs;

•

experience;

•

quality;

•

reliability;

•

timeliness;

•

delivery;

•

innovation;

•

product servicing;

•

fitness for purpose;

•

value adding components
such as meeting the
government’s economic,
social and environmental
objectives where relevant.
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Overtime for Directors

From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

Kevin Pallier <kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 02 May 2012 07:57:45 +1000

KP
Until I can get the Directors to actually cost out their perceived OT requirement, can you account for a notional $12K
for each Director (Steve, Andrew, Dave and yourself) to make sure there is a reasonable budget protected before
today’s discussions for OT. This figure may be less/or more for some dependent on their rationale.
Steve

P (02) 4251 6492

M

Steven Pearce AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services and Planning
Office of the Commissioner

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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FLOG One-on One Meeting

From:

Kevin Pallier <kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 16 May 2012 01:33:15 +1000

Steve
Can we please discuss the following when you are back in the office ?
My priorities and your expectations
VJCC commitments
My Professional development
Admin Officer review
17% Allowance review
DALS
NDRA
Am happy to obviously take agenda items from you ?
Thanks
KP

P (02) 4251 6488

Kevin Pallier
CFO - Director
Finance & Logistics

M

F (02) 4251 6500

E kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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FW: Reforecast of Budget position

From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

"Murray Kear (murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au)" <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Fri, 18 May 2012 08:32:14 +1000

….now you can deal with him as I’m about to explode

P (02) 4251 6492

M

Steven Pearce AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services and Planning
Office of the Commissioner

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Kevin Pallier
Sent: Thursday, 17 May 2012 8:50 PM
To: Steven Pearce
Subject: Re: Reforecast of Budget position

Steve
Am always open to discuss priorities and expectations. Suggest we speak on same tomorrow.

There is more to it than what most people think. However, if I am to focus on it tomorrow I suggest you advise
Andrew that I won't be able to hit his DPC review deadline.

Regards
KP
Kevin Pallier
Director Finance & Logistics
NSW State Emergency Service
kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au
P: (02) 4251 6488
M:
On 17/05/2012, at 3:22 PM, "Steven Pearce" <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au> wrote:
Kev
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Just spoke with Murray then and he needs tomorrow
afternoon as close as proximate to the reforecast
budget position as he wants to expend monies ASAP on swiftwater PPE and Cordage equipment.
Knowing that you still don’t have a full grip on inventory, sit down with Murray tomorrow and give him a
position taking into account that at this stage, we are believing that all the committed funds to vehicle
and building grants will be expended by the Regions. The only other big sums are in Andrews budget
which he has confirmed will be expended.
Steve

<image001.jpg>

P (02) 4251 6492

M

Steven Pearce AFSM
Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services and Planning
Office of the Commissioner
FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE
NSW SES ON

132 500

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500
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Re: NSW SES Member Survey Week 1

From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Sun, 20 May 2012 11:52:54 +1000

Attachments:

image.png (7.29 kB); image.png (1.18 kB); image.png (1.28 kB); image.png (1.18 kB)

Aaaaarrrgghhhhhhh
Sent from my iPhone
On 19/05/2012, at 9:35 AM, "Murray Kear" <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au> wrote:

What the...?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Kevin Pallier <kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au>
Date: 18 May 2012 21:47:20 AEST
To: Helen Bow <helen.bow@ses.nsw.gov.au>
Cc: All SHQ Directors <allshqdirectors@ses.nsw.gov.au>, Therese Cook <
therese.cook@nswsesva.org.au>
Subject: Re: NSW SES Member Survey Week 1

Helen
Thanks for the update
- what's the definition of "management" at SHQ and Regions ?
- I couldn't recall seeing a feedback section re. the survey Qs either + or - ?
Regards
Kevin Pallier
Director Finance & Logistics
NSW State Emergency Service
kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au
P: (02) 4251 6488

On 18/05/2012, at 9:36 AM, "Helen Bow" <helen.bow@ses.nsw.gov.au> wrote:

All
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Please find attached a report as at Wednesday 16th May of the number and
spread of responses so far to the NSW SES Member Survey.

259

The latter pages of the report lists the Units where no responses have been
received.

Helen

[Description: NSW State Emergency Service]

P (02) 4251 6626 M
E helen.bow@ses.nsw.gov.au<
mailto:helen.bow@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Helen Bow
Manager Organisational Performance
Corporate Services and Planning

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
Level 6, 6-8 Regent St
Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES
ON 132 500

[Description:
http://signature.ses.nsw.gov.au/images/twitter.jpg]<https://twitter.com/#!/NSWSES>

[Description:
http://signature.ses.nsw.gov.au/images/youtube.jpg]<http://www.youtube.com/user/NSWSES>
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[Description:
http://signature.ses.nsw.gov.au/images/facebook.jpg]<http://www.facebook.com/NSW.SES>

www.ses.nsw.gov.au<http://www.ses.nsw.gov.au>

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain
confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it
and notify the sender. Views expressed in this message are those of the
individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State
Emergency Service.

<Survey results Week 1.docx>
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Professional Services Agreement Fleet Implementation Project.docx

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Frank Eggert

Cc:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Mon, 28 May 2012 10:02:27 +1000

Attachments:

Professional Services Agreement Fleet Implementation Project.docx (173.72 kB)

Frank
Can you do me a favour and complete Item 7 (Contract Documents) for me as you would know better than I the
required contractual essentials in relation to adherence to State Procurement Policies, RTA specs etc.
I have completed all other areas identified for SES data input.
Steve
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Fwd: ICT Facilities Business Case Proposal

From:

Kevin Pallier <kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 01 Aug 2012 14:47:12 +1000

Attachments:

GQAAS - SES ICT Facilites Bus Case Proposal v1.pdf (128.24 kB); ATT00001.htm (92 bytes)

Steve
Are you across this ? I would have thought for that value we would get at least another quote ?
A secondary aspect is funding - suggest we meet to discuss with Andrew
Cheers
KP
Kevin Pallier
Director Finance & Logistics
NSW State Emergency Service
kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au
P: (02) 4251 6488
M:

Begin forwarded message:

From: Andrew Edwards <andrew.edwards@ses.nsw.gov.au>
Date: 17 July 2012 2:42:09 PM AEST
To: Kevin Pallier <kevin.pallier@ses.nsw.gov.au>
Subject: FW: ICT Facilities Business Case Proposal

Kevin

Attached is an estimate from UXC consulting to develop the business case for ICT fit out of the new
HQ.

There is no budget within ICT to cover this expense. Can you confirm that it is ok to proceed as the
consultants need to start work now in order the have the case developed for this business cycle.
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Regards

Andrew

P (02) 4251 6450

M

(02) 4251 6500

Andrew Edwards

E andrew.edwards@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service -

Director
6-8 Regent Street

Information and Communications Technology
Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au

This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Graham Smith [mailto:graham.smith@uxcconsulting.com.au]
Sent: Monday, 16 July 2012 5:06 PM
To: Andrew Edwards
Cc: Aaron Little; Rosy Booker
Subject: ICT Facilities Business Case Proposal

Andrew

NSW ICAC
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Please find attached our proposal for the business case work for the new HQ\ICT Facilities.

The proposal is very similar to the one we gave to Pat. The time and materials estimated amount is
about $3K less, but the estimated days are a bit more, through using more cost effective resources.
One slight change is that we are using the Government’s preferred panel for business case work:- the
Prequalification scheme. This has a specialist category for business cases that we are in. The rates
are however the same as before.

For Pat’s business case we ended up needing a small amount of additional funding later, but this was
due to changes to the content by SES after we had completed it. With our relatively quite short time
frame to complete this one, it does not leave time to keep changing the scope so we are not expecting
this time estimate to overrun.

Please feel free to contact me on

Regards

Graham

Graham Smith
Managing Principal

02 8297 4602 OR 0403 110 685

or Rosy on

if you have any questions.

02 8297 4602 OR

NSW ICAC
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www.linkedin.com/pub/graham-smith/3/a86/145

www.uxcconsulting.com.au

World class brands coming together: GQ-AAS | Lucid IT | Opticon | Planpower

CONFIDENTIALITY – The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential and is intended solely for the addressee(s). If you are not an authorised
recipient of this message please contact UXC Consulting immediately by reply email or by phone + 61 3 8623 1300 and destroy/delete this message from your computer. Any
unauthorised form of reproduction of this message, or part thereof, is strictly prohibited.

DISCLAIMER – Unless specifically indicated otherwise, the views and opinions expressed in this email are those of the sender and not UXC Limited. While we endeavour to
protect our network from computer viruses, UXC Limited does not warrant that this email or any attachments are free of viruses or any other defects or errors. It is the duty of
the recipient to virus scan and otherwise test any information contained in this email before loading onto any computer system.
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OT calculations

From:

Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>, Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Thu, 20 Sep 2012 19:11:09 +1000

Hello,
Just thought I’d share the figures which have come through.
Corporate overtime for the 7 Directors for 2011/12 fin year was $83000 ($49k of which was paid to Kevin) This does
not include KPs recent $10k payment!
NDRRA O/T for the same 7 over the same period was $100 000.
In addition to that the superannuation payment required increased by $16500 and we haven’t even touched on flex
days. Pretty compelling figures to support a move to SES1 with an immediate saving of $100k to the agency and
$100k to NDRRA.
Tara

P (02) 4251 6504

M

Tara McCarthy

F (02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services & Planning
Office of the Commissioner

E tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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My recent Diary notes regarding Kevin Pallier

From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

"Murray Kear (murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au)" <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>, Tara McCarthy
<tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Thu, 20 Sep 2012 21:40:59 +1000

Murray, Tara
My notes in this diary only go back as far as May with Kevin, but here are some of many issues that have been raised
with him. Unfortunately, I only started keeping comprehensive notes once I realised that Kevin’s behaviour was never
going to improve and we may need this for future actions.
Looking at it all on paper (even just from May) now makes me now question even more so whether he can remain as
part of the SEG team, in particular with me now knowing that not only has he bad mouthed his peers to the Audit
Office, ARC independents and other consultants, but also me, a Deputy Commissioner, which now on reflection
completely changes the relationship I will be having with him.
I’m more than comfortable for you to relay that last sentence to him. FYI, he has rung me this evening and sent a text
wanting to discuss his travel arrangements. I have not returned the calls on the basis that I would prefer to have the
‘conversation’ with him after your meeting with him tomorrow.
Spoke with Keith and Mark this evening on the OT issues and they both are annoyed with him trying the two week
travel thing on without consulting Greg (let alone the time aspect). Give me as ring if you need to discuss anything
below before the meeting tomorrow.

15 May 2012
·
·
·

Counselled him on the unsatisfactory nature of him not responding to my emails, texts or phone calls
Counselled him on him not responding to Sue or Liz’s emails and diary request appointments
Counselled him on his issue of not responding to other Managers enquiries and the elitist arrogance it is
portraying to other staff

18 May 2012
·
·
·
·
·

Disciplined Kevin for turning up to a meeting planned with Attorney Generals 45 minutes late without giving
any indication of why
Counselled Kevin for not having the budget re forecast completed. He stated he had not started it yet, even
though he told SEG he had commenced it two weeks prior.
Counselled Kevin on his admission of working excessive hours to complete the budget and reporting
requirements. I directed him to work any further excessive hours
Counselled Kevin on me not receiving any Flex sheets or OT sheets in a timely manner for review.
I directed Kevin to allocate the AG’s data reporting requirements to Amanda and for him to concentrate on
completing the budget re forecast

21 May 2012
·

Counselled Kevin on that I would not set a specific number of priorities for him based on the fact that I would
not accept him stating he could not do any extras work outside these priorities

·
·
·
·
·
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Directed him to complete the advertisement and recruit the position of Management Accountant (7/8) as he
had not previously actioned this when directed
Directed him to compete the Uniform Policy as this was taking too long
Directed him to submit all Flex Sheets and OT claims as I had not sighted these
Re iterated that I did not have any expectations of him working excessive hours
Acknowledged his statement that he did not think that any items coming from the VJCC were his
responsibility to action, unless he was consulted on it first. I stated these were BAU and that he would be
directed to action all items in a timely manner

29 May 2012
·

I had sent an email to Kevin on the 17 May requesting the budget re forecast for Murray be completed and
presented on the 18 May. Murray then gave an extension to the 21 May , but as of the 29 May, Kevin still not
had provided this to the Commissioner

29 May 2012:
·

Sent a reminder email to Kevin re the requirement to provide his list of priorities for the Commissioner’s
Conference as all other Directors had complied with this requirement except him

30 May 2012
·

I counselled Mark Morrow in relation to his angst with Kevin re him continually questioning Mark for
justification on his budget management and purchasing requests. Kevin’s staff were also directed by Kevin to
do this. Mark was concerned that Kevin would never change this behaviour and this was now affecting Mark
and his staff. Mark stated that he and many other Directors had now lost all confidence in Kevin’s ability to
work in the team.

31 May 2012
·
·

·
·
·

Met with Kevin to discuss anomalies with his AFAC travel arrangements after they had been bought to my
attention by Liz
After discussing the issues, I approved all arrangements except for the return flight from Perth in which I
stated that he had to pay the return air fare as he had decided to extend his travel for holidays and was no
longer returning on the bulk airfares that the agency had booked . (This needs to be followed up with Liz as
I’m not sure if this was done)
I stated to Kevin that he had he needed to trust his CEG peers and work in the team as I no longer had any
energy left in defending him and resolving the continuous conflicts he was starting
He stated that he would never be friends or like Mark Morrow
I told him I wanted to discuss the outstanding OT issues (there was a significant amount of OT I had refused
to sign off on ) . He refused to discuss it and stated he was ‘too close to the issue’. I again reiterated that I
would not sign off on any overtime he worked without my approval.

31 July 2012
·

Rang and left a message for Kevin to ring me re multiple matters. As at 1830 hours he still had not responded
to this voice mail request.

7 August 2012
·

Held a formal meeting with Kevin and informed him that this was being recorded to discuss Lisa Nichols Exit
Questionnaire in which she accused him of being a bully. Kevin denied this and stated that he placed no credit
in her opinion as in his opinion she was not a good employee. I stated that this was the first documented
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allegation of bullying and that there were multiple
previous verbal reports from Lorna Grange, Sue
Boyd,

·

Marina DaBor and Liz Troiani. I stated that I was concerned that this was in fact an issue with his actions due
to these multiple instances.
I asked him if he thought he was a bully, or did his team think he was a bully. He replied that he didn’t care
what others thought as long as he did his job for the best outcome to the community. I stated I did not agree
to this position and I would not tolerate this behaviour in future.

16 August 2012
·

At the meeting with SPA executives, myself and the Commissioner re the SHQ Facilities Plan. Kevin openly
challenged the Commissioner’s decision and position on a contract issue in front of all other Executives

17 August 2012
·

Spoke with Kevin re my dissatisfaction of his behaviour in the meeting with SPA the previous day and stated
this would not be tolerated again

P (02) 4251 6504

Steven Pearce AFSM
Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

M

(02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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My recent Diary notes regarding Kevin Pallier

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>, Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Thu, 20 Sep 2012 21:41:18 +1000

Murray, Tara
My notes in this diary only go back as far as May with Kevin, but here are some of many issues that have been raised
with him. Unfortunately, I only started keeping comprehensive notes once I realised that Kevin’s behaviour was never
going to improve and we may need this for future actions.
Looking at it all on paper (even just from May) now makes me now question even more so whether he can remain as
part of the SEG team, in particular with me now knowing that not only has he bad mouthed his peers to the Audit
Office, ARC independents and other consultants, but also me, a Deputy Commissioner, which now on reflection
completely changes the relationship I will be having with him.
I’m more than comfortable for you to relay that last sentence to him. FYI, he has rung me this evening and sent a text
wanting to discuss his travel arrangements. I have not returned the calls on the basis that I would prefer to have the
‘conversation’ with him after your meeting with him tomorrow.
Spoke with Keith and Mark this evening on the OT issues and they both are annoyed with him trying the two week
travel thing on without consulting Greg (let alone the time aspect). Give me as ring if you need to discuss anything
below before the meeting tomorrow.

15 May 2012
·
·
·

Counselled him on the unsatisfactory nature of him not responding to my emails, texts or phone calls
Counselled him on him not responding to Sue or Liz’s emails and diary request appointments
Counselled him on his issue of not responding to other Managers enquiries and the elitist arrogance it is
portraying to other staff

18 May 2012
·
·
·
·
·

Disciplined Kevin for turning up to a meeting planned with Attorney Generals 45 minutes late without giving
any indication of why
Counselled Kevin for not having the budget re forecast completed. He stated he had not started it yet, even
though he told SEG he had commenced it two weeks prior.
Counselled Kevin on his admission of working excessive hours to complete the budget and reporting
requirements. I directed him to work any further excessive hours
Counselled Kevin on me not receiving any Flex sheets or OT sheets in a timely manner for review.
I directed Kevin to allocate the AG’s data reporting requirements to Amanda and for him to concentrate on
completing the budget re forecast

21 May 2012
·
·

Counselled Kevin on that I would not set a specific number of priorities for him based on the fact that I would
not accept him stating he could not do any extras work outside these priorities
Directed him to complete the advertisement and recruit the position of Management Accountant (7/8) as he
had not previously actioned this when directed

·
·
·
·
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Directed him to submit all Flex Sheets and OT claims as I had not sighted these
Re iterated that I did not have any expectations of him working excessive hours
Acknowledged his statement that he did not think that any items coming from the VJCC were his
responsibility to action, unless he was consulted on it first. I stated these were BAU and that he would be
directed to action all items in a timely manner

29 May 2012
·

I had sent an email to Kevin on the 17 May requesting the budget re forecast for Murray be completed and
presented on the 18 May. Murray then gave an extension to the 21 May , but as of the 29 May, Kevin still not
had provided this to the Commissioner

29 May 2012:
·

Sent a reminder email to Kevin re the requirement to provide his list of priorities for the Commissioner’s
Conference as all other Directors had complied with this requirement except him

30 May 2012
·

I counselled Mark Morrow in relation to his angst with Kevin re him continually questioning Mark for
justification on his budget management and purchasing requests. Kevin’s staff were also directed by Kevin to
do this. Mark was concerned that Kevin would never change this behaviour and this was now affecting Mark
and his staff. Mark stated that he and many other Directors had now lost all confidence in Kevin’s ability to
work in the team.

31 May 2012
·
·

·
·
·

Met with Kevin to discuss anomalies with his AFAC travel arrangements after they had been bought to my
attention by Liz
After discussing the issues, I approved all arrangements except for the return flight from Perth in which I
stated that he had to pay the return air fare as he had decided to extend his travel for holidays and was no
longer returning on the bulk airfares that the agency had booked . (This needs to be followed up with Liz as
I’m not sure if this was done)
I stated to Kevin that he had he needed to trust his CEG peers and work in the team as I no longer had any
energy left in defending him and resolving the continuous conflicts he was starting
He stated that he would never be friends or like Mark Morrow
I told him I wanted to discuss the outstanding OT issues (there was a significant amount of OT I had refused
to sign off on ) . He refused to discuss it and stated he was ‘too close to the issue’. I again reiterated that I
would not sign off on any overtime he worked without my approval.

31 July 2012
·

Rang and left a message for Kevin to ring me re multiple matters. As at 1830 hours he still had not responded
to this voice mail request.

7 August 2012
·

Held a formal meeting with Kevin and informed him that this was being recorded to discuss Lisa Nichols Exit
Questionnaire in which she accused him of being a bully. Kevin denied this and stated that he placed no credit
in her opinion as in his opinion she was not a good employee. I stated that this was the first documented
allegation of bullying and that there were multiple previous verbal reports from Lorna Grange, Sue Boyd,
Marina DaBor and Liz Troiani. I stated that I was concerned that this was in fact an issue with his actions due
to these multiple instances.

·
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I asked him if he thought he was a bully, or did his team think he was a bully. He replied that he didn’t care
what others thought as long as he did his job for the best outcome to the community. I stated I did not agree
to this position and I would not tolerate this behaviour in future.

16 August 2012
·

At the meeting with SPA executives, myself and the Commissioner re the SHQ Facilities Plan. Kevin openly
challenged the Commissioner’s decision and position on a contract issue in front of all other Executives

17 August 2012
·

Spoke with Kevin re my dissatisfaction of his behaviour in the meeting with SPA the previous day and stated
this would not be tolerated again

P (02) 4251 6504

Steven Pearce AFSM
Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

M

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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NSW SES Report - K Pallier

From:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

icac@icac.nsw.gov.au

Date:

Tue, 25 Sep 2012 17:10:03 +1000

Attachments:

20120925_Commissioner of the ICAC_K Pallier.doc (35.84 kB)

Att: Manager Assessments
Good Afternoon
Please find attached a report from the NSW State Emergency Service on Mr K Pallier.
The original letter will be sent in the mail.
Regards

Murray Kear

P (02) 4251 6503

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

F (02) 4251 6500

E murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service Level 6, 6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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25 September 2012

Commissioner of the ICAC
GPO Box 500
SYDNEY NSW 2001
Attention: Manager Assessments
Dear Sir/Madam
Following a verbal report to Daniel Trogrlic, Assessment Officer, at your office on Monday
24 September 2012, I am writing to you to identify the possible corrupt behaviour of Mr
Kevin Pallier, who is the Director Finance and Logistics for the NSW State Emergency
Service.
On Thursday afternoon I was informed by Deputy Commissioner Tara McCarthy that she
had been contacted by Mr David Roden. Mr Roden is the Independent Chair of the NSW
State emergency Service Audit and Risk Committee.
Mr Roden alleges that Mr Pallier, who is also a member of the Audit and Risk Committee,
has obstructed the audit process by refusing to agree to audits of the portfolios he is
responsible for.
Mr Roden became concerned with this behaviour, as it was coupled with allegations by Mr
Pallier that other executive staff within the NSW SES were acting unprofessionally and were
not ethical and accountable.
Independent to this information, Deputy Commissioner Tara McCarthy also raised other
concerns relating to Mr Pallier’s actions.
Ms McCarthy presented me with a report that had been given to her by
The report outlined the remittance of private to business
kilometres for several NSW SES staff. In that report Mr Pallier was identified as needing to
repay approximately $10,000 as he had travelled a large amount of private kilometres in his
vehicle.
My concerns are that there is a possibility that Mr Pallier was sitting on the report and
therefore eliminating the need to repay a significant amount. I now have a report from Ms
Leesa Hill, dated 29 June 2012, where she informs Mr Pallier of the situation and makes
several recommendations.
1|Page
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The report only came to my attention when
was acting as Director Finance and
Logistics in the week beginning 3 September 2012, when Mr Pallier was on leave.
raised concerns with Deputy Commissioner McCarthy during the same week.
In addition, on 20 September 2012 Deputy Commissioner McCarthy provided me with
information via email that outlined a concern with the amount of overtime claimed by Mr
Pallier. The email indicated that over a 13 month period, Mr Pallier had worked an
additional $59,000 in overtime. I am currently reviewing this issue to determine if this work
was authorised and necessary.
There are several other performance issues that I have been monitoring with Mr Pallier.
Prior to Deputy Commissioner Tara McCarthy beginning and being appointed to her position
on 3 September 2012, Mr Pallier report to Deputy Commissioner Steven Pearce.
Mr Pearce had been documenting and working with Mr Pallier on numerous performance
issues since May 2012. Included in this was a concern from the NSW Audit Office that Kevin
was obstructing open disclosure of an issue concerning him and a declaration in the NSW
SES Gift Register. Mr Pearce and the Audit Office were concerned that Mr Pallier had not
sought authorisation for a gift which he had received, and that he was attempting to
obstruct the full disclosure of the issue in the Management Letter.
As a result of these allegations, and the verbal report to your office on 24 September, I have
engaged Ms Helen Colby from IAB to commence an investigation into the allegations and
issues regarding Mr Pallier.
I await your advice on this matter.

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner
NSW State Emergency Service

2|Page
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RE: Confidential Various information/documents required

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Helen Colbey <helen.colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au>

Cc:

Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 26 Sep 2012 07:59:29 +1000

Attachments:

FILE NOTES Kevin Pallier.doc (35.84 kB)

Helen
While I try and trawl through some past sent emails, please find attached a summary of file notes from my diary in
relation to some of the issues.
Steve

P (02) 4251 6504

M

Steven Pearce AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Helen Colbey [mailto:Helen.Colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Wednesday, 26 September 2012 6:51 AM
To: Steven Pearce
Subject: RE: Confidential Various information/documents required

Thanks Steve I will be in touch to arrange an interview

Regards
Helen Colbey
Associate Director
T: (02) 92619100 |M:
F:(02) 92619111

|E: (helen.colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au) | www.iab.nsw.gov.au|

Level 2, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst NSW 2010
PO Box 234, Darlinghurst 1300
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IAB is a Government Trading Enterprise providing consulting,
review, audit, investigation, mediation and332
specialist
advice services to State, Local and Commonwealth Government bodies and their service delivery partners in NSW and
the ACT.

IMPORTANT NOTICE 1: This e-mail and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named
addressee. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or
lost by any mistaken transmission to you. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete immediately and notify
the sender. Any views expressed in this e-mail are those of the individual sender except where the sender expressly
and with authority states them to be the views of IAB. IAB accepts no liability for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this e-mail and recommends that the recipient check this e-mail and any attachments for viruses.
IMPORTANT NOTICE 2: This email could be a State record. Public sector personnel and contractors may need to capture it in an agency approved record keeping
system. The NSW State Records Authority's Policy #2 "Electronic Messages as Records" provides more guidance on the capture and management of electronic
messages as records.

As part of IAB's Corporate Social Responsibility Policy we purchase our energy supplies through an approved green scheme. Please consider the
environment before printing this email.

From: Steven Pearce [mailto:steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 25 September 2012 9:43 PM
To: Tara McCarthy
Cc: Murray Kear; Helen Colbey
Subject: Re: Confidential Various information/documents required

Thanks Tara
I'll chase all the required information from my end. I will resend the summary doc of the past 3 months diary notes re
some of the issues and will trawl through some of my email records for any other email correspondence that may be
of note.
Can i suggest on the list of potential interviews be also Mr David Nolan from the Audit Office and Mr Alan Cook from
Performance Drivers who will provide some additional information.
Helen, my contact details are;

steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au
Steve
On 25/09/2012, at 6:50 PM, "Tara McCarthy" <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au> wrote:
Hi Steve,
See the request below regarding what is required from you. If you could provide to Helen and Cc me in
please.
I will chase up the other things. I will check with Helen regarding Leesa’s details as we need to discuss
with her if she is to be contacted.
Thanks
Tara
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P (02) 4251 6504
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M

Tara McCarthy

F (02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services & Planning
Office of the Commissioner
FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE
NSW SES ON

132 500

E tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500
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This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Helen Colbey [mailto:Helen.Colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 25 September 2012 4:57 PM
To: Tara McCarthy
Subject: Confidential Various information/documents required

Hello again Tara
Here is the list of information required so far...there may be other material identified as the matter
progresses
For the audit of overtime
Flex/leave/overtime/vehicle running sheets/mobile phone ( with details re origin of call) and petrol
purchase dockets for Mr Pallier for the last 13 months
Policy re flextime, overtime, travel approvals, use of SES vehicle
Overtime for the previous occupant for KPs position for the 12 month financial year period immediately
prior to KP commencing
Organisation structure for KPs area
Details of any vacancies in KPs area for the last 12 months and any communication re filling of the
positions
Any written communication between Steve Pearce and KP that you have access to re any of the matters
the subject of this investigation
Any emails or other communication between you and KP relevant to any of the matters the subject of
this investigation
Other Documents
Code of Conduct and Ethics
Delegations
Minutes of ARC meetings for last 12 months
Contact details for
Steve Pearce
Relevant ARC members
Leesa Hill
KP home address and SES mobile number
I will send another email re estimated costs as soon as I have had a discussion with the auditor......the
costs of the audit will be reduced if the required material can be emailed to him ( hence no travel from
Sydney etc)
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Regards
Helen Colbey
Associate Director
T: (02) 92619100 |M:
F:(02) 92619111
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E: (helen.colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au) | www.iab.nsw.gov.au|

<image001.jpg>
Level 2, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst NSW 2010
PO Box 234, Darlinghurst 1300

IAB is a Government Trading Enterprise providing consulting, review, audit, investigation, mediation and
specialist advice services to State, Local and Commonwealth Government bodies and their service
delivery partners in NSW and the ACT.

IMPORTANT NOTICE 1: This e-mail and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the
named addressee. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or
privilege is waived or lost by any mistaken transmission to you. If you are not the intended recipient,
please delete immediately and notify the sender. Any views expressed in this e-mail are those of the
individual sender except where the sender expressly and with authority states them to be the views of
IAB. IAB accepts no liability for any loss or damage arising from the use of this e-mail and recommends
that the recipient check this e-mail and any attachments for viruses.
IMPORTANT NOTICE 2: This email could be a State record. Public sector personnel and contractors may need to capture it in an agency approved
record keeping system. The NSW State Records Authority's Policy #2 "Electronic Messages as Records" provides more guidance on the capture
and management of electronic messages as records.

As part of IAB's Corporate Social Responsibility Policy we purchase our energy supplies through an approved green
scheme. Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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FILE NOTES 15 May 2012 --- 21 August 2012 (Kevin Pallier)

15 May 2012




Counselled him on the unsatisfactory nature of him not responding to my emails, texts or
phone calls
Counselled him on him not responding to Sue or Liz’s emails and diary request appointments
Counselled him on his issue of not responding to other Managers enquiries and the elitist
arrogance it is portraying to other staff

18 May 2012






Disciplined Kevin for turning up to a meeting planned with Attorney Generals 45 minutes
late without giving any indication of why
Counselled Kevin for not having the budget re forecast completed. He stated he had not
started it yet, even though he told SEG he had commenced it two weeks prior.
Counselled Kevin on his admission of working excessive hours to complete the budget and
reporting requirements. I informed him not to work any further excessive hours
Counselled Kevin on me not receiving any Flex sheets or OT sheets in a timely manner for
review.
I directed Kevin to allocate the AG’s data reporting requirements to Amanda and for him to
concentrate on completing the budget re forecast

21 May 2012







Counselled Kevin on that I would not set a specific number of priorities for him based on the
fact that I would not accept him stating he could not do any extras work outside these
priorities
Directed him to complete the advertisement and recruit the position of Management
Accountant (7/8) as he had not previously actioned this when directed
Directed him to compete the Uniform Policy as this was taking too long
Directed him to submit all Flex Sheets and OT claims as I had not sighted these
Re iterated that I did not have any expectations of him working excessive hours
Acknowledged his statement that he did not think that any items coming from the VJCC
were his responsibility to action, unless he was consulted on it first. I stated these were BAU
and that he would be directed to action all items in a timely manner

29 May 2012


I had sent an email to Kevin on the 17 May requesting the budget re forecast for Murray be
completed and presented on the 18 May. Murray then gave an extension to the 21 May , but
as of the 29 May, Kevin still not had provided this to the Commissioner

29 May 2012:


Sent a reminder email to Kevin re the requirement to provide his list of priorities for the
Commissioner’s Conference as all other Directors had complied with this requirement
except him

30 May 2012
1| P a g e
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I counselled Mark Morrow in relation to his angst with Kevin re him continually questioning
Mark for justification on his budget management and purchasing requests. Kevin’s staff
were also directed by Kevin to do this. Mark was concerned that Kevin would never change
this behaviour and this was now affecting Mark and his staff. Mark stated that he and many
other Directors had now lost all confidence in Kevin’s ability to work in the team.

31 May 2012







Met with Kevin to discuss anomalies with his AFAC travel arrangements after they had been
bought to my attention by Liz
After discussing the issues, I approved all arrangements except for the return flight from
Perth in which I stated that he had to pay the return air fare as he had decided to extend his
travel for holidays and was no longer returning on the bulk airfares that the agency had
booked . (This needs to be followed up with Liz as I’m not sure if this was done)
I stated to Kevin that he had he needed to trust his CEG peers and work in the team as I no
longer had any energy left in defending him and resolving the continuous conflicts he was
starting
He stated that he would never be friends or like Mark Morrow
I told him I wanted to discuss the outstanding OT issues (there was a significant amount of
OT I had refused to sign off on ) . He refused to discuss it and stated he was ‘too close to the
issue’. I again reiterated that I would not sign off on any overtime he worked without my
approval.

31 July 2012


Rang and left a message for Kevin to ring me re multiple matters. As at 1830 hours he still
had not responded to this voice mail request.

7 August 2012




Held a formal meeting with Kevin and informed him that this was being recorded to discuss
Lisa Nichols Exit Questionnaire in which she accused him of being a bully. Kevin denied this
and stated that he placed no credit in her opinion as in his opinion she was not a good
employee. I stated that this was the first documented allegation of bullying and that there
were multiple previous verbal reports from Lorna Grange, Sue Boyd, Marina DaBor and Liz
Troiani. I stated that I was concerned that this was in fact an issue with his actions due to
these multiple instances.
I asked him if he thought he was a bully, or did his team think he was a bully. He replied that
he didn’t care what others thought as long as he did his job for the best outcome to the
community. I stated I did not agree to this position and I would not tolerate this behaviour in
future.

16 August 2012


At the meeting with SPA executives, myself and the Commissioner re the SHQ Facilities Plan.
Kevin openly challenged the Commissioner’s decision and position on a contract issue in
front of all other Executives

2| P a g e
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17 August 2012


Spoke with Kevin re my dissatisfaction of his behaviour in the meeting with SPA the previous
day and stated this would not be tolerated again

21 August 2012


Held a meeting with Kevin to question him on whether he had received a gift (2 x tickets to a
Sydney Swans game plus meals) without declaring it to me as his Supervisor. This was
bought to my attention by Mr David Nolan, Audit Office who had rang me a few days
previously and stated that he was concerned that Kevin was trying to prevent him and his
team on entering this issue on the NSW SES Management Letter as HIGH RISK and
identifying him as the person of interest. I requested Mr Nolan place this in the
Management Letter as a HIGH Risk and I would investigate it from my end.



Kevin’s response was that he admitted receiving the gift, that he placed it on the Gift
Register but didn’t inform me. He stated that accepting gifts in private industry was a
common practice and that he saw no issue with it as long as he placed it on the Gift Register.



I informed Kevin that all acceptances of Gifts are to be referred to the direct Supervisor as
well as placing it on the Gift Register.

3| P a g e
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Payment of Overtime

From:

Commissioner <commissioner@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

All SHQ Staff <allshqstaff@ses.nsw.gov.au>, All Region Staff <allregionstaff@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 26 Sep 2012 15:08:33 +1000

Good afternoon everyone
For a number of years the NSW SES has been implementing a practice that is not consistent with the Crown
Employees award conditions with regard to the payment of overtime. A recent internal review identified the issue.
The Crown Employees award conditions stipulate that the maximum rate of overtime is to be paid at Grade 8 (year 2)
plus $1 hourly rate. This means that employees above the grade 8 (year 2) classification should not have been
receiving overtime at an hourly rate above this. In accordance with the Award the overtime hourly rate is capped at
the Grade 8 (year 2) plus $1. This applies to both corporate and operational overtime.
Effective immediately, overtime payments to all staff will fall in line with the Crown Employees (Public Service
Conditions of Employment) Award 2009. This change will have no effect on employees at Grade 8 (year 2) or lower.
I take this opportunity to remind all staff that prior approval for all overtime is required and evidence of this should
be attached to overtime claim forms. An email approval pre-dating the commencement of overtime attached to the
claim form is the recommended process to ensure compliance with these requirements.
If you have any questions about this information please contact David Rae, Director Human Services on w.
or m.

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

P (02) 4251 6503

Murray Kear AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

E commissioner@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service -

Commissioner
Level 6, 6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

Lorna Grange <lorna.grange@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Cc:

Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 02 Oct 2012 11:32:51 +1000

Attachments:

FILE NOTES Kevin Pallier.doc (35.84 kB)

Hi Lorna
As requested.
Steve
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FILE NOTES 15 May 2012 --- 21 August 2012 (Kevin Pallier)

15 May 2012




Counselled him on the unsatisfactory nature of him not responding to my emails, texts or
phone calls
Counselled him on him not responding to Sue or Liz’s emails and diary request appointments
Counselled him on his issue of not responding to other Managers enquiries and the elitist
arrogance it is portraying to other staff

18 May 2012






Disciplined Kevin for turning up to a meeting planned with Attorney Generals 45 minutes
late without giving any indication of why
Counselled Kevin for not having the budget re forecast completed. He stated he had not
started it yet, even though he told SEG he had commenced it two weeks prior.
Counselled Kevin on his admission of working excessive hours to complete the budget and
reporting requirements. I informed him not to work any further excessive hours
Counselled Kevin on me not receiving any Flex sheets or OT sheets in a timely manner for
review.
I directed Kevin to allocate the AG’s data reporting requirements to Amanda and for him to
concentrate on completing the budget re forecast

21 May 2012







Counselled Kevin on that I would not set a specific number of priorities for him based on the
fact that I would not accept him stating he could not do any extras work outside these
priorities
Directed him to complete the advertisement and recruit the position of Management
Accountant (7/8) as he had not previously actioned this when directed
Directed him to compete the Uniform Policy as this was taking too long
Directed him to submit all Flex Sheets and OT claims as I had not sighted these
Re iterated that I did not have any expectations of him working excessive hours
Acknowledged his statement that he did not think that any items coming from the VJCC
were his responsibility to action, unless he was consulted on it first. I stated these were BAU
and that he would be directed to action all items in a timely manner

29 May 2012


I had sent an email to Kevin on the 17 May requesting the budget re forecast for Murray be
completed and presented on the 18 May. Murray then gave an extension to the 21 May , but
as of the 29 May, Kevin still not had provided this to the Commissioner

29 May 2012:


Sent a reminder email to Kevin re the requirement to provide his list of priorities for the
Commissioner’s Conference as all other Directors had complied with this requirement
except him

30 May 2012
1| P a g e
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I counselled Mark Morrow in relation to his angst with Kevin re him continually questioning
Mark for justification on his budget management and purchasing requests. Kevin’s staff
were also directed by Kevin to do this. Mark was concerned that Kevin would never change
this behaviour and this was now affecting Mark and his staff. Mark stated that he and many
other Directors had now lost all confidence in Kevin’s ability to work in the team.

31 May 2012







Met with Kevin to discuss anomalies with his AFAC travel arrangements after they had been
bought to my attention by Liz
After discussing the issues, I approved all arrangements except for the return flight from
Perth in which I stated that he had to pay the return air fare as he had decided to extend his
travel for holidays and was no longer returning on the bulk airfares that the agency had
booked . (This needs to be followed up with Liz as I’m not sure if this was done)
I stated to Kevin that he had he needed to trust his CEG peers and work in the team as I no
longer had any energy left in defending him and resolving the continuous conflicts he was
starting
He stated that he would never be friends or like Mark Morrow
I told him I wanted to discuss the outstanding OT issues (there was a significant amount of
OT I had refused to sign off on ) . He refused to discuss it and stated he was ‘too close to the
issue’. I again reiterated that I would not sign off on any overtime he worked without my
approval.

31 July 2012


Rang and left a message for Kevin to ring me re multiple matters. As at 1830 hours he still
had not responded to this voice mail request.

7 August 2012




Held a formal meeting with Kevin and informed him that this was being recorded to discuss
Lisa Nichols Exit Questionnaire in which she accused him of being a bully. Kevin denied this
and stated that he placed no credit in her opinion as in his opinion she was not a good
employee. I stated that this was the first documented allegation of bullying and that there
were multiple previous verbal reports from Lorna Grange, Sue Boyd, Marina DaBor and Liz
Troiani. I stated that I was concerned that this was in fact an issue with his actions due to
these multiple instances.
I asked him if he thought he was a bully, or did his team think he was a bully. He replied that
he didn’t care what others thought as long as he did his job for the best outcome to the
community. I stated I did not agree to this position and I would not tolerate this behaviour in
future.

16 August 2012


At the meeting with SPA executives, myself and the Commissioner re the SHQ Facilities Plan.
Kevin openly challenged the Commissioner’s decision and position on a contract issue in
front of all other Executives

2| P a g e
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17 August 2012


Spoke with Kevin re my dissatisfaction of his behaviour in the meeting with SPA the previous
day and stated this would not be tolerated again

21 August 2012


Held a meeting with Kevin to question him on whether he had received a gift (2 x tickets to a
Sydney Swans game plus meals) without declaring it to me as his Supervisor. This was
bought to my attention by Mr David Nolan, Audit Office who had rang me a few days
previously and stated that he was concerned that Kevin was trying to prevent him and his
team on entering this issue on the NSW SES Management Letter as HIGH RISK and
identifying him as the person of interest. I requested Mr Nolan place this in the
Management Letter as a HIGH Risk and I would investigate it from my end.



Kevin’s response was that he admitted receiving the gift, that he placed it on the Gift
Register but didn’t inform me. He stated that accepting gifts in private industry was a
common practice and that he saw no issue with it as long as he placed it on the Gift Register.



I informed Kevin that all acceptances of Gifts are to be referred to the direct Supervisor as
well as placing it on the Gift Register.

3| P a g e
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Meeting with Frank Eggert and Tara McCarthy

From:

Murray Kear <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=b5d2c84bc383446590737ae5ceb21046-40017943">

To:

"Kear Murray (Kear Murray (murray.kear@gmail.com))" <murray.kear@gmail.com>

Date:

Tue, 30 Oct 2012 11:41:11 +1100

I have just finished a 40 minute meeting with the above and agreed on a proposal to offer Frank a $25 K payment to
end his contract early. This will involve a further 1 week handover.
The reason for doing this is to save the NSW SES an additional $25K to see out the end of the contract to 20 January.
Frank admitted that the work that he was doing was below the value that we were paying him, but had a contract
that stipulated 90 days’ notice of termination.
We will now draft a proposal to him to end the contact in early December and therefore save that money that would
be expended to 20 January.
Murray Kear

P (02) 4251 6503

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

F (02) 4251 6500

E murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service Level 6, 6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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RE: deed for frank

From:

Murray Kear <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=b5d2c84bc383446590737ae5ceb21046-40017943">

To:

Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 30 Oct 2012 15:37:21 +1100

Tara,
Thanks for that.
In light of the potential cost to the organisation of $50K , and with consideration of the advice that Frank’s
performance has been not the required level, I agree that this outcome will reduce the financial impact, as well as
allowing the project to get back on track quicker.
Murray

P (02) 4251 6503

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

F (02) 4251 6500

E murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service Level 6, 6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Tara McCarthy
Sent: Tuesday, 30 October 2012 12:39 PM
To: Murray Kear
Subject: deed for frank

Should have a deed or termination by tomorrow morning. It will be $25k with the expectation of a 1 week handover.
Tara

P (02) 4251 6504

M

Tara McCarthy

(02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services & Planning
Office of the Commissioner

E tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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FW: Confidential re Kevin Pallier

From:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 06 Nov 2012 13:02:18 +1100

In Confidence

P (02) 4251 6504

M

Steven Pearce AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters

Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Steven Pearce
Sent: Tuesday, 6 November 2012 1:02 PM
To: Helen Colbey
Subject: RE: Confidential re Kevin Pallier

Helen
I have inserted the additional information below in your original correspondence;

P (02) 4251 6504

Steven Pearce AFSM
Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

M

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Helen Colbey [mailto:Helen.Colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au]
Sent: Sunday, 4 November 2012 6:51 PM
To: Steven Pearce
Subject: Confidential re Kevin Pallier

Dear Steve
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I have interviewed Mr Pallier in respect of his alleged misconduct and some of his responses require a further
information to be obtained from you. Please note Mr Pallier will also be providing a written submission to me on
13 November 2012 and if any matters require further comment from you I will raise those matters with you on
14 April 2012 and request your response by return email. Could you please provide further information by return
email in respect of the matters listed below
·

·

·

·

Mr Pallier denies that you counselled him at any time about his alleged conduct at ARC meetings
for (a) indicating to the independent ARC members that outstanding matters had not been
actioned because his “peers” (referring to other SEG colleagues as a group but not by individual
names) were not doing what was required or in some cases were not cooperating and (b) openly
challenging and/or correcting you or interjecting when you were speaking.
Do you have any contemporaneous diary or other file notes about these matters or any other
corroborative evidence. If so can you please provide them to me Apart from the
contemporaneous notes I have already provided to you, I have no other diary or file notes to
quantify me counselling Kevin on openly challenging some of my decisions or statements in the
ARC, or for indicating to the ARC members that other SEG Directors (his peers) had not
complied with a reporting requirement in a satisfactory time frame. These occurrences I believe
would be quantified by the ARC Independent members I presume, as again, I am making the
assumption that this issue has come to light as a result of one of them tabling their concerns or
observations of Kevin’s occasional behaviour in the ARC meetings.
He listed the following workrelated regional trips he has undertaken as an SEG member of the
NSW SES. In October 2010, the Illawarra region headquarters and State warehouse visits.
February 2011, Murrumbidgee headquarters and unit visits. May 11, Hunter Region headquarter
conference and unit visits. June 11, May region headquarter conference and unit visits. June 11
again, Sydney western region headquarter conference and unit visits. August 11, Lachlan region
headquarter conference and unit visits. October 11, Clarence Nambucca headquarter conference
and unit visits. December 11, Sydney northern region headquarter and unit visits. January 12,
Sydney southern region headquarter and unit visits. June 12, Oxley region headquarter conference
and unit visits, northwest and Namoi region headquarter and unit visits.
In relation to these 10 workrelated regional trips listed above he states that he was not required
by you, to seek prior approval, before commencing workrelated travel of this nature and he has
never been questioned on any of the above travel following the visits.. I had never requested
written request for approval however it was always an expectation and requirement that as
Kevin’s direct supervisor he would notify me if and when he was travelling on a Region visit to
ensure I was aware of his whereabouts. In fact I reminded Kevin on more than one occasion that
my expectation was that he would be always contactable when on these visits to ensure any
urgent Treasury enquiry etc was able to be actioned by him or through him coordinating his team.
It was a directive from the Commissioner that all Directors interface with Regions and Units on 4
separate occasions per year to ensure they were aware of issues at the Region and Local Unit
level. It was the expectation of all Directors that they would inform their Supervisors of the trip
and also inform the Directors that managed both East and West Regions of their intent to travel
into and visit their Regions.
Can you please comment as to the accuracy or otherwise of the above statements from Mr Pallier
relating to his regional travel.

He states that you advised him on 25th of August 2012 the gift register had not been removed from
Finance and Logistics because of any concern or investigation. Rather it had been moved to the

NSW ICAC
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office of for the Commissioner to ensure it was in a central location for organisational and
governance access. This is partially correct. I explained to Kevin that as a result of Audit Office
having concerns with him attempting to withhold information in the Management Letter pertaining
to the Risk Register and knowing that the Risk Register was located in Finance/Logistics where the
rest of the agency may not have known where to locate it, I would relocate it to the Office of
Commissioner to ensure the appropriate visibility, overview and governance was applied to it.
Can you please comment as to the accuracy or otherwise of the above statements from Mr Pallier
relating to his regional travel.

Regards
Helen Colbey
Associate Director
T: (02) 92619100 |M:
F:(02) 92619111

|E: (helen.colbey@iab.nsw.gov.au) | www.iab.nsw.gov.au|

Level 2, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst NSW 2010
PO Box 234, Darlinghurst 1300

IAB is a Government Trading Enterprise providing consulting, review, audit, investigation, mediation and specialist
advice services to State, Local and Commonwealth Government bodies and their service delivery partners in NSW and
the ACT.

IMPORTANT NOTICE 1: This e-mail and any attachment to it are intended only to be read or used by the named
addressee. It is confidential and may contain legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or
lost by any mistaken transmission to you. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete immediately and notify
the sender. Any views expressed in this e-mail are those of the individual sender except where the sender expressly
and with authority states them to be the views of IAB. IAB accepts no liability for any loss or damage arising from the
use of this e-mail and recommends that the recipient check this e-mail and any attachments for viruses.
IMPORTANT NOTICE 2: This email could be a State record. Public sector personnel and contractors may need to capture it in an agency approved record keeping
system. The NSW State Records Authority's Policy #2 "Electronic Messages as Records" provides more guidance on the capture and management of electronic
messages as records.

As part of IAB's Corporate Social Responsibility Policy we purchase our energy supplies through an approved green scheme. Please consider the
environment before printing this email.
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Tara

From:

murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

To:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Bcc:

Steve Hall <steve.hall@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Sat, 08 Dec 2012 10:14:16 +1100

Steve
My text last night was a feeble attempt to begin to identify the underlying problem.
I am emailing instead of calling because I have reflected on the complexity and simplicity of the issue
I have sent Tara a similar type of email.
In everything you have done and observed, in your professional and personal life , this is not the most challenging.
I don't see the issue as the siren or lights, or a report on Mark, but a fundamental difference in the way you each see
the world.
When we define that, it may enable us to learn how to work together.
At the moment your feeling angry (a normal reaction)
And I know that anger can cause us to jump to and act on conclusions, and some of those conclusions can be hasty.
I know I'm a better theorist than practitioner in most things I do but I have learnt the hard way not to say the first thing
that comes into my head, but slow down and think carefully about what I want to say.
Sounds like I'm telling you how to suck eggs, I'm not.
At the same time, I try to listen carefully to what the other person is saying and take my time before answering. I think
it's called stepping back and get a wider and clearer perspective.
I think the underlying feeling of angry people, is "things oughta go my way!" Ive been there! I tend to feel that I are
morally right, that any blocking or changing of my plans is an unbearable indignity and that I should not have to suffer
this way.
Yeah I know, all sounds philosophical, but I care about you and want to help.
And I'm not saying you can't have some form of lights and sirens on your car.
Both you and Tara are telling me your perspectives and versions, and your both telling me the truth the way you see it.
I know you will think a lot about this over the weekend, and probably at 2.00 am in the morning. I hope I can help and
clumsily insert some learned logic, so we can confront it next week
See you tonight
Your boss and mate,
Murray
Sent from my iPhone
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Check out my site for occupancy

From:

Steven Pearce <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=cf6704a4537241c485a073307b8b8415-steven pear">

To:

"Murray Kear (murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au)" <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Cc:

Gregory Wild <gregory.wild@fire.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Thu, 10 Jan 2013 14:03:18 +1100

Attachments:

DOC100113.pdf (645.08 kB)

Murray
Attached is the map of Bonnie Vale and highlighted is my camp site (No 58) . Can you check this out on Saturday and
if no one is on the site that day, let me know and I’ll try and sneak in late that afternoon.
Steve

P (02) 4251 6504

Steven Pearce AFSM
Deputy Commissioner Operations
Office of the Commissioner

M

F (02) 4251 6500

E steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service - State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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RC & DRC Workshop Notes – Day 1 – Monday 8th April 2013
1. Victoria Emergency Management Reform White Paper
2. Review of the 2010-11 Flood Warnings & Response Report
3. Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry – Final Report (Chapter 15 Emergency
Response & Other Interim Issues)
Significant Issues Identified in Papers:



































Data sharing
Who should drive a requirement for legislative change? We seem to sit back and wait for
change to happen
Council was critical of SES
There was a lack of scale up arrangements in both VIC & QLD
No evidence of an “all agency approach” existed in Victoria
We are strong in most areas with some weaknesses
Level incident control and capacity & limits
There was a lack of accountability – NSW has defined accountability
NSW has formalised relationships with LG & other organisations
Legislation drives us towards building those relationships
Community Engagement to build resilience not reliance
Incident control & Command
Operational doctrine – reports from both states show a lack of operational doctrine
We do not have our command & control defined yet
Future capability – how long can we go before we “run out of puff”?
Idea of joint incident control are good in theory but don’t believe a L3 IC from NSW SES
would want to go to a major bushfire
Management of incidents at the lower level – engage locals in planning
Reports were from 2 broken agencies – VIC is a complicated command structure
They both need to catch up to NSW a lot – we have a long way to go but they have longer
Shared responsibility – who is in charge?
Capacity – we need to ensure we can deliver over an extended period of time
Social media – providing information to the community helped make decisions
Spontaneous volunteers
All hazards all agencies approach - more work to be done, in particular on our relationships
Clearer accountabilities need to be defined
Planning side – flood plans involving communities
Information management & data sharing between agencies
Capacity & capability
Clear & effective command & control arrangements in our organisation – feel it is working
reasonably well but some work needs to be done
L3 IC exposure & resourcing training gap in our agency
Volunteer capacity Findings focused on a lot of short term fixes – no long term impact though
Agencies running their own race – no one in control of information

Are we a broken agency? We are a fractured agency. The only reason they are broken is due
to the scrutiny they have faced
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What is the significance of the white paper report?
 QLD is a non-starter & VIC has started putting legislation in place – NSW has had it in place
for some time – how effectively does this work in NSW?
 VIC have recognised they need to do that to make it work
 Clarifies that EM is becoming increasingly about politics
 VIC paper – we would be nervous if in VIC due to some of the recommendations made in the
paper
 We have never been tested in NSW – VIC & QLD have had huge events that they have had
scrutiny on – we have never been scrutinised – at least on that scale
 Change or be changed – VIC & QLD are being changed – we have the opportunity to change
on our own in NSW
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RC/DRC Workshop Notes – Day 2 - Tuesday 9th April 2013
Murray – The Tipping Point:


















Law of the few can take an organisation over the tipping point
Or it can be the part of the organisation that holds it back
Stickiness of the situation
Context of the tipping point – everything comes together for whatever reasons and the
moment is right for change
Feel the tension, stress, and desire to do something? Or are we past it? Have we missed the
tipping point?
Is this group in this room a team?
Members may have different ideas of where the team is
Huge issue of trust
To get to trust – need have courage and take risks
4 functions of a team are useless if there is no trust
Don’t be scared to name those who are affecting your ability to speak up – only way to get
ahead and develop trust
If we believe in the concept of “One SES” then we have to be a team otherwise it won’t work
Reason you come together as a team is to get results
Continue to form the best team first before you can get an outcome
Qualities of leadership that is the most important is the vulnerability of leadership
2 things make Murray uncomfortable – the things that he knows, and the things he doesn’t
know
Murray is getting 2 conflicting perspectives from people: Too much change; change is too
rapid and we can’t keep up; and When are we going to stop talking about change and
actually do something?

Why are we here today?







Greg Murphy:
 Introduction of significant growth is always going to be difficult but failing to
agree on consistent direction
 Has been described as a change agent – feeling of confusion rather than
straight out change
 Power of relationship has moved from a shared relationship but moved to
the SHQ side – regions are not able to influence SHQ as much as they did
previously
 Directives are diverging rather than converging
 Increase in workload at regions and units – we are trying to achieve more in
less time
 Keith always listens but does not always hear
Want to get collaboration and power relationship right to achieve what we want to achieve
How do we create an efficient, effective power relationship between Region & SHQ?
Craig Ronan - Staff at regions aren’t seeing that people are being held accountable – all this
talk about accountability but we are not seeing it
James McTavish:
 Believes that we all walk past poor performance every day
 Also believes that secrecy is not beneficial to our organisation – it breeds
mistrust
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Believes that it should be made public if someone is being investigated as it
may help uncover other discrepancies that have gone unnoticed
 Feels a disconnect between SEG and next level of management
 Failure of communication from Directors to Controllers
Spending too much money and attention on the veneer rather than the things that really
matter
Sense out there that there is a hidden agenda that is not being communicated
End-state is service delivery to the state of NSW
Needs to take some personal responsibility
Steve Hart:
 Does not really know what his role as Region Controller means
 Feels there is no respect for their position, just asked to answer questions
 What is business as usual?
Ashley Sullivan:
 Wants to know if the same pressure is put on the Corporate side of the
house as is being put on them at the moment
 Systems implemented that benefit the corporate side of things but does not
benefit operationally
 We have been asking for an Operational System for years and never gets the
results we need
 Explosion at SHQ but Regions are being put under immense pressure with
Region Reviews, etc
Resourcing and staffing at regions – let regions run short-staffed for too long is having
impacts at regions
Need to get things finished before starting new projects
Problems with backfilling positions in regions is that there is no budget for accommodation
First order thinking without thinking of the downstream consequences
Misuse of the term governance – we don’t have proper governance at a strategic level
We are either delivering operations or developing the capability to deliver operations – we
need to do away with Operations vs Corporate titles
So much change going on in the organisation but none of it is ever finished & finalised
Regions need to identify their needs in units to deliver a service and corporate services
should source and provide
Where do we go from here? Solution is we need a “service delivery coordination group” that
involves region & deputy region controllers
No more victim statements after lunch – we want solution statements
Need business cases to be brought to SEG to discuss pros, cons, benefits, etc
Regions are 90% corporate services – Emergency Management is only 10%
Region Review is an early environmental scan

PRIORITIES (Murray):
 Operational excellence is our organisational priority
 Leadership & Learning are equal second
 Management of information is next
PRIORITES (From the Floor):
 Urgent review of fleet and buy back scheme
 Human resource manual
 Review of our current information system
 Processes/enablers to get to a point of defining priorities
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Chief of staff – does not belong to any particular directorate
Human resource management
Re-focus of branches downwards rather than upwards
Systems integration – need people to write policy who are capable of doing so

Where can we see Change Happening?








































Fleet
Incident control
Operational tempo
Political expectations
WHS – safety
Accountability
Supply chain
ERM process/planning
RFA online
Changing workforce
WACR
AIIMS
Increasing difficulty in getting OOAA
Financial scrutiny
Capability development
Community Engagement/Education
Training pathways
Changing council relationships
Professional development
Common operating
Audits
Fatigue
Grievances/investigations
Stakeholder management
Knowledge/information management
Fit for task
Employment conditions and entitlements
Definition of roles
Industrial law
Backfilling of positions
Trust
Trying to be strictly public service organisation where we are different due to being an
emergency service organisation with volunteers
Operational tempo & compliance to public sector requirements are getting our volunteers
off-side – they feel left out
Murray says he does not see a lot of uncertainty and stress from the volunteers
EOS
Social media
We get paid to do this, it is what we are responsible for – they volunteer their time for this
and there needs to be some insulating them from the politics that we deal with behind the
scenes
Email
Reporting lines
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Requests from information being directed to Regions coming from people they do not know
– should come from the sections managers
Processes need to be developed so that they are more sensible
James McTavish - Need to appoint a chief of staff role

Steve Hall’s Whiteboard Summary Points:





































Justice needs to be seen to be done
Operational Unit System
East/West – No longer a significant agent
Power relationship – State/Region – moved away from service delivery – needs to be
efficient and productive
Pace of work is at odds with implementation
Don’t feel like a partner in the change
How is accountability seen? – need to ask more – zero consequence for poor performance
We still walk past poor performance
Cone of silence – info withheld to support power base
The loyal few
DRC’s – clarity of role – performance – sucession
Impact of field awards on service delivery
Manage by people not policy
Safe driver
Fleet priorities
 Council vs purchase
 Not partners
 Inconsistent
We are the drivers of our own destiny
Lack of understanding of where we are heading
 Where is the plan?
 Inability to develop the plan
 Trying to do everything at once/equal priority
How do we justify our decisions to the vols?
Regions are running out of puff! Capacity
Not bringing things to completion
We are disenfranchising the vols
Hidden agenda from SEG
Inconsistent responses from HS
RC – Clarity of role – lack of respect
What is BAU?
Staffing at regions
 Shortfall
 Accommodation
 Back filling
ERM – critical
Misuse of governance
End State – good end state comes from the bottom
Mid horizon
A plan holds us accountable
“I’m never going to be a dictator”
Our monopoly is vulnerable
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We’re addicted to top down
Do operations
Develop the capability to do operations
Being vulnerable to your peers
Work as a team - operational excellence
Don’t trust each other
Move from victim to drivers
Murray’s vulnerability
What does trust look like
The complexity of issues
Operational vs Corporate – interface
SHQ – what’s in a name?
Human firewalls
The Law of the Few
 Self aware
 We have to drive the change
I can’t keep blaming everyone else
I need to step up
Creates input on the way in
Professional development
Nobody really knows you
No legitimate reason to break your promise
Power struggle impedes decision making
Is it an architecture issue
Misinformation
East/West doesn’t work
Our job is to meld it all together
There’s no space to thrash things out
Get rid of the filter
Not maximising the talent
Power struggle
Cliques
L3
st
Doctrine/ 1 principles
Inclusive & fair
Capability
IMT
Process
Framework
Military?
Excluded from mentoring process
Professional development
No incentive
Parachute – local relationships
Opportunity
Maturing
Male dominated
Organisational values
Invited club
Fake process
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RC/DRC Workshop Notes – Day 3 - Wednesday 10th April 2013
What did we get out of yesterday?

































As a team, we need to work as a team and focus on operational management and work on
trust issues – stop being the victim and start being the driver
Seeing some of Murray’s vulnerability
Trust is something builds up with people over time and over shared experiences
No one in room that Bob mistrusts, just others that he trusts more
Complexity of issues that Murray has to deal with – gains a better understanding of what he
has to deal with
Difference between operational and corporate – majority of what we do is actually
corporate
You can say things to Murray that you may think are career-limiting but that is not the case
Many different types of firewalls – most complex are with human firewalls
Murray was surprised with some of the things he heard yesterday
Tipping point and the law of the few
Finally become self-aware enough to understand where Murray wants the organisation to
be
We have got to drive the change – we have been saying this for 4 years but only now at a
place where we can actually do that
What was not said was as important as what was said
There is a power struggle at the high level of the organisation which if is not addressed, will
have severe consequences for the organisation
If we blame everyone else for what is wrong in the organisation, then nothing much will
change; if we look at ourselves and what we can change ourselves then we can make
progress
Fundamental attribution error – when you allocate to another person the blame but when
you do the same behaviour yourself, you dismiss or explain it away
Many have high levels of trust for Murray – but do not have the same trust in his direct
reports
James believes there is a power struggle between Tara & Steve
Scott feels uncomfortable in agreeing with either Steve or Tara in meetings as he feels he
cops anger from the other for this
Possibility that the power struggle between DC’s is over turf – then possibly we can
restructure SEG to satisfy both
Sometimes corporate services get so focused on small things that they lose the bigger
picture
Tara & Steve are being misinformed on issues resulting in the wrong decisions being made
Murray does not believe it is a turf war – it is a battle of values
Peter believes they need to have their discussions about values involving all out in the open
rather than doing it all behind closed doors
Teams need to be united and have a common vision
Power struggles are happening within our organisation at all levels every day
Power struggle every day between SHQ & Regions
The players have changed but the game remains the same – corporate services vs operations
Honesty & integrity are Tara’s values and has conflict with members of SEG as she feels her
values do not align with them
She also questions the capability of some of the members of SEG
Feeling left out of the loop – filters need to be removed and just say it how it is
Mistrust breeds from not being given all of the information they need to do their job
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Rather than having a “Post-SEG Teleconference” with the regions – there should be “PreSEG” consultation with all regions so that they are truly being represented at SEG
Cliques are formed by those that are L3 and on Working Groups
Since introduction of L3’s – Caroline feels inferior and that she is not a valued member of the
organisation
Upset that some people are asked to be L3’s and others are not even acknowledged
Kerith shares Caroline’s frustration at having people come into her region to run an event
Feels that when these people come into their region, they shut her out rather than
mentoring her to help her progress
Many of the DRC’s feel that there is no point in applying to be a L3 Incident Controller as
they think there is no point
Process does not allow for professional development
No incentive to be a Level 3
Why is it always staff that fills these roles?
Many are disappointed with Level 3 process
Many are disappointed that when they put their application in and get no feedback
All believe it is a very elite group that no one else gets a look into
Male dominated industry is a fact – women should not feel they have to conform as they
bring something different to the table
Need to focus on Incident Management Team and not the whole Level 3 issue
Seems to be that some have received feedback but others did not
Murray wonders if we have an operational pause regarding the Level 3 issue and do it
properly
Caroline disagrees – feels that the Level 3 Incident Controllers do need to stay – but that
those that are not, need to be treated fairly and given more of an opportunity to develop
their skills and get mentoring
Wants to be a valuable part of the future of this organisation
L3’s may not realise that the others are feeling uncomfortable but it needs to be made more
inclusive
Region Controllers are more like area commanders – the local controllers are the incident
controllers
Many differing messages coming from SEG regarding
means we can’t help
but wonder
Murray struggles with making decisions on how much information to share regarding
investigations/allegations made against staff members
Deputies, by right as part of their PD are entitled to act in the RC role - why is a “Call for
Assistance” put out for these roles?
Is there an agenda to not have 3 Region Controllers in Sydney?
Keith says no- there was an idea of moving the Sydney RC’s which had come from Keith
Option of moving Peter Cinque from SWR to SNR – Peter has declined to move
Andrew Galvin suggests Business Papers for SEG should be circulated to all RC’s prior to SEG

Session with Murray:
 Where do we begin the unstuck strategies?
 Very quick to get disillusioned with our leaders when they fail but very rarely do the same
with ourselves
 Tipping point: contagious behaviour, law of the few, stickiness of the change, context –
environmental factors
 Honesty – need to be honest with yourself first - Be honest on what our capabilities are
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We have talked about it many times, and we have written stuff down – but we haven’t
actually what is deliverable and when it will be delivered
A lot of talking and listening but what are we actually going to do about it?
We need some actions items decided by the end of this day before we leave otherwise is
unlikely to change again

Action Items:
Action
Accountability & Role of SEG

Points
Formal consultation arrangements
Papers out before
Directors off 6
More time out and about
Strategic issues
Cross functional issues
Honest, transparent communication
Measure SEG performance
Researched papers
Director’s course

Integrated Planning/Capability
Framework

Mechanisms for future planning
Fleet & Unit funding party – re-establish
Implement planning forums – 9 mgmt areas
SAP TAM
Service Standards of Cover (RFA)
Send out Capability Framework paper
Review mid July

Tara

Information
Incident Management

Proactive, honest
Package written, doctrine written
Integrate toolbox
DC to facilitate L3 process & rollout
Pause L3 process
PD’s & Pathways sent out 9 Jan
Review all products
Mark to champion, reg’s to divvy up work

Tara
Steve

Organisational Services
Function & Form
Professional Development

Doctrine
Confirm & Publish Values
Accountability Framework



Responsible
Murray

Chief of Staff
Perry/Kear Report – organisational services
Leadership
Discipline
Management
Incident
Mission Command

Murray professionally develops himself by reading a lot of material on his own
Position of a “chief of staff” at headquarters to synchronise the workload

Tara
Murray
Tara

Steve
Murray
Murray
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Confirm and publish the values of the NSW SES
Governance and what it really means in our organisation
In the plan – governance is a statement, not a definition
Accountability framework
Mission command is something we must achieve one day – but there are a lot of steps along
the way
Need to see the change in yourself before you can expect change to occur
Nobody in this room that does not need to change

Emergency Management:
Incident Control
Operational Tempo
ERM Planning
AIIMS
Community Engagement

Safety Management:
WHS
Fatigue
Fit for Task

Financial (Budget) Management:
Scrutiny
Money

Risk Management:
Political
L3 Relationships
Interface with PS Policy
Internal Politics
Functional
Processes/Synchronisation
Asset/Procurement:
Fleet
TAM
MEL
Supply Chain

Information Management:
RFA Online
Common Operating procedures
SAP
Knowledge loss
Systems 3%
EOS
Email
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Human Resources
Management:
Volunteering
OOAA
Grievances/handling
Conditions
PD’s
IRC
Recruitment
Manual
Interpersonal Relationships
Training/Learning
Management:
Pathways
Professional development

Performance Management:
Accountability
WACA
Audits
Marketing/Sponsorship

Tara’s Address:
Private use of SES vehicles will now stop – including for volunteers
Running sheets for all unit vehicles
Needs to be made clear to the volunteers that this is a tax office decision, not an SES
decision
Reasonable discretion needs to be used around certain circumstances where personal use is
acceptable – if in doubt, Tara will provide advice
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RE: briefs as discussed

From:

Tara McCarthy <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=918f1065d7c3464c93b7926c1709b97f-40026986">

To:

David Rae <david.rae@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Sun, 21 Apr 2013 16:19:39 +1000

Hi David,
Thanks for the feedback. I will definitely discuss with Murray rather than leave it in his in tray. I have given him the heads
up about the credit card one but I’m not convinced he has a grasp of the extent of the issue.
Regarding the recommendations, I have cut them right back and did at one stage delete them but having just read our
response to the
and letters I think I at least need to be consistent. I used exactly the same words that
Murray just signed off on for
investigation… so I will give that some further thought overnight.
Tara

P (02) 4251 6504

Tara McCarthy
Deputy Commissioner

M

F (02) 4251 6500

E tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: David Rae
Sent: Sunday, 21 April 2013 3:36 PM
To: Tara McCarthy
Subject: RE: briefs as discussed
Sensitivity: Confidential

Tara,
I think the briefs are to the point and make the following comments:
1.
2.

I agree that you need to put these matters on record with the Commissioner;
I recommend that you have a face to face discussion with Murray when presenting the memos and other
evidence;
3. I would suggest removing the recommendations at the end of each memo and replace with a sentence along the
lines of “…I would be happy to discuss with you appropriate courses of action in light of this information”
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I think it is about presenting digestible junks of information
for Murray and facilitating his thought process to434
arrive at the
next course of action . In the current environment you would not want to be seen to be conducting a “witch hunt”.
Happy to discuss further tomorrow.
Kind regards,

P (02) 4251 6491

David Rae

F (02) 4251 6500

E david.rae@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service -

Director
Human Services

M

6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

WOLLONGONG NSW 2500

WOLLONGONG NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.

From: Tara McCarthy
Sent: Saturday, 20 April 2013 5:26 PM
To: David Rae
Subject: briefs as discussed
Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi David,
Would appreciate your advice on these. I have tried to keep them short and factual. Ideally I will brief them to Murray
Monday.
Thanks
Tara

P (02) 4251 6504

Tara McCarthy
Deputy Commissioner

M

(02) 4251 6500

E tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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Allegations against DC Steve Pearce

From:

Murray Kear <"/o=exchangelabs/ou=exchange administrative group
(fydibohf23spdlt)/cn=recipients/cn=b5d2c84bc383446590737ae5ceb21046-40017943">

To:

Tara McCarthy <tara.mccarthy@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 07 May 2013 15:47:41 +1000

Tara,
Sorry for the delay in replying to your submissions. As you submitted your concerns in writing, here is my initial
response.
I have completed an initial review of the submissions you gave me re the alleged actions of Steve Pearce.
As you are one of my direct reports and have made allegations against one of my other direct reports I have briefed
both David Roden (Chair of our ARC), and Phil O’Toole (IAB).
My initial review of the issues concerning the use of his Credit Card have revealed that the transactions I looked at
actually comply with policy.
I have today met with Helen Colby who will initially review the credit card issues as a fact finding mission.
One area I examined is the issue of purchasing lunch while travelling to Sydney which is covered under the allowances
for meal expenses on one day journeys.
Other transactions concerning Steve’s repayments of personal expenses has revealed that for those sample
transactions I looked at, he has indeed repaid those amounts.
I have looked at a considerable sample but not all.
To that end, I have arranged for Helen Colby to examine the data you supplied to determine if there is indeed any
case.
I consider this to be a fact finding mission, and dependent on what the review finds, will then make a further
determination on whether to deal with this matter as a disciplinary matter.
I note your recommendations seek a disciplinary investigation but there are possibilities that the data may not result
in any contravention of policy.
With respect to the allegations regarding your conversation with Lorna Grange, Helen Colby has recommended I
interview Lorna in the first instance.
Regards
Murray

P (02) 4251 6503

Murray Kear AFSM

F (02) 4251 6500

NSW State Emergency Service -

E murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

Commissioner
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Level 6, 6-8 Regent Street
Wollongong NSW 2500

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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Holding statement-McCarthy termination.doc

From:

murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au

To:

Scutella Brad <brad.scutella@minister.nsw.gov.au>, Clint McGilvray <clint.mcgilvray@minister.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Thu, 16 May 2013 19:18:47 +1000

Here is Holding Statement
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Holding statement – Deputy Commissioner McCarthy termination
It is with regret that Ms McCarthy’s contract has been terminated with the NSW SES.
Ms McCarthy has overseen a great deal of change for the organisation, however, the agency
has lost confidence in her as her decision-making did not reflect the needs of the Service. As
such, continuing Ms McCarthy’s tenure with the NSW SES would not be in the best interest
of the organisation and the wider community.
The NSW SES does not make these decisions lightly and while it is an unfortunate situation,
the NSW SES remains committed and able to serve the communities of New South Wales in
times of floods, storms and other emergencies.
The Service is made of up 10,000 men and women from all walks of life who selflessly give
their time to help people in times of need and we support our members in carrying out their
duties to keep their communities safe.
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Possible questions:
Why have you lost confidence in Ms McCarthy’s abilities?
Ms McCarthy put in a great deal of work for the NSW SES, but ultimately, her decision
making did not reflect the needs of the Service. As Commissioner, I must, and always will,
put the needs of our members and our communities first.
Was Ms McCarthy sacked because of her gender or sexual orientation?
The decision to terminate Ms McCarthy’s contract was based on performance, not personal
reasons. The NSW SES supports the role of women, with 52% of the Service made up of
women. Many women hold senior positions within the Service and contribute a great deal
to their communities. The NSW SES supports people from all different backgrounds right
across the state and we value and welcome diversity within our service.
Did Ms McCarthy act inappropriately or corruptly?
Ms McCarthy’s termination was due to a lack of confidence in her decision making for the
SES. Ms McCarthy acted appropriately in her role as Deputy Commissioner in accordance
with the SES Code of Conduct.
What does this mean for the SES in its capability to serve communities across the state?
The NSW SES will still be able to serve communities in times of emergency. We have 10,000
volunteers across the state who carry out these tasks every day and will continue to do so.
Who will be replacing Ms McCarthy?
The Deputy Commissioner position will need to be readvertised and a suitable candidate will
be selected in due course.
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[on separate page]

Name

Tara Mary McCarthy

Address
Occupation

Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services, New South Wales State
Emergency Services

Date

I, Tara Mary McCarthy affirm:
1

I am the Plaintiff in this matter.

2

I commenced employment in the role of Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services
and Planning with the New South Wales State Emergency Service (SES) on
3 September 2012.

3

Although I commenced duties on 3 September 2012, my Employment Contract was
not signed until 15 November 2012.

Annexed and marked "A" is a true copy of my

Employment Contract.
4

Between September 2012 and May 2013, I became aware of a number of matters
that I believed to be financial and/or ethical irregularities concerning the conduct of
SES, Deputy Commissioner

Steven Pearce (DC Pearce).

On each occasion I

reported my concerns and the basis for them to Commissioner Murray Kear
{Commissioner).
5

I also made three public interest information disclosures being:
(a)

a notification to the Independent Commission Against Corruption {ICAC) on
16 October 2012 in relation to two consultancy contracts arranged by DC
Pearce; knew to be inaccurate

(b)

a notification to the Commi'ssioner on 23 April 2013 in relation to alleged
falsification of evidence by DC Pearce in relation to a disciplinary investigation
and proceedings

concerning Mr Kevin Pallier, Director of Finance Fleet and

Logistics; and
(c)

a notification to the Commissioner on 23 April 2013 in relation to alleged
misuse of a corporate credit card by DC Pearce to the value of approximately
$11, 000.Investigated by IAB. No disciplinary issues.
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6

I understand that DC Pearce and the Commissioner have been friends for about 25
years. Colleagues 10 years

7

On 14 May 2013, without notice or warning, the Commissioner advised me that I was
dismissed

with

immediate

effect

and

I

was

escorted

from

the

premises.

I had notified Tara a number of times of her behaviour.
8

On 15 May 2013, the Commissioner sent an email to all "Members" of the SES which
I estimate to be approximately 10,000 employees and volunteers advising that he had
"lost confidence" in my ability to serve the needs of members of the NSW SES.

9

I set out the facts in more detail below.

KEVIN PALLIER
10

In or about late September 2012, I became concerned about overtime and motor
vehicle usage by Mr Kevin Pallier, Director of Finance Fleet and Logistics.

Mr Pallier

had previously been supervised by DC Pearce but was transferred to my supervision
upon my appointment. Issue was bullying/hiding report.
11

I brought my concerns to the attention of the Commissioner who then determined to
suspend Mr Pallier pending a formal investigation.

12

Helen Colbey, Investigator from the NSW Internal Audit Bureau (lAB) was engaged to
undertake that investigation.

I was asked by the Commissioner to manage the

investigation being undertaken by Ms Colbey.
13

During the course of the investigation, I had a number of conversations with Ms
Colbey and assisted in providing relevant documentation. The information that was
provided to lAB indicated matters of concern in relation to DC Pearce's supervision of
Mr Pallier, for example:
(a)

Mr Pallier was apparently never questioned about his overtime by DC Pearce
between April 2011 to July 2012; Pearce did question Pallier re overtime.

(b)

most of the disputed working arrangement matters had either been discussed
with DC Pearce or gone un-noticed by DC Pearce;

(c)

that DC Pearce had failed to direct Mr Pallier to seek approval for 10 workrelated regional trips.

14

During November 2012 I continued to liaise with Ms Colbey on the investigation.
During one of those conversations Helen said words to the effect:
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Colbey:

"There are significant issues in this case regarding Steve Pearce. It
looks like he has authorised nearly all of the items that have been
raised against Kevin.

Steve signed off on every overtime claim as

well as travel and the use of an external conference facility. Murray
will need to take some action against Steve otherwise the case will be
very weak because Kevin will be able to mitigate and say he was
acting under the direct approval of his supervisor who is a much more
senior officer.
There is not sufficient evidence to terminate Kevin; I think the most
likely action will be to move him from maximum grade officer to a
minimum grade officer.
The issue remains he acted under the authorisation of his supervisor,
Steve Pearce."
15

I briefed the Commissioner after I had this discussion with Ms Colbey concerning the
Pallier investigation.

I informed him of the comments set out above.

Soon after that

discussion the Commissioner removed from me from co-ordinating the investigation
and

Ms

Colbey

reported

directly

to

the

Commissioner.

Tara did not have this conversation. Nor did I remove her from investigation.
16

In early January 2013 the Commissioner advised me that he had terminated Kevin
Patner's employment.
I continuously discussed outcome of investigation with Tara. I initially offered Kevin the
option of resigning. That offer lapsed, and his services were terminated.

17

At or about the end of January 2013, Mr Pallier filed an Application for Unfair
Dismissal in the Industrial Relations Commission of NSW (IRC). The Commissioner
instructed Lorna Grange, Manager of Human Resources and I, to provide instruction
on behalf of the SES and to attend the IRC Conciliation and if it did not resolve, the
IRC hearing.

18

At this time I was provided with a copy of the lAB Report completed by Ms Colbey
into the allegations against Mr Pallier.

I noted that the Report did not recommend

disciplinary action and instead recommended remedial action. The Commissioner did
not

disclose

to

me

why

he

chose

to

terminate

Kevin

Pallier. Not correct.

Page 13 of 55, 2, 3 and 7b should continue to be treated as disciplinary matters. Tara was aware of
this and part of the discussions.
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19

During the Conciliation proceedings at the IRC on a date I cannot now precisely
recall, I had a discussion with Lorna Grange to the following effect:
Grange:

"I think Steve Pearce has fabricated diary entries and given a false
statement to Helen in relation to the misconduct allegations made
against Kevin."

Me:

disputing this.

This is false.

Lorna (Grange) has provided memo

Tara had a conversation with Lorna and knew her

statement to be false, yet did not retract or contact me to discuss.
"Why do you think that?"
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Grange:

"Steve initially said he had no records whatsoever of his dealings with
Kevin then all of a sudden he produces diary entries and he has now
made a statement to that effect. "

20

I informed the Commissioner of the discussion I had with Lorna Grange, however I
cannot recall the date of the discussion.

21

Ultimately, the matter settled by Mr Pallier being reinstated, albeit to a job at a slightly
lower classification.

CONSULTANGY CONTRACTS
22

Shortly after I commenced work with the SES, I became aware that two consultancy
firms had been engaged to manage two major projects and they fell within my line of
responsibility being the Fleet and Unit Funding Programs.

The consultancy firms

were Karoshi Pty Ltd (Karoshi), whose principal is Mr Frank Eggert and Performance
Drivers Pty Ltd (Performance) whose principal is Alan Cook.

The value of each

contract was in the order of $240,000.
23

Upon my review of the work being done, I formed the belief that the consultancy
services provided by Karoshi was not to a satisfactory standard nor did the services
Mr Eggert was providing seem to align with the high remuneration he was being paid.
Similarly, the remuneration to Performance was not commensurate with work being
done. I decided to terminate the contracts with both Karoshi and Performance.

24

On 10 October 2012 I asked Liz Troiani, my then Executive Assistant, to locate a
copy of the contracts for Karoshi and Performance.

I was provided with a copy of the

contract with Karoshi which had been found in DC Pearce's office. The contract for
Performance could not be found.
25

I looked through the contract with Karoshi and noted that it was not a standard New
South Wales Government contract. I also noted it had a 90 day termination clause.
was aware that standard Government contracts allowed for immediate termination.

26

On 10 October 2012, I told Frank Eggert that the contract between Karoshi and the
SES would be terminated.
Tara did not discuss or disclose with me on or before this date.

27

That night I took home for review, the Karoshi contract and the Procurement New
South Wales Guidelines information.

28

My review of the Procurement Guidelines confirmed that there is a requirement to
obtain three (3) written quotes where Consultants are engaged for a contract of this
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At the time these contracts were entered into the requirement for three quotes

was for procurements in the range of $30,000 to $150,000. I understood the purpose
of the requirement for three (3) quotes is to ensure transparency and value for money
for the Government.

29

The next working day I compared the standard Government contract with that of the
Karoshi contract and confirmed them to be quite different.

30

On Monday, 15 October 2012 I met with Alan Cook and we had a discussion to the
following effect:
Me:

"Do you have a copy of your contract because Liz has not been able to
locate it on file? And can you tell me a bit about how you negotiated
this contract."

Cook:

"Yes, I'll get you a copy of the contract.

Steve [Pearce] told me how

much to quote, he said the SES would pay $240,000 for the work.
From my previous experience I didn't think that Government agencies
could reveal the value of the work."
Me:

"I gather you are aware it should have gone to tender or the prequalification scheme?"

Cook:

"Yes, that's my understanding of what should have happened. We are
on the Prequalification Scheme.

We will co-operate with any early

termination. It is important for us to maintain our reputation and a good
relationship with the SES."
We then ended the meeting. Annexed and marked "B" is a true copy of my file note
dated 15 October 2012.
31

Mr Cook forwarded a copy of the Performance contract shortly thereafter.

It was

identical to the Karoshi contract save for the parties and the services.
32

On 15 October 2012 I met with Frank Eggert and I issued him with
Termination dated 12 October 2012 for the Karoshi contract.

a Notice of

Annexed and marked

"C" is a true copy of the said letter dated 12 October 2012.
33

At the meeting with Frank Eggert on 15 October 2012 we had a discussion to the
following effect:
Me:

"Do you know where the contract came from? It does not look like a
typical government contract."
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Eggert:

"Yes, Steven Pearce asked me if I had access to a contract and I told
him yes and I sent it across to him. Steve amended the contract and
re-badged it under New South Wales SES and we both signed it".

Me:

"Are you aware that a contract of this value needs to go at the very
least to three quotes?"

34

Eggert:

"Yes"

Me:

"Well/ suppose it's our problem not yours."

Eggert:

''That's right."

On the afternoon of 15 October 2012,

I telephoned the Commissioner who was on

holidays in Tasmania. We had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"Murray, I'm really sorry to call you on holidays, I have a really serious
issue. I have just located the contracts for Frank and Duncan [Duncan
was the person who was performing the work for Performance] and
neither of these contracts went to quote.

They are each for $240,000

and it appears that Steve has engaged both of these consultants
without following the Procurement Rules. I explained to Tara that I was
advised that Steve had been recommended the contracts from other
agencies.

Frank Eggert was recommended directly from State Fleet

Executive. His standard contract was accepted on that regards.
Alan Cook has also told me in a meeting today that he was advised by
Steve that the work would be to the value of $240,000 and obviously
Steve is not allowed to inform consultants of the money we are willing
to pay for work."
Kear:

"/ will give Les Tree [the then Head of the Ministry of Police and
Emergency Services] a call and phone you back"

35

The Commissioner telephoned me back a short time later and we had a discussion to
the following effect: The discussion with Les Tree was around the issue of non-standard
contract and that Steve had taken advice from State Fleet: I asked Tara to discuss with
Steve to understand why he had negotiated and accepted these contracts.
Kear:

"I've spoken to Les, you need to get advice from the Crown Solicitors
and you have to tell Steve?"

Me:

"I'm on my way to a meeting. I'll contact Steve after the meeting."

Kear:

"Please advise Steve as soon as you can and then give me a call."
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At approximately 5.30pm on 15 October 2012, I met with DC Pearce at the offices of
Fire & Rescue New South Wales, in Elizabeth Street, Sydney.

We had a discussion

to the following effect:
Me:

"/ need to tell you something and I need you not to answer but listen to
what I have to say. It has come to my attention that the two contracts
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where you engaged Frank and Duncan did not go through the
appropriate procurement requirements.

You did not get three quotes

or go to tender. I informed Murray this afternoon. It is a really serious
issue and Murray has also informed the Ministry. You need to take this
really seriously, it is quite a serious breach."
Pearce:

"It was a mistake, it wasn't deliberate"

Me:

"Where did the contract come from - as it is not a normal government
contract?"

Pearce:

"Frank gave it to me and I put the SES logo on it." This is not what I
believe to have been discussed.

Me:
"I'm going to send Murray a text message to let him know I've spoken
to you."
The discussion then ended.

Annexed and marked "D" is a true copy of a file note

dated 15 October 2012.
37

On 16 October 2012 I telephoned Les Tree in the absence of the Commissioner who
remained on holidays and had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"Can I use a panel solicitor rather than Crown Solicitors as I believe we
will get much quicker advice."

Tree:

"Yes that's fine."

Me:

"Do you want me to do a ministerial briefing?"

Tree:

"Yes"

Me:

"Should I notify ICAC?"

Tree:

"Yes if it is required please let Murray know."

Annexed and marked "E" is a true copy of a file note dated 16 October 2012.
38

I then telephoned Helen Colbey

the Investigator at lAB with whom I had been

working on the Pallier matter. We had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"Can you please give me some advice on what I should be doing.
Steve Pearce has entered contracts with two consultants and has not
followed proper procedure.

Colbey:

You must advise ICAC as it's a serious breach.

I think ICAC would

consider it a serious breach of the Public Finance and Audit Act.
Ignorance of the procurement

rules is no excuse.

If a person puts

themselves forward for a senior role they must have the appropriate
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knowledge or ability to obtain the knowledge when required.

This

seems to be a serious disciplinary matter.
Murray must now assess this against the rest of Steve's performance
as well, particularly in light of what the Kevin Pallier investigation
identified regarding Steve.
Murray must consider Steve's ability to work in a position of trust,
confidence and financial delegation, he needs to consider if he should
stay as Acting Commissioner and receive the higher duties allowance.
I don't think there is any right or wrong answer but he must be able to
justify his decision, he needs to be consistent having regard to the
process he implemented in relation to Kevin Pallier.
It is likely there will be questions asked as to why Murray put Steve in
the Acting Commissioners role while the Kevin Pal/ier matter was being
investigated.
I strongly recommend an independent investigator be appointed even if
admissions are made by Steve Pearce.

The investigation can't be

finalised until the Kevin Pal/ier investigation is finished, because it has
raised serious questions concerning the performance of Steve Pearce."
Me:

''Thanks for the advice."

Annexed and marked "F" is a true copy of a file note dated 16 October 2012.
39

On 16 October 2012, I contacted Clayton Utz for legal advice regarding the Karoshi
and Performance contracts.

40

On 16 October 2012, I telephoned the Commissioner and read through my note of the
matters raised by Helen Colbey. We also had a discussion to the following effect:
Tara did not convey the discussion she had with Helen Colbey. She indicated that Les
Tree had advised her to contact ICAC. She indicated that Les and Brad had questioned
whether Steve should remain in Acting position.
Me:

"Les Tree has told me to contact ICAC if it was necessary and to
prepare a Ministerial Briefing."
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Kear:
Me:

"If we need to do that then make the notification."
"/ will prepare the Ministerial Briefing but I will contact Brad Scutella,
Chief of Staff from Minister Gallagher's office before sending the Brief
Helen Co/bey said you need to give serious consideration to whether
Steve remains as Acting Commissioner."

Kear:

41

"/ will call you back in 24 hours, let me think about that."

On 16 October 2012 I contacted an ICAC Duty Officer whose name I know but
believe I should not include in this affidavit – why? I made a notification pursuant to s.
11 of the Independent Commission Against Corruption Act, 1988 (NSW) in relation
to Mr Pearce and the two consultancy contracts.

42

On 16 October 2012 I telephoned Mr Brad Scutella, Chief of Staff to the Minister and
gave him an update on matters. We also had a discussion to the following effect:

Scutella:

"/ am really concerned about Steve remaining in the role of Acting
Commissioner." Brad Scutella denies this.

Me:

"I have already raised that issue with Murray and advised him he
needs to give it serious consideration.
directly to discuss that?

Why don't you contact him

The Ministerial Brief is being prepared now

and I will send it directly to Mary-Louise Battaliana, Senior Executive
with the Ministry for Police and Emergency Services."
43

On 16 October 2012 I sent the Ministerial Brief to Mary-Louise Battaliana, Brad
Scutela and the Commissioner by email. I do not have access to a copy of that Brief.

44

On 17 October 2012 Mary-Louise Battaliana contacted me, I gave her a verbal
update. She said words to the effect:
Battaliana:

"Can you Jet me know what Murray decides about Steve staying in the
job or not and let me know when you get legal advice?"

Me:

"I will let you know as soon as I hear from Murray."
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45

On 17 October 2012 I received a call from the ICAC officer. We had a discussion to
the following effect:
Officer:

"/ have discussed the section 11 notification with my supervisor, given
the serious nature of this matter; he agreed to accept the verbal
section 11 so I have registered it but I still require written notification
when the Commissioner returns.

I will link it to the Kevin Pallier

notification."
Me:

"Thank you for letting me know."

Tara advised me that the ICAC officer had advised her that the verbal notification was considered
as a formal notification and that a written notification was not required.
I discussed Steve Acting as Commissioner with both Brad and Les. Both were of the opinion that
the issue of contracts was a mistake and didn’t warrant removing Steve. They both questioned
me on the motives of Tara in this matter.

46

I recall that on or about 17 October 2012 I received a telephone call from the
Commissioner and we had a discussion to the following effect:
Kear:

"/ have given the matter some thought, I am going to leave Steve as
Acting Commissioner, it's only for a short period and I don't think it's a
problem."

Me:

"Are you really sure about that? Helen said it was really important to
give that serious consideration.

II
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Kear:
47

"Yes I've made my decision."

On or about 19 October 2012 the SES received legal advice from Clayton Utz
regarding the Karoshi and Performance Contracts.

48

On 29 October 2012 the Commissioner returned from annual leave and met with me
and we had a discussion to the following effect:
Kear:

"/ have had time to consider this matter. I also sought legal advice and I
have had a number of conversations with Les Tree and the Minister's
Office.

They all said they really like Steve and they want me to do

what I can to help him out. I am not going to take any further action. I
believe Steve's account that he made a mistake.

I also have had a

look at section 11 and I don't think you needed to make a notification to
ICAC because this was not deliberate."
I did not say I sought legal advice. I was aware that Tara was seeking advice
on the contracts and did not say they really liked Steve. I did indicated that I
had reviewed the ICAC guidelines which identified what corruption was, and
that they would not review cases that were caused by mistakes/negligence.
In discussing with Steve I formed this opinion. This opinion was supported by
Les Tree and Brad Scutella. Tara did not mention David Rae or Alan Cook.
Me:

"/ don't believe Steve made a mistake. He must have been involved in
many contracts over the years. David Rae, the Director of Human
Services, came to see me the other day and as we were discussing
this issue.
contracts.

David said Steve knows exactly what the rules are for
In fact, he had an email from Steve where Steve gave him

very clear instructions that he had to get three (3) quotes for a
consultancy that he was managing at that time.
Also, Alan Cook from Performance Drivers said that Steve told him to
quote the work for $240,000.

We have not investigated

those

allegations and we need to look at both issues before a decision can
be made."
"I'm not altering the decision
"I don't agree with you. If you are not going to take any action I believe
I should provide you with a full brief of all of these issues in order to
fully discharge my responsibilities.

Kear:

II

"If you do that, you will seriously jeopardise our working relationship. If
you put it in writing, you are telling me you do not trust me and I don't
think we could work effectively together."
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I did not say it would jeoparisde our relationship. I indicated why I and
Brad/Les thought the issue was not a major one. I indicated that you
have only worked for me for two weeks and that you can trust me to
have made this decision. As an Executive Team we need to build that
trust.
Me:

"What if it all blows up and you say I never told you?"
I indicated that I was confident you had notified ICAC and got legal
advice. The evidence you acted is real.

Kear:

"I would never do that, you need to trust me. I would sooner take the
fall than dump you in it."
I indicated that as Commissioner I would be held accountable.

Me:

"That's difficult to believe. I'm only new. I don't even have a signed
employment contract yet."

Kear:

"I will sign your contract right now if you like if that will help to make
you realise that you can trust me."

Me:

"No, I need a performance agreement for it to be a proper contract.
can't sign it without a proper performance agreement."

Kear:

"It doesn't matter, I will sign it anyway."
I indicated that we had six weeks to sign contract and prepare agreement,
but if it made you feel more secure I would sign immediately.

Me:
49

"No, I want things done properly."

The discussion continued for some time and I asked why he was putting his career on
the line for Steve and that if he did not want a brief I would keep file notes as a
record.

Annexed hereto and marked "G" is a true copy of my file note dated

29 October 2012.
Tara indicated and I agreed for her to make file notes.

USE OF NRMA SPONSORSHIP MONEYS FOR PRIVATE USE OF VEHICLE
50

On 21 October 2012 I had a meeting with Mr Phil Schafer (Manager, Marketing and
Sponsorship) with the SES.

Mr Schaefer reports directly to me.

I had asked for the

meeting because I had become aware that Mr Schaefer was not paying for private
use of his corporate motor vehicle. We had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"Can you explain to me the arrangement with your car? It has come to
my attention that you don't contribute for the private use of the vehicle."
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"Yes, when I started that was an arrangement that Steve Pearce made

with me. Steve had asked me what it would take for me to accept the
job. I told him I've always had private use of a motor vehicle, and I
wanted that to continue. Steve said that would not be a problem he
can make it happen. He would be able to use NRMA sponsorship
moneys to cover it. "
I discussed with Phil Schafer and Steve Pearce. Phil indicated he thought the car
was part of his package. Steve Pearce indicated he financed car from NRMA
funds, but that the vehicle would be managed by fleet just like every other
vehicle.
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Me:

"Do you understand that as a public servant you are not able to receive
benefits like private use of a motor vehicle at no cost?"

Schaefer:

"I had no idea. I have never worked for Government before.

Steve

asked me what it would take and he indicated there was no problem
with getting full private us of a car.
I replied:

" You might have to hand back the vehicle."

Phil replied:

"I haven't done anything wrong. I took this job on the basis that the car
was part of my package.

Am I going to be expected to pay back

money?"
And replied:

"I

can't

promise

anything

but

given

your

circumstances

the

Commissioner has the ability to consider whether your debt should be
waived."

Tara advised me that I should consider Phil’s case for waiving of the debt.

Phil replied:

"I'm willing to make any statement to say that Steve promised me the
car. I had no idea that he wasn't allowed to do that."

51

After my discussion with Phil Schafer, I spoke to Mark Pride, Manager Finance SES.
We had a discussion to the following effect:

I spoke to Mark Pride who indicated that Steve had not made reference for him to
ensure that no cost recovery was implemented.
Me:

" Mark, what was the arrangement with Phil's motor vehicle? Why isn't
he paying for his private use?"

Pride:

"Steve Pearce directed us to ensure that no cost recovery was
implemented for Phil's car as the NRMA sponsorship money could be
used to pay for it."
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52

I then spoke to Amanda Singleton who was Manager Fleet with the SES at the time
the arrangement was made regarding Mr Schaefer's motor vehicle.

Ms Singleton

located records that showed a new vehicle had been order for Mr Schaefer when he
joined the SES. Ms Singleton said to me words to the effect:
Singleton:

"It was a while ago but I remember being told by Steve Pearce that
Phil's arrangement

was different because it was being funded by

NRMA sponsorship money."
53

On or about 21 October 2012 I informed the Commissioner about the information I
had obtained in relation to Mr Schafer's car. The Commissioner said he would speak
with DC Pearce.

54

A few days later, the Commissioner and I had a conversation in words to the following
effect:
Kear:

"I spoke to Steve about it and he informed me that those people you
spoke to are mistaken.
misunderstanding.

From what he tells me there has been a

Steve has denied any involvement and I believe

him."
Me:

"Murray, all of these staff are willing to participate in an independent
investigation and provide statements which say that Steve arranged for
Phil's car with private use, all to be paid for by NRMA sponsorship
money."

Tara did not say that to me. I indicated that I had spoken to Mark and
Phil.
Kear:

''There will be no investigation, I am satisfied with Steve's explanation
that they misunderstood him."

Me:

"What about Phil's debt?"

Kear:

"I will have to talk to Steve I will get him to provide a submission
regarding whether he thinks I should waive the debt."
Following Tara’s advice, Steve Pearce gave me a submission.

55

On 15 November 2012 the Commissioner waived the debt of Mr Schafer which, to my
knowledge had not been quantified. Attached hereto and marked "H" is a true copy of
the statement of the debt being waived. I am not aware the actual amount of the debt
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has ever been quantified. At the time the debt was waived the Commissioner only

had financial delegation to waive debts up to $25,000. I do not know if this debt was
within this delegation.
My investigations and email trail indicated that Phil Schafer had been completing log
sheets.

However there was no way of accurately determining average private

kilometres.
DC PEARCE - FIRST CREDIT CARD IRREGULARITIES

56

In or about November 2012, I was advised about two financial irregularities in relation
to DC Pearce:
(a)

Mark Pride from the Finance Team provided me with a credit card
reconciliation that indicated that DC Pearce had purchased roof racks on 6
December 2012 to the value of $286.00. The roof racks were not for any SES
related business. Mr Pride told me he thought they were for DC Pearce to
carry his surfboards.

(b)

The Fleet Manager, Natalie Mclean provided me with an invoice that showed
that DC Pearce had invoiced the SES for the installation of electric brakes on
his motor vehicle to enable him to tow his camper trailer. To the best of my
recollection the cost of the brakes was between $400 and $500.

57

I brought both of these issues to the attention of the Commissioner and we had a
conversation in words to the following effect:
Me:

"Murray, I think these are issues of potential fraud. They need to be
properly investigated."

I spoke to Steve who indicated that the purchased items would form part of
his leased vehicle package and be sold with them. I indicated it would be
problematic to adjust lease now and therefore I requested he repay the
amount and include these items at the beginning of future leases.
Kear:
58

"I will talk to Steve."

Shortly afterwards on a date that I cannot recall, I had another discussion with the
Commissioner in words to the following effect:
Kear:

"I've spoke to Steve and he said he had made a mistake. He will pay
the money back."

Me:

"But surely you need to have it investigated? Steve would not have
paid the money back if we had not discovered the expense and
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"So long as he pays it back I am satisfied that it was a mistake, that's
the end of it."

I did not say “that’s the end of it”. I always explained my decisions to
Tara.
DC PEARCE- SECOND CREDIT CARD IRREGULARITIES
59

On or about 25 March 2013 Jenny Pilledge and Mark Pride both from the Finance
Branch brought me a number of credit card statements for DC Pearce's corporate
credit card. I had a discussion with them to the following effect:
Pilledge:

"There's a whole lot of expenses in here that I think are wrong.
...There are a lot of meals, coffees and accommodation in Sydney that
as far as I am aware Steve was not entitled to."

Me:
60

"I will have a look into it."

I reviewed the expenses and formed the view that many expenses appeared to be
outside NSW Government policy. I formed the view that there was a potential fraud in
DC Pearce claiming these expense. I determined that I would first get lAB to conduct
an audit of the records but not a full investigation.

61

On or around 25 March 2013 I advised the Commissioner in words to the following
effect:
Me:

"Jenny and Mark from Finance have provided me with a bundle of
expenses claimed by Steve. I have reviewed them and I believe that
that many if not all of them are outside policy. I think this might be a
potential fraud and I am getting lAB to conduct an audit".
Tara did not advise me of this. What she said was she had a few
questionable credit card transactions of Steve’s. I asked her if she would
like me to review them. She said she would just look into them further
before she brought them to me.

62

I instructed Russell Hammond from lAB to conduct an audit to identify any purchases
outside of NSW Government policy.

63

On 5 April 2013 I received an email from Phil O'Toole, Russell Hammond's supervisor
at lAB. The email attached detailed spreadsheets which identified 154 of DC Pearce's
claims as falling outside policy and requiring further investigation.
for $11,372.02.

The total claim was

Annexed and marked "I" is a true copy of the email and

spreadsheets.
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I attended a conference held in Port Macquarie on 8, 9 and 10 April 2013.

The

conference was for SES Regional and Deputy Controllers. On the final morning of
conference, DC Pearce was not in attendance.

The Commissioner addressed the

meeting in words to the effect of:
Kear:

"I think Tara and Steve have different values."
Tara was the person after sessions with Colleen Guray who said it was
a clash of values.

Another person:

"Well what are those values?"

Kear:

"I'm not going to say."
Tara indicated that her values (not Steve’s) were competency, honesty,
integrity.

Me:

"Well I'm happy to share with you what those issues are. This is
about honesty and integrity and professional performance."

Kear:

"Well, if you don't sort it out, there are number of actions that I
will need to consider and one is to terminate either or both of
you."

She would later add that she though Steve, Mark Morrow, Greg Newton and
Keith FitzGerald and David Rae incompetent and that Steve was corrupt.
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Tara had on a number of occasions identified that I was facing a decision on
whose contract to terminate. After a mediation session between Peter Clarke,
Tara and Steve, the 3 of them came up with a possible option of possibly (if
working relationships don’t improve), then I may be forced to terminate both
contracts. Later I modified this discussion to 4 options – Both, Steve, Tara or
keep both. That is what I said at Port Macquarie.

65

After that meeting, I felt humiliated and I felt that I was being warned off about
pursuing inquiries in relation to DC Pearce.

66

However, I felt that the issues in relation to DC Pearce required proper investigation
and transparency.

I also felt that the Commissioner's long standing friendship with

DC Pearce was influencing the manner in which he was dealing with the inquiries and
concerns I was raising.
PROTECTED DISCLOSURES TO COMMISSIONER
67

On 22 April 2013 I wrote two formal memos seeking investigations into:
(a)

the allegation that DC Pearce had falsified evidence against Mr Pallier; and

(b)

the lAB audit that had revealed $11,372. 02 if irregularities in relation to DC
Pearce's credit card use.

Attached hereto and marked with the letter "J" and "K" are true copies of the memos.
68

I organised a meeting with the Commissioner on the afternoon of 23 April 2013. At
that meeting I handed the Commissioner the two memos.

Prior to the meeting, I had

prepared a prompt sheet to assist me in this conversation as I knew it would be
difficult. We had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"I've got two matters that I want to discuss.

One of which we have

talked about which is the credit card issues with Steve and the second
matter I will talk about in the minute.
lAB have identified 154 transactions which I believe are outside of
Government policy.

I have looked at a number of those transactions

and a large quantity of them relate to meals, morning teas, afternoon
teas and coffees in Sydney to which Steve is not entitled.

There are

also some nights of accommodation in Sydney also which Steve is not
entitled and some of that accommodation is above approved Senior
Executive rates. The roof racks have shown up as well.
Some of these expenses might be explained but a large number of
them are of real concern.
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I

recommend an independent external investigator be appointed to

investigate these allegations as a disciplinary matter under Section
46(1)(a) ofthe Public Sector Employment & Management Act 2002.

I indicated to Tara that I was of the opinion in relation to one category
of claim (the majority on the spreadsheet) that lunch on one day
journeys are allowable.
I have cut and pasted this recommendation from previous memos
relating to similar issues with other staff, in fact it's the exact same
recommendation that Steve signed off on for the investigation into
for similar allegations."
Kear:

"I'm not sure that I've got an issue with Steve claiming these expenses
in Sydney.

You know he works in Wollongong so I don't think it's

necessarily an issue."
Me:

"Murray, Steve lives closer to Sydney than he does to Wollongong.
Are you telling me that I live 10 minutes from Sydney and it's okay for
me to claim my meals every time I'm in the city."
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Kear:

"Well, no not exactly but I don't have a problem with this."

I said to Tara that I didn’t think that was the case. That Sydney is much further than his home to
Wollongong. But that the meal allowance was based on total travel in a day. (Later I indicated to
Tara that Helensburgh to Sydney = 55 kilometres, Helensburgh to Wollongong = 30 kilometres,
Helensburgh to Sydney return = 110 kilometres and Wollongong to Sydney = 165 kilometres.

Me:

''The second memo is about an allegation that Steve falsified evidence
for the Kevin Pallier investigation.

Lorna Grange, Manager Human

Services is firmly of the view that Steve made entries into his diary at a
later date."

I was concerned that Lorna hadn’t reported this earlier.
Kear:

"How do you know this?"

Me:

"Lorna disclosed this to me when we were preparing for the IRC
hearing into Kevin's unfair dismissal case.
Murray we need to talk about what's not in the brief

The cumulative

issues associated with Steve Pearce.

I indicated that

investigation was concerning, overnight

accommodation and assault.
You know he recently authorised an investigation into
almost the same type of allegations.

for

These matters cannot be

effectively dealt with in isolation.
You need to remember the two $240,000 contracts and the advice of
the statement of David Rae that Steve knew three quotes were
required."

Tara did not previously or at this time mention conversation with David
Rae.
Kear:

"I don't know anything about that."

Me:

"Yes you do Murray. I told you about them at the time and it's in my file
notes.
There's also the issue with Phil Schafer's vehicle.
Murray you never investigated the claims from Mark Pride and some of
the others."
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Kear:

"Yes I spoke to Mark, I had him in my office and he admitted he made
a mistake."
He didn’t admit he made a mistake, Mark informed me that Steve had
not ordered him not to charge Phil Schafer for private use.i

Me:

"I still believe that the matter has not been appropriately investigated.
What about the roof racks to carry Steve's surfboards.

Surely he

would know that that is not acceptable.
I think we need to make a section 11 notification and you should
consider getting Steve to surrender his credit card.
These are cumulatively serious issues and I am making them as a
public information disclosure.
Murray, you need to treat this very seriously."
Kear:

"I will need to get back to you next week, after I have had time to
consider."
I indicated I would review the allegations. I then notified David Roden of
allegation. He, on my advice contacted Phil O’Toole, IAB and arranged for
immediate investigation of these allegations.
I met with Helen Colbey. Helen advised regarding allegations. Concerning
Lorna’s statement that I should question Lorna as this was speculation that Lorna
said something. In relation to credit card allegation, Helen Colbey agreed that
many appeared compliant. I advised her to review all 154 transactions and
provide me with a report.
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Attached hereto and marked with the letter "L" is a true copy of the file note dated 23
April 2013.
69

On the morning of 6 May 2013 David Nolan, a Director with the New South Wales
Audit Office and an independent member of the NSW SES Audit Review Committee
was at SES State Headquarters in Wollongong. He stepped into my office and we
had a discussion to the following effect:
Nolan:

"What the hell is he still doing here?"

Me:

"Who Steve?"

Nolan:

" Yes."

Me:

" /don't know David, what more can I do? I have brought all of these
matters to Murray's attention. I have tried to offer him counsel and he
won't listen to me."

Nolan:

"/ can't believe it, he should have suspended him over the Kevin
Pallier matter and now we have the independent audit and all these
issues with his credit card. Murray should suspend him immediately."

Me:

"Things have reached the point where I believe !CAC is my next
option."

Nolan:

" Yes well! think that is what you need to do."

Me:

" You know he will do everything he can to protect Steve."

Nolan:

"You need to do what is right; you have followed every internal
channel."

70

On the afternoon of 6 May 2013 the Senior Executive Group which is made up of the
Commissioner, DC Pearce, myself and the six Directors were having a session with
Craig Farmer, an independent facilitator who had been engaged by the SES to work
with the Senior Executive Group in an attempt to improve the performance of the
Executive Group. About 20 minutes into the session a discussion took place to the
following effect:
Farmer:
Me:

"So what we need to do now is talk about Tara and Steve."
"Why are we doing this? This is the conversation was had in Port
Macquarie, I don't see the point in this."

Farmer:

"/ think we need to have the conversation

with this group, not

everybody here was in Port Macquarie."
The people in the room then made various comments.
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Craig Farmer had indicated to me prior to the session that he was of the opinion that the
team must discuss the latest issues between Tara and Steve. After some time into the
session, Craig indicated if anyone wanted to make comment. Others did. I indicated
that there were two perspectives – Steve and Tara. I held her as a competent/astute
person and Steve who I have known for 10 years to be honest. As we have put on the
table before, there are 4 options going forward.
The Commissioner then said words to the effect of:
Kear:

"I have known Steve for 26 years. He is an excellent performer and he
is very honest and has great integrity.

Tara has known Steve for a

very short period of time and I don't think her beliefs about Steve are
accurate. There are a number of ways I can deal with this including
termination of one or both of them. I will see what happens over the
next couple of months."
71

On 7 May 2013 I received an email response from the Commissioner regarding the
allegations of credit card misuse by DC Pearce. Annexed hereto and marked with the
letter "M" is a true copy of the email.

72

On 7 May 2013, Keith Fitzgerald, one of the Directors came into my office to talk
about what had happened the previous day in the workshop with Craig Farmer. We
had a discussion to the following effect:
Me:

"I have had enough of the use of euphemisms.
personality conflict.

This is not a

This is about serious allegations of fraud and

corruption that are not being properly investigated. "
73

I then proceeded to tell Mr Fizgerald about the allegations that had been made
against DC Pearce. The conversation continued in words to the following effect:
Fitzgerald:

"I had no idea. I knew there were a few things but I had no idea there
were so many things."

Me:

"I am now going to have to go to ICAC because I have an obligation
that if I form the view that Murray had failed to take appropriate action I
need to refer it onwards.

The advice I have received is that it is not

sufficient to just brief it to Murray and to know that he has done nothing
about it."
Fitzgerald:
Me:

"I'm surprised at this."
"Keith, all of this stuff is available on public record. I'm not telling you
anything that you couldn't obtain from GIPPA and I'm not going to
continue to allow this to be described as a personality issue or a values
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disconnect."

74

On 8 May 2013 at around lunchtime Keith Fitzgerald came into my office and said to
me words to the following effect:
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Fitzgerald:

"I'm letting you know that I went to Murray and told him what you said
in our conversation yesterday."

Keith spoke to me on 10 May and indicated how concerned he was in the
way Tara spoke to him. He indicated that Tara indicated I overlook the
contracts, Schafer’s vehicle, roof racks and brakes and that I had only given
10% of Steve’s credit card transactions to IAB to be investigated and that
Steve had fabricated evidence. (Tara knew before 7 May that Lorna had
denied saying Steve had fabricated evidence).
TERMINATION

75

On 14 May 2013 I had a lengthy telephone discussion with David Roden, the
Independent Chair of the New South Wales SES Audit Review Committee about the
matters raised over the past seven months concerning DC Pearce and the need to
make an ICAC report.

I arranged to meet with Mr Roden the following day. As I my

employment was terminated later that day, the meeting did not take place.

Tara did ring David that night. David was concerned that Tara was implying that Phil
O’Toole and Helen Colbey of IAB were involved in cover up.
76

On 14 May 2013 at around 2.30pm I was called into the Commissioner's office.
assumed it was a briefing.

I was given no information as to the purpose of the

meeting.
77

I entered the Commissioner's Office. I saw that the Commissioner and Mark Morrow
an SES Director were in the room. I sat down and the Commissioner handed me a
letter and we had a discussion to the following effect:
Kear:

"I'm terminating you effective immediately. I have sought advice from
the Public Service Commission and Crown Solicitors.
77(1) of the Public Sector Employment

Under Section

and Management

Act I can

terminate your employment for any or no known reason without notice.
However, my reason is I have lost confidence and trust in you. Do you
have any questions?"
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Statement by Murray Alexander Kear
Commissioner
NSW State Emergency Service
29 May 2013

Concerning meeting with Tara McCarthy at approximately 1400 hours on 14 May 2013.
At approximately 1400 hours on the 14 May 2013 I asked my Senior Executive Assistant to have both
Deputy Commissioner Tara McCarthy and Assistant Commissioner Mark Morrow to come to my office.
Mark Morrow entered the room followed by Tara McCarthy.
The following I believe is a true and accurate record of the conversations that occurred during that
meeting.
Commissioner: “Tara, it is unfortunate that I have to tell you that I have formed the opinion that I have
lost trust and confidence in you as my Deputy Commissioner. I have discussed this with the Public Service
Commissioner, the Crown Solicitors and the Ministers office, and therefore it is my intention to terminate
your contract”.
“To allow you procedural fairness, is there anything that you would like to say or do with regards to my
intention to terminate your contract”
Tara McCarthy: “No, I will take advice on that”.
“Is it immediate”.
Commissioner: “It is unless, as I said, to allow you procedural fairness, unless you have something to say
or offer, then it is immediate”.
Tara McCarthy: “No I don’t”.
Commissioner: “In that case here is the letter confirming your termination. Mark will now go with you to
your office where you can pack up your personal belongings. You can take your time, and then Mark will
go with you to your vehicle and allow you to do the same. I will give Mark this checklist to ensure that we
obtain your phone, credit card, access card etc… Once you have finished, we have organised a cab to take
you home. Is there anything else you would like to say?”
Tara McCarthy: “No”.
Tara and Mark then left my office.
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"No. I need to seek advice."

Kear:

"Mark will supervise you packing up your belongings.

You are to

surrender your phone, access cards, take your personal belongings
from your office. Empty your car.
A taxi will arrive in 30 minutes to take you home."
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I then left the office. The entire meeting took about 30 seconds.
Annexed hereto and marked with the letter "N" is a true copy of the termination letter
dated 14 May 2013.
78

I was then escorted by Mr Morrow to my office.
already been shut down.

I noticed that my computer had

I had a conversation with Mr Morrow in words to the

following effect:

Me:

"May I please have access to my computer just to download personal
contact details and calendar items relating to my personal life? It
won't take long."

Morrow:

"No. Murray will not allow that. You must give me your phone too."

Me:

"But I do not have another phone. This is my contact with my family,
my children. I will return it tomorrow."

Morrow:
79

"I'm sorry, Murray says you have to give it back right now."

Mr Morrow then stood and watched me as I packed my personal belonging. He then
escorted me down to the car where he watched me take my things from the car. Mr
Morrow then escorted me to await the taxi. I then travelled by taxi from Wollongong
to my home in Sydney.

80

On 15 May 2013 I had a telephone conversation with Lorna Grange to the following
effect:
Grange:

"I heard about what happened to you, are you okay? You know Murray
told me a few days ago that he would not investigate the credit card
issue and the falsification of evidence issue any further."
Lorna knew that she had made statement to me (as did Tara) that the
allegation was baseless. Lorna did not discuss credit card allegation, but
nevertheless, IAB continued to investigate and supplied me with a report
indicating there were issues but none that required a disciplinary
investigation. Even so, I have further engaged IAB to review a number
of credit card transactions.

Me:

"I'm okay. I didn't know the investigation was being stopped, thanks for
letting me know."
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES LEADING TO THE TERMINATION OF
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER TARA McCARTHY

I was appointed to the then position of Director General (now Commissioner) of the NSW State
Emergency Service on 4 November 2008.
The Senior Executive Group (SEG) at that time was made up of the Deputy Director General (DDG)
and five Directors. The Directors were graded at Grade 11/12. The SEG had monthly meetings
chaired by the Deputy Director General and recommendations were brought to the Director General
outside of the SEG meetings.
My observations led me to change the governance arrangements over the following 2 years. This
included the introduction of 2 new Director positions – Directors East and West, and the realisation
of 2 Deputy Commissioners; one Operations and the other Corporate Services.
Although the Corporate Services position was originally designed as an Executive Director’s position,
through a series of events and decisions this transitioned into the second Deputy Commissioner’s
position.
Why is this relevant? It was always my desire to see an executive position filled by a female. The
existing Senior Executive Group comprised all males. Although I would review all future applicants
on merit, if a decision on equal merit was to arise I would highly consider the female applicant.
This would also create a leadership figure and mentor for other females throughout the NSW SES.
The original Executive Director’s position was advertised and the field was narrowed to two female
applicants. One later withdrew and I offered the position to Fatima Abbas who at that time was a
Director with NSW Fire Brigades. Although Fatima initially accepted, her release from NSW Fire
Brigades was not approved by the Department of Premier and Cabinet.
This led me to the transition of this proposed role into the second Deputy Commissioner’s role. It
was advertised and one female candidate exceeded all others. I offered the position to Ms Susan
Johnson, who was currently the Chief Officer of a Fire Brigade in the UK. She asked for time to
consider. Further discussions with her revealed that she was also competing for the Inaugural
position of CEO of the Scottish Fire Service. I gave her more time to consider, but eventually asked
her for a decision. She then withdrew.
I then went to the list of candidates that remained and identified two that were possibly suitable;
one internal – Mark Morrow and the other Tara McCarthy.
I rang their referees as well as exploring other feedback. As I had still a desire for a senior female
executive on my team, I focused on Tara McCarthy in the first instance.
One action I took in reviewing additional evidence on Tara was a call to a former colleague, Carmel
Donnelly, who was now a General Manager at WorkCover NSW. WorkCover was a previous and
recent employer of Tara.
Carmel identified that she did not know or was aware of Tara’s ability, but would make enquiries
with other WorkCover executives. She later replied and indicated she had spoken to the General
Manager in the area that Tara had worked, a Mr John Watson.
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John advised Carmel that he would not recommend hiring Tara as she had a tendency to alienate
people. He acknowledged that Tara managed projects well, but tended to leave “a trail of human
destruction” and upset people.
I contemplated this advice, and decided to further explore these tendencies by having both Tara and
Mark Morrow attend sessions with Ms Colleen Guray, SoftSkills Australia. This was to review and
provide a report to me concerning the candidate’s strengths and weaknesses, especially in the areas
of people leadership.
The advice I received from Colleen about Tara encompassed the following:











Overall Tara come out slightly ahead of Mark.
Both candidates have their learning opportunities and their strengths.
Tara is more polished than Mark because of her high impression management scores.
Tara will not normally liked to be coached.
As this position is also about relationships, being a systems person will mean this
(relationships) is not her strength. But because of the above she will be willing to learn.
She is highly sensitive, cannot be as consultative and not a good listener.
She will need to learn to listen and work to get to a point of consensus.
She may tend to give excuses/stories rather than owning up to her involvement in
something that went wrong. She won’t accept that she is responsible. She may not like
feedback.
She likes to look good/sees herself as competent/may conceal unpleasant news until it is too
late.

I decided as there was an ability to teach Tara new skills, that the only other consideration was to
examine the ability for her to work alongside my other Deputy Commissioner, Steven Pearce.
To that end, I arranged for a meeting between the 3 of us on 2 August 2012 and in that forum asked
Tara to discuss her experience and views on change and what she will bring to the NSW SES.
Following that meeting, I asked Steve Pearce about his impression and whether he could work
alongside Tara. He advised that she demonstrated good qualities around change and project
management and that he thought he could work with Tara.
I therefore decided to offer the position to Tara which she accepted.
On 8 October 2012, I proceeded on leave. As this was approximately 2 weeks after I appointed Tara,
I acted Steve Pearce up to be Acting Commissioner.
While in Tasmania on leave, Tara rang me with concerns that there were two contracts that Steve
Pearce had authorised that may have involved corrupt practice. I asked her to identify why and she
indicated that the contractors were not on the government pre-approved list and they were not
standard contracts. I replied that I could not see how this was corruption but asked her to discuss
with the Minister’s Office and the Office of the Ministry for Police and Emergency Services (MPES).
A few days later she rang again and advised that she had notified ICAC of the issue. That they
thought it serious enough that her verbal notification would replace the normal written notification
from the CEO.
I then rang the Chief of Staff at the Minister’s Office and the CEO of MPES. Both indicated that they
also could not identify any corruption, but it may be categorised as a mistake.
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On return to work, I reviewed the contracts and spoke to Steve Pearce. I was previously aware, and
Steve reinforced that the two contractors were recommended by other government agencies
including State Fleet NSW. He indicated that he accepted the contracts on these referrals as they
were considered best placed to meet the demands of the two projects in question.
I wrote to ICAC and identified my appraisal of the issues. They replied and indicated that after the
issue had been examined by the Commission, they would not investigate the issue further.
As a result I also terminated both contracts and initiated a review program with Steve Pearce. I
placed a letter on his file that made it mandatory for him to consult me until further notice when
recommending external contractors. I communicated the outcome of this to the Senior Executive
Group (including Tara).
As Tara was now the Deputy Commissioner Corporate Services she would now manage the projects
internally without the use of contractors.
I was aware that Tara was disappointed that ICAC or I did not find the need to further investigate. I
advised her that I had dealt with the issue as a performance issue.
At a later period (November 2012) Tara indicated she had identified that Steve Pearce had charged
electric brakes and roof racks to his credit card for his allocated vehicle.
At the time I questioned Steve Pearce who indicated that he wanted these items to form part of the
accessories of his leased vehicle. I indicated to Steve that it would be problematic to adjust his lease
cost after the lease had commenced. He therefore agreed to repay the amount and would include
these items at the beginning of the next lease period.
In October/November 2012, Tara came to me and identified that she was concerned with the lease
contract regarding the vehicle allocated to Phil Schafer, Manager Marketing & Sponsorship. Her
allegations were that Steve Pearce had deliberately allowed Phil Schafer to operate a vehicle without
paying for private kilometres.
Investigations identified that Phil Schafer believed he had been allocated a vehicle (as was his
experience from the Private Sector) and it was being funded by grants from NRMA Insurance.
Steve Pearce was of the opinion that Phil’s vehicle was being managed by NSW SES Fleet Section in a
similar fashion to every other Manager’s vehicle. He was of the opinion that log sheets were being
submitted and appropriate remittances made.
At around this time, Tara made the decision to remove all vehicles from direct allocation to
Managers. In that review she also identified that many staff owed money from the private use of
their allocated vehicles. This included an amount for Phil Schafer. On Tara’s and Steve Pearce’s
recommendation, I reviewed the Phil Schafer case and made the decision to waive any monies owed
by him. Phil Schafer and all Managers then had their vehicles returned to the vehicle pool.
In October 2012, Tara advised me that David Nolan from the Audit Office of NSW had complained to
her about one of his staff being bullied by the then Director Finance & Logistics, Mr Kevin Pallier. In
addition she identified that Kevin Pallier has also hidden a report for over 3 months where the report
identifies that he owes the NSW SES up to $17,000 for unpaid private kilometres.
Tara also identified that she was very concerned that Kevin Pallier had worked an excessive amount
of overtime and was planning a regional visit where he and his family would benefit personally.
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As the first two issues, bullying of an Audit Office employee to remove an item from the Audit
Management letter and the covering up of the report where Kevin owed a considerable amount,
following agreement with Tara, I decided to allow Kevin Pallier to either take leave or be suspended
while a full investigation as conducted.
The outcome of this investigation by the IAB identified that Kevin Pallier was guilty of misconduct. I
decided that I would allow Mr Pallier to resign. However at the IRC Conciliation sessions, a Deed of
Release was agreed to, and Mr Pallier returned as a Grade 9/10 Clerk in the ICT Section.
In mid September, Tara advised me that at a meeting of MPES, Treasury and other Emergency
Service agencies, she had identified to the meeting that the NSW SES was paying over award
amounts for overtime. She advised me that as a result of discussions at that meeting, I would need
to immediately bring overtime in alignment with the award.
I had no reason not to accept the advice of Tara and I sent out an email that Tara had drafted
identifying the necessary changes.
This sudden change to conditions caused a lot of angst and concern by many staff members. A
number of months later I made comment to Tara that this issue had begun a period of demotivation
and mistrust in staff. Tara advised me that at the time I could have made an alternative decision and
left overtime payments at above award levels.
I challenged her on her then advice, of which she denied ever giving.
To attempt to remedy the mistrust that had developed between Tara and Steve, I initiated progress
and discussions to improve the relationship and to form a higher performing Senior Executive.
This included the delivery of a program by an external company, LeadExec. This company operated
by a Mr Peter Clarke, also included the services of Colleen Guray, who had previously worked with
Tara and Steve.
In addition, through the NSW SES Employee Assistance Program, Craig Farmer was used to run
sessions for all SEG members to foster better trust and performance by all. A major focus of this
work was to resolve the mistrust that Tara had formed of Steve Pearce, as well as similar opinions
she had expressed about other executives.
Again, in addition to this, I asked both Tara and Steve to arrange personal coaches to enable them to
improve their working relationship.
I became aware from early in 2013 that Tara was indicating to members of the Senior Executive, that
her issues with Steve were around competency, honesty and integrity.
I challenged her on these comments and indicated to her that I had no reason to question these
traits in Steve. Although she had made complaints, reviewed by ICAC, and myself, that this was the
outcome, I advised her to continue to develop a working relationship that was becoming a severe
issue for the performance of the Senior Executive Team.
Between the start of 2013 and May 2013, I become increasingly aware that Tara was voicing this
opinion to anyone within the NSW SES that she met.
On 24 April 2013, Tara came to me with two serious allegations against Steve Pearce. One that
alleges he fabricated evidence in the Pallier IRC case. The second that he had committed 154 cases
of credit card purchases against Government policy.
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I immediately informed the Minister’s Office, MPES and David Roden, Independent Chair of Audit
and Risk Committee.
David Roden contacted IAB for me and as a result I engaged Helen Colbey from IAB to review.
In the first case regarding fabrication of evidence, Helen advised to speak to Lorna Calder (Grange)
and Steve Pearce in the first instance. Lorna was interviewed by me by phone on 7 May 2013 as
Tara had based her allegation on a conversation she had with Lorna.
In my conversation with Lorna, she denied saying what Tara had used in her allegation. In addition
she advised that she had no evidence of fabrication and did not want to make a complaint.
The second allegation, I engaged Helen Colbey and Peter Harvey from IAB to review all of the credit
card transactions to see if they warranted further disciplinary reviews.
My initial review of the 154 transactions revealed that many, if not all, were compliant.
I discussed the outcome of the report concerning the second allegation with Helen Colbey on 21
May 2013. This confirmed that there were no transactions that further warranted a disciplinary
review.
Up until the time I terminated Tara’s contract I continued to receive reports from many internal
staff. These related to the statements being made about Steve Pearce and myself.
Specifically, they were claiming that Steve Pearce was corrupt, incompetent, and dishonest and
lacked integrity. She further commented to people that I also lacked the ability to make good
decisions.
This behaviour escalated to comments made to external audiences. Tara participated in an AFAC
Strategic Command Program at AIPM at Manly. I was informed by Greg Mullins, Commissioner, Fire
Rescue NSW and Chief Superintendent Malcolm Connellan that Tara had made those exact
allegations in front of all 21 program participants. These participants were Senior Executives from all
over Australia and various emergency services.
Malcolm Connellan also advised me that Tara informed him that his boss, Greg Mullins also could
not make decisions. Tara claimed that Deputy CEO Fire & Rescue NSW, Rosemary Milkins was of a
similar opinion.
I believe one of the contributing factors was that Tara McCarthy was disappointed in not being
appointed to the position of Deputy Commissioner Operations. I had initially advertised the position
she competed for as the Deputy Commissioner Operations, but advised her and other applicants
that I may decide to immediately or at a later date appoint them to either the Operations or the
Corporate Services role.
I eventually offered her the Corporate Services role as I thought she was better suited to that
position and Steve Pearce to the Operations position.
Over the 9 months that she was employed by me, she made constant reference to me and other
NSW SES employees that she was disappointed and eventually wanted the Operations role.
Across all these events and issues, including openly challenging my legitimate decisions, making
three incorrect allegations, constant participating in conversations that I thought were slanderous
and vexatious, I came to the conclusion that I had lost confidence and trust in her to lead within the
NSW SES.
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She began to make statements to NSW SES employees that her concerns were no longer a difference
of values, but that she wanted to highlight the incompetence, corruption and dishonesty that was
occurring.
As I had every issue investigated, spent thousands of dollars on development programs, and
personally tried to win her confidence, I realised that allowing her to continue would be detrimental
to the NSW SES and the SEG.
I therefore terminated her contract on 14 May 2013.
Following the termination, I have identified a performance issue with the Fleet Procurement project
that was sponsored by Tara. Information has just been presented to me indicating that we are more
than 6 months behind schedule with the project. Tara had not advised me before of this issue, in
fact she had supported project reports on this project that indicated that all components were on
track.

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner

24 May 2013
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File Note

Matter:

McCarthy T v State of New South Wales

Matter No:

201301421

Telephone:
Conference:

CSO Officer:

Attendance:

With:

Peteris Ginters, Commissioner Murray Kear, Gayle Robson,
Mary-Louise Battilana

Date:

28 May 2013

Time: 2.15pm

Other:
Confidential

Conference with Peteris Ginters of counsel
In attendance: Commissioner Murray Kear (MK), Gayle Robson (GB), Mary-Louise Battilana (MLB)
Peteris Ginters began the conference by referring to the Summons and the allegations contained
within it. He spoke of the steps needed to prepare for the listing of the summons, initially for the
directions hearing the following Tuesday 4 June and then ultimately for the hearing. He spoke of his
involvement as junior counsel to Richard Kenzie QC in the High Court case of Assistant Commissioner
Jarratt and the Commissioner of Police. Mr Jarratt was successful in those proceedings and the Court
found that he had been denied procedural fairness.
Peteris outlined the legal position in relation to the issue of procedural fairness. Whilst the High
Court confirmed that one could be dismissed at any time and for no reason in the Jarratt case it held
that procedural fairness was not given to the officer prior to dismissal.
Peteris indicated that there was a line of cases which indicate that when exercising statutory powers
affecting individual rights one is required to afford procedural fairness unless the statute excludes it.
Whilst the words ‘at any time’ may be used, it does not exclude procedural fairness. The words “for
any or no reason, without notice” - do they protect you? As yet the Court has not decided such a
position.
PG’s view: 5 years contract
Performance review
Not sufficient to exclude procedural fairness.
For any or no reason – you do not have to give reasons.
If you give reason - you must also have procedural fairness.
Without any notes of what took place you give an opportunity to allege no procedural fairness and
that’s it. Peteris says if it is the case it seems that Ms McCarthy had a meeting on the 14 May and the
suggestion is no procedural fairness has been afforded to her.
It is difficult for you to argue there was procedural fairness.
At its basic: (it appears you said) I have lost confidence (in you and then you appear to say to her):
What do you wish to say
201301421 D2013/495024
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Say something
Whether you accept is

I propose to terminate – here are the reasons
Thanks – I see it
If not taken, decision is INVALID
In Jarratt, he sought material damages
Ms McCarthy: (is arguing) Not valid
Is and remains employee of SES
Will Court enforce the Contract
Difficult (to say) on basis of what we have
The Summons also has SEPARATE ALLEGATIONS: You dismissed Ms McCarthy in reprisal due to
protected disclosure.
Section 20 Criminal offence
Detrimental action
Penalty up to 2 years in prison
Includes: dismissal from employment
Allegations based on criminal conduct.
Evidence problem: ONUS on us to show not reprisal
Therefore you have to give evidence in witness box
on the basis of what we have to determine whether or not the Court will enforce the Contract.

If that argument is run: we may have to say do not refer….
If DPP found action was reprisal therefore undertake breach proceedings any time in the next 3
years.
There is a disjoint where element of civil claim being run while criminal case is active/ possible.
Question: what does SES want to do?
Argue our case: no procedural fairness.
* If they re- look
We could negotiate
201301421 D2013/495024
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Jarratt: no evidence was offered
* Commissioner Ryan was absent
Notice of Commissioner not being in (witness) box NOT USUAL
CAUTION
Limited defence: State won in Court of Appeal
State lost in High Court
What is troubling:
Series of allegations
1610/12

Notification to ICAC re Consultancy Contracts

23/4/13

Allegation of falsification of evidence by Steven Pearce re Kevin Pallier

23/4/13

Misuse of Corporate Credit cards
(IAB Audit)

Two other allegations:
(a) oversight of Overtime claims/work trips of Kevin Pallier
(b) private use of motor vehicle by Phil Schafer

It appears that the SES looked at this and waived some of the matters, for example, the motor
vehicle issue and the credit card use.
From a legal perspective: the Court will be troubled
Allegations raised BUT NOT independently investigated
Commissioner responded:
* Falsification of IAB
Third person concerned re the matter
Denied making report (to Ms McCarthy)
* ICAC – 16 October 2012
Leave investigation with SES (conclusion)
Term contracts: re-negotiated on standard forms
Performance managed Pearce. As to the falsification the credit card and the IAB
report nothing was found. Mr Pearce’s travel and substance allowance.
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If the matter goes to hearing Peteris said we shall argue that there was no obligation to afford
procedural fairness.
Peteris then enquired as to what happened at the meeting:
The Commissioner responded that Mark Murrow was in attendance. ‘I offered her the ability to
reply to what I put to her’.
Peteris said what was the basis of your loss of trust and confidence?
Commissioner said:
– her advice incorrect
- vexatious advice: slanderous.
- making statements, one on one to persons, making
Shafer vehicle: Decision
Commissioner said: I made the decision - not the basis of being corrupt conduct.
Commissioner said: I paid over a $100,000 for coaches and asked her to go to organisational
psychologists to counsel her. I had more people coming to me re. her incompetence.
Peteris: I hope…(the evidence will show this)
The commissioner referred to the IAB Report of Phil O’Toole
18 pages.
39 and 37:
* Outcomes notified before 15 May 2013.
* Tara not aware of the report
re. Lorna Grange - She was shocked and denied it.

see FOLDER
OF MATERIAL
(to be provided)

16/10/12 notice to ICAC
14 May 2013 Meeting (re dismissal)
(Peteris said it would have been preferable to say something like)
Do you wish to have more time to consider it?
(The) argument (will be)
No Procedural Fairness
If we did (say something such as that we could argue procedural fairness) it was afforded
201301421 D2013/495024
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(Peteris said) * Absent willingness to negotiate
you will be required to give evidence.
You are the only person able to give evidence
What do you feel about that
Are you prepared to go in the box?
Evidence
*Allegations re. diary notes
*Meeting notes re character reflections
Reference to page 12 (see affidavit of Ms McCarthy). Go to page 3 of notes (see Annexure G to
the affidavit.
I said I
Murray Kear – those notes leave out bits
2 weeks into the position (I know )
need to build trust
How do we create an executive team?
* (I had) no evidence not to trust
Difficulty is affidavit to what (extent)
she said to me
Head of Risk Committee – that is half the story.
Pearce – 27 years in public service
3 years in SES.
PG – what about the quarter of a million contract?
MK (the commissioner) – there was a huge budget increase.
State Fleet received Koroshi resume of contract with State Police.
In hindsight with Pearce it should be according to State conditions. It was a mistake.
* Shown ICAC reports

affidavit
* Commissioner
Mr Pearce
201301421 D2013/495024
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Mr Morrow
* Document records attached to

* Ministerial office
- not at this stage
- deal with heart and mind of staff: ESSENTIALS.
Lorna Grange also on witness list.
To the extent they are willing to make a statement.
This case will turn on evidence
falsification of diary notes is most important.
Documents and witness evidence
MLB (said what is your advice should we argue in) Court or negotiate
POSITION: difficult (to say)
Alternative is money.
Mr Jarratt (received) $ balance of contract.
*She will argue for a million dollars.
Letter from Punch: (claims the) Memorandum is defamatory
Full and final release
Needs settlement.
*Expensive litigation.
*Commissioner will be distracted by it.
MLB - what would a deed contain
- confidentiality
- all claims
- non disparagement and no comment.
* If (you are) worried re. public damage - mediate
What is her lawyer saying:
* you have a case
* Agencies tend to settle
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* Peter Punch experienced litigator
* If she is wrong and PSEM right her career is over
* You don’t begin unless you are prepared to lose house
* If she is second cost order against her.
* Will the lawyers ventilate this publicly?
Unlikely
Media interest is normal
Public interest normal
* Don’t acquiesce to lose their position
(They have their) foot on the throat because of the strategy.
When terminated
Some Courts have statutory power to reinstate
+Supreme Court does not have that power
+If the person contests dismissal from day 1 - if you took 12 months to run it
not so attentive.

Court

NEXT TUESDAY
(We are in Court next Tuesday to) discuss TT Timetable and allegations (re gathering evidence
see letter from Peter Punch)
Go before Registrar to file proceedings
Think about what we are discussing.
Sit down with mediator before money is spent.
Commissioner
Email: no evidence of ‘harvesting” evidence.
What do I do? Record it and give it to us. Not a discussion we can use(fully have)
We would like to know but case is as good as it was on 14 May 2013.
Kear: Forum in Manly. (Ms McCarthy) spoke against Pearce and Kear. I have telephone
notes received after the event. File notes in your mind at the time of dismissing.
That is another witness.
Commissioner –
*I had received advice from Stewart Clark of Clayton Utz. Why?
What are the outcomes - legal advice re what I have done.
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post discussion

Ombudsman – would you like me to send stuff.
Do not send it to them, keep communications to them.
Appropriate to keep lines of communication, avail yourself of documents.

Any concerns – (we can discuss them further) in teleconference or face to face on Thursday, (after
we receive your material).

Signed:
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Statement by Murray Alexander Kear
Commissioner
NSW State Emergency Service
29 May 2013
Concerning meeting with Tara McCarthy at approximately 1400 hours on
14 May 2013.
At approximately 1400 hours on the 14 May 2013 I asked my Senior Executive
Assistant to have both Deputy Commissioner Tara McCarthy and Assistant
Commissioner Mark Morrow to come to my office.
Mark Morrow entered the room followed by Tara McCarthy.
The following I believe is a true and accurate record of the conversations that
occurred during that meeting.
Commissioner: “Tara, it is unfortunate that I have to tell you that I have formed
the opinion that I have lost trust and confidence in you as my Deputy
Commissioner. I have discussed this with the Public Service Commissioner, the
Crown Solicitors and the Ministers office, and therefore it is my intention to
terminate your contract”.
“To allow you procedural fairness, is there anything that you would like to say or
do with regards to my intention to terminate your contract”
Tara McCarthy: “No, I will take advice on that”.
“Is it immediate”.
Commissioner: “It is unless, as I said, to allow you procedural fairness, unless
you have something to say or offer, then it is immediate”.
Tara McCarthy: “No I don’t”.
Commissioner: “In that case here is the letter confirming your termination.
Mark will now go with you to your office where you can pack up your personal
belongings. You can take your time, and then Mark will go with you to your
vehicle and allow you to do the same. I will give Mark this checklist to ensure
that we obtain your phone, credit card, access card etc… Once you have finished,
we have organised a cab to take you home. Is there anything else you would like
to say?”
Tara McCarthy: “No”.
Tara and Mark then left my office.
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File Note

Matter:

McCarthy T v State of New South Wales

Matter No:

201301421

Telephone:
Conference:

CSO Officer:

Attendance:

With:

Peteris Ginters, Commissioner Kear, Ms Lida Kaban, MaryLouise Battilana

Date:

30 May 2013

Time: 11.30am

Other:
Confidential

Conference – Crown Solicitor’s Office – 30 May 2013
In attendance: Peteris Ginters, Lida Kaban AG Dept and Mary-Louise Battilana (Min of Police)
*Explanation of s. 77 by Peteris Ginters (by way of background to matter and current view of the
position)
(Referred) to Explanatory memorandum
Amendments went in before judgment decided. If you affect rights of individuals you must afford
procedural fairness.
Contract was up to five years.
If to be removed: (you are required to be) given opportunity to explain why it should not happen –
see paragraphs 63 and 64 of Jarratt advice
If in Supreme Court
Difference with Jarratt – (here) P (leadings) makes reinstatement the issue
s. 77 invalidly exercised therefore go back to decision-maker, therefore never removed
Legal question as to whether court will make (order) specific performance
This is the case TO DO IT
1. Lose - denial of procedural fairness
2. Can’t win without Commissioner Kear in the witness box.


Plaintiff alleges public interest disclosures



Important, what did he rely on to say loss of confidence - Commissioner



To put him in witness (box) Not per se
but to other people
fine distinction.

- Concern re cross-examination.
201301421 D2013/495273
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Investigation – poor by Commissioner
(Court has) Capacity to put her back
Alternative solution – bring her back and do process properly.
Why pay out – Jarrett got all of it (balance of contract)
We (the State) led no evidence in mitigation
McCarthy - call expert.
Curriculum Vitae: removed
*current attempt to get another job.
Any expert from her side.
Allegations raised by McCarthy.
Signed off on private motor vehicle
Koroshi and Performance:
1) no tender
2) non-government template contractors.
Deputy Commissioner Pearce bid at $240,000
Ms McCarthy notifies ICAC
Commissioner says not corrupt.
* No investigation of allegations that should put price at $240,000.
Commissioner will be hammered
Credit card
Surf boards
Electronic brakes – camper van
She discovered it
Corporate credit card
* Raises whole series
Accounts
Meals, morning tea, afternoon tea, lunches
Memo 23 April – Allegations
7/5 - initial review
201301421 D2013/495273
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Mitigation argument only
Fractious relationship – how could she come back
12 o’clock : Tele-conference with Commissioner present
(Peteris indicated that) Peter Kite has been appointed mediator (and we now) need to have
understanding of the matters we need to resolve.
Miss McCarthy - reinstatement: will be starting position.
Resolve (by way of) money.
SES would not consider putting her back – will consider overnight.
Ms McCarthy:

SOORT entitlement
No point taken.
Would you encourage her to go to SOORT and seek maximum compensation.

Commissioner: We have encouraged her to go to SOORT – communication (was made) through David
Roden.
Commissioner: SES not attempt to persuade SOORT other than to pay.
Peteris: Her starting point - entitled to contractual damages.
- If case runs, how long do you anticipate getting another (person
to fill the) position
Peteris: How much less than full balance is difficult to assess.
Peteris: What is it we would do now you know the amount of maximum exposure
Consider
Further discussion absent
(I have) real reservations re calling you as a witness
Absent you giving evidence we have minimal chance of success.
Peteris any thought re (amount of)money
Commissioner: consider it from Government perspective.
*Million; consider amount between SOORT and that. Negotiate down.
Peteris: Starting point:
SOORT - determination will be supported.
Nothing under statute on assumption it was a valid exercise of removal
Read statement: cogent but you need to give this evidence.
Commissioner: what is the process (re mediation)
201301421 D2013/495273
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Peteris: Opening statement
Private discussion with mediator
Practical assessment: what is a good starting point.
Commissioner: Favour a monetary offer. I have discuss(ed) with the Ministry, SES budget pay it.
I shall come back to you; Do not want to go through trial with SES.
Peteris: (I do) not (want) ultimate figure / RANGE: Do not give me your all-up figure.
Practicalities: (the mediation will start at) 10.15 tomorrow
Read the affidavit
Separate rooms
Fluid process
Consensual – can’t force the outcome.
Wear uniform
ASK MLB to leave
Run legal argument: 1. No procedural fairness - s. 77, requires us to afford procedural fairness.
2. Your statement, good indication of willingness to respond.
All things being equal, good re fairness.
Affidavit evidence; cross-examination re plaintiff’s employment.
* First set of allegations, Korochi and Performance.
Section 11 ICAC.
You spoke to Pearce – mistaken
by not going to tender
ignorant with proper process
Seen from folder/ ICAC - not corrupt – we shall not proceed
What is missing? Allegation in two folders: 1) Not use of government contract; 2) Pearce told her.
29/10/13 – page 11 - David Rae and Alan Cush not told to me.
*24/26 /read through affidavit and make comments.
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Tab G –
What was done to investigate:
Only discussed with Pearce
He had not set the price.
I did not question anyone else.
All I had was the
What did Pearce say re $240,000.
I knew Koroshi and Performance
I had no allegation price set by Steve or anyone else.
You did have allegation re quote of 240,000.
Came in last month or two
Other than discussion with Pearce, what other steps did you take?
Nothing
As far as C(ontracts) were discussed.
I had no evidence that it was Steve Pearce (who) said price came from contractor
I spoke to Cooke – he did not say Steve Pearce set the price
Did you put it to Mr Cook or ask investigator to check?
No
Allegation re dismissal – substantially in reprisal, (1) J – diary - (2) K travel ?.
(3) ICAC contracts
Her argument: undoubted that is PDs ? which has most impact.
I need you to explain what it was that you caused loss of confidence.
Summary at beginning of statement.
- vexatious stuff: PG: Yes disclosure to me, same statement to other
conference.

at

Talk re her belief in the competence of the executive.
Statements re Morrow, Newton, Helen Bow, Pearce and others
Discussion with Treasury re overtime conditions above the odds
Wrong advice
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Caused angst with staff
When confronted you could have taken Treasury on.
Keen to get senior female on executive.
Had referee saying that she was not suitable
Then (arranged) personality profile before she (was) offered the job
Even though I heard of these things I hired her
Peteris asked, why a five-year contract?
I made up my mind after three interviews; had a discussion with Steve
Pearce;offered her a contract for five years.
(You could have offered) Shorter than that
Colleen Q?: could grow (into the job)
Top of salary range?
(She was) WorkCover director on contract for various continuing projects
Commissioner:
(There was) Constant difficulty to get her to brief me on projects (provide me
with) written reports
Peteris: What about performance management?
Only verbal discussions
(Arranged) professional development - identified coaches
Employee assistance program – Graham Farmer
* Early breakdown in trust between Ms McCarthy and ME
* (This occurred over a) Range of decisions
Re peoples’ vehicles
Phil Schafer
Re accessories
Continued (request from Ms McCarthy for) explanation for my decisions
Appear to accept it but then go away and voice her opposition.
Refer to annexure M – 7/5/13. But dismissed in May
Refers to J
Lorna shocked she was included
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* Over those four days Tara knew allegations incorrect
I got her side of things
(I was) Disappointed that Tara did not correct her report
* Credit cards: (I) Had discussion on day they were referred to me.
She refused to accept what I had to say.
She alleged I removed the majority of credit cards.
Public forum:
Australian Institute of Police management:
- made public comments
‘Late to mid-April’ I found out about it
Did you confront her:
Yes I said (I was) disappointed
She turned her nose up about it
(What was) Active in your mind when you made decision?
*Whole build-up of decisions since September 2012 of lack of trust
Fabrication: Known to be false
but that she was involved in poor decision-making
Credit card report: what is your position?
Engaged IAB with further investigation
to investigate Steve Pearce
Peteris: Westin
Sofitel
Over Award payments – yes
It does trouble me
(He said) Most places booked by others
Where Helensburgh: 55 kilometres to Sydney
30 kilometres to Wollongong
Commissioner:
Spreadsheets
201301421 D2013/495273
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Purchase of lunch on one day
(It depends on) How far you travel on one day trip
Travel more than 100 kilometres: (you are entitled)
Majority of the claims were compliant.
* I do not want you here any more
* Concern re chronology:
Lot on [

] of 23/4 allegations

Deed of release
Termination so close after allegations have been made with no real investigation of the seriousness
of the allegation

Signed:
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17 June 2013
Mr Andrew Edwards
Director Finance, Assets and Knowledge
NSW State Emergency Service
PO Box MC 6126
WOLLONGONG NSW 2521

Dear Andrew,
ANALYSIS OF CREDIT CARD EXPENDITURE
INTRODUCTION
This report details the results of our recent analysis of credit card and petty cash expenditure for
two senior officers (Murray Kear and Tara McCarty) of the State Emergency Service (SES). This
review was a specially commissioned review in addition to the SES’s approved 2012/2013 Internal
Audit Plan. Our analysis was carried out during June 2013.
OBJECTIVE AND WORK UNDERTAKEN
The aim of the review was to examine all identified credit card and petty cash transactions of the
two officers to identify any transactions which may appear to contravene SES Policy and
Procedures or NSW Government Guidelines. The period of transactions reviewed covered the
period of September 2010 to December 2012.
The Manager Finance provided copies of relevant credit card statements, petty cash journals and
supporting documentation. We were also provided by the Senior Executive Assistant with a list of
details for Murray Kear and Tara McCarthy including:


Addresses



Events attended in Sydney and Wollongong



Overseas travel



Attendance at Boards and Committees



Leave taken



Who was acting Commission when Commissioner was on leave



Termination date for Tara McCarthy



The approving officer for the Commissioner’s monthly credit card reconciliation statement.

IAB Level 2, 1 Oxford Street, Darlinghurst NSW 2010 PO Box 234 Darlinghurst NSW 1300
T: (02) 9261 9100 F: (02) 9261 9111 E: contactus@iab.nsw.gov.au W: www.iab.nsw.gov.au
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We tested all identified individual transactions listed on statements provided to determine whether:


Recorded purchases were related to the officer’s duties



Travel was approved



Meal and accommodation expenses were within Department of Premier and Cabinet
guidelines for the financial year they were incurred



Mastercard Expense or Travel Reimbursement claim forms were completed by the cardholder
and correctly approved



Tax Invoices and EFTPOS terminal receipt details matched the various claims forms and
cardholder statement



The GST Code was correct



A properly completed Statutory Declaration was completed where the receipt / Tax Invoice
had been misplaced



The transaction was undertaken as part of their duties.

We utilised the workpaper format prepared when reviewing similar credit card and petty cash
transactions for SES Officer Stephen Pearce. In the attached spreadsheets we have recorded
transactions which appear to contravene, to some degree, NSW Government Guidelines, SES
Policy and Procedures or and related financial and administrative procedures. There are twenty-one
(21) such transactions listed for Murray Kear and one (1) for Tara McCarty. All twenty two (22)
transactions listed relate to credit card expenditure; there were no instances of issues identified for
petty claims for these two officers.
CONCLUSION
Our overall conclusion based on testing undertaken of the two officers’ transactions was
that there were no transactions identified that would warrant a formal investigation into
their activities. However, there was a number of management control issues identified
relating to the transactions listed on the attached spreadsheets. A summary of these issues
is detailed below.
CONTROL ISSUES IDENTIFIED
The testing identified a number of management control issues that may require further follow-up.
These were:


There was one instance of an asset purchased by credit card (a business card scanner for $269)
where management should substantiate that the equipment is still being held by the SES.



There were seven instances where there was a lost receipt/Tax Invoice for credit card
expenditure but the transaction was processed with a GST Code ‘P1’ meaning the Input Tax
Credit was claimed. In instances without a receipt or valid Tax Invoice (required for purchases
over $82.50 GST inclusive) the GST Input tax Credit cannot be claimed and the GST Code of
‘P0’ should be used. We noted that in all of these instances Statutory Declarations were
correctly furnished for the missing receipts/Tax Invoices as required by the SES Credit Card
Policy.
Page 2
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There were two instances identified for the purchase of airline club memberships by credit
card at Sydney domestic airport for the Commissioner. A recommendation contained in a
recent similar review conducted by us was the practice of purchasing club memberships for
SES officers should cease. However, based on the number of intra and interstate trips made
by the Commissioner it would appear that his club memberships would be justified.



Fuel was purchased on three occasions without details of the vehicle being recorded.
Management should check that the fuel purchases were recorded against the Commissioner’s
vehicle.



There was one instant identified where there was a potential duplicated transaction. There
were two $52 transactions dated 5/02/11 on the Commissioner’s card statement for car
parking at Sydney airport but only one receipt was provided. Finance staff should check
whether this is a possible duplicated transaction charged to the SES.



We noted that for the majority of events utilising the Commission’s credit card where alcohol
was consumed that an attempt was made to reimburse for the alcohol component of such
meals / events. However, three transactions were identified where we could not specifically
confirm that this had occurred.



There were four occasions where the expense incurred by the Commissioner for
accommodation in Sydney was over the allowable Daily Travel Rate. However, we note that
the accommodation expense incurred was for valid business purposes, and as a Senior
Executive Service officer the Commissioner could normally be expected to be able to claim
‘actual’ expenses for such accommodation.

This report should be read together with Attachment A: Report Accountability and

Responsibility Statement.

The Internal Audit Team responsible for this report is as follows:
 Phil O’Toole, IAB Director (Project Director) – Ph. 9261 9105
 Russell Hammond, IAB Senior Consultant (Auditor)

Yours sincerely

Phil O’Toole
DIRECTOR
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AND

RESPONSIBILITY

IAB takes responsibility for this report, which is prepared on the basis of the limitations set out below.
It is important to note that there is an unavoidable risk in any assurance project that fraud or
irregularity may not be detected. This is due to the sample basis upon which our testing is conducted
and the inherent limitations of any system of internal control. This review therefore should not be
relied upon to disclose fraudulent activities.
The matters raised in this report are only those that came to our attention during the course of our
review and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all
improvements that might be made. SES should assess recommendations for improvements for their
full commercial and operational impact before they are implemented.
This report is confidential, has been prepared solely for the use of SES and ownership of the report
and any attachments lies with your organisation. It is the responsibility of your organisation to
determine if you wish to release this report, in whole or in part. Costs of information requests under
any Freedom of Information legislation such as the NSW Government Information (Public access)
Act 2009 or the Commonwealth Freedom of Information Act 1982 or Subpoenas arising from actions
taken by individuals or groups as a result of this report will be passed on to your organisation.
No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report has not been prepared, and is not
intended, for any other purpose.
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ATTACHMENT B – CREDIT CARD AND PETTY CASH TRANSACTIONS – TARA MCCARTHY
Project Code 1757

Prepared By
RPH

Process Credit Card, Cash Claims and Petty Cash
Transactions Tara McCarthy - All transaction
identified

Sample Selection Method All between 3/9/12
and 31/12/12.

Reference No 2.1

Total

Type of
Transaction

Credit Card

Financial
Year

11/12

Month
End

7/10/2012

Statement
W/P

N/A

Receipt
W/P

N/A

Client
W/P

V5

269.00

Amount

269.00

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

26/09/2012

Description

Webvision

Where

What

Type

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Mudgeeraba

Cardscan
Executive
V9
Business
card
Scanner

Scanner/hard
ware

A/Commissio
ner

Correct
Delegation

Issue/s

Yes

Is the
scanner
still held
by SES?
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ATTACHMENT C – CREDIT CARD AND PETTY CASH TRANSACTIONS – MURRAY KEAR
Project Code 1757

Prepared By
RPH

Process Credit Card, Cash Claims and Petty Cash
Transactions Murray Kear - All transaction identified

Sample Selection Method All between 3/9/12
and 31/12/12.

Reference No 3.1

Total

Type of
Transaction

Financial
Year

Month
End

Statement
W/P

Receipt
W/P

Client
W/P

6,073.24

Amount

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

Description

Where

What

Type

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Correct
Delegation

Credit Card

10/11

7/11/2010

N/A

N/A

V20

541.00

22/10/2010

Qantas

Mascot

Meeting
Room and
Catering

SES JVCC
Meeting

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

8/12/2010

N/A

N/A

V32

77.00

14/11/2010

The Sebel
Parramatta

Parramatta

Meal

State
Controller's
Conference

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

8/12/2010

N/A

N/A

V33

59.16

2/12/2010

Sydney
Hosp
Carpark

Sydney

Parking

Car parking

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Issue/s

No
breakdow
n of
$192.00
identifed
as catering
componen
t. Was
alcohol
served at
the
meeting?
No
evidence
of
reimburse
ment of
$13.00 for
beverages
on
12/11/10.
Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
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Type of
Transaction

Financial
Year

Month
End

Statement
W/P

Receipt
W/P

Client
W/P

Amount

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

Description

616

Where

What

Type

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Correct
Delegation

Credit Card

10/11

6/01/2011

N/A

N/A

V36

150.00

13/12/2010

The Golden
Age Motor

Queanbeyan

Accomoda
tion

Event F11026

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

6/02/2011

N/A

N/A

V36

160.37

22/01/2011

BP Kirrawee

Kirrawee

Fuel

Fuel for
vehicle
BI93YF

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

6/03/2011

N/A

N/A

V34

52.00

5/02/2011

Syd Airport
Parking

Mascot

Parking

Car parking

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

6/03/2011

N/A

N/A

V37

178.29

16/02/2011

BP Fairy
Meadow

Fairy
Meadow

Fuel

Diesel

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Issue/s

Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
Two
$52.00
purchases
for the
same
amount on
the same
day with
only one
receipt.
Was this a
duplicated
transaction
?
No vehicle
descriptio
n listed.
Was
purchased
matched
to
Commissi
oner's or
SES
vehcile?
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Type of
Transaction

Credit Card

Credit Card

Credit Card

Financial
Year

10/11

10/11

10/11

Month
End

8/05/2011

6/06/2011

6/06/2011

Statement
W/P

N/A

N/A

N/A

Receipt
W/P

N/A

N/A

N/A

Client
W/P

V46

V47

Not
provided

Amount

201.08

349.95

391.79

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

7/04/2011

27/05/2011

26/05/2011

Description

WW Petrol

Intercon
Hotel

Intercon
Hotel

617

Where

Appin

Sydney

Sydney

What

Type

Fuel

Diesel

Accomoda
tion

Reception at
Government
House
10/6/11.
Booked online.

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Deputy
Commissioner

Deputy
Commissioner

Correct
Delegation

Yes

No vehicle
descriptio
n listed.
Was
purchased
matched
to
Commissi
oner's or
SES
vehcile?

Yes

Amount is
over Daily
Travel
Rate for
Sydney.

Accomoda
tion

Unable to
confirm reason
for transaction

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

10/11

6/06/2011

N/A

N/A

V49

249.00

6/06/2011

Virgin Blue

Spring Hill

Membersh
ip

Commissioner'
s Virgin Blue
Lounge
Membership
Renewal

Credit Card

11/12

6/07/2011

N/A

N/A

V14

130.81

7/06/2011

Avis
Australia

Mascot

Car Hire

Use at Murray
Region
Conference

Issue/s

Amount is
potentially
over Daily
Travel
Rate for
Sydney.
Valid
purchases
but the
future
purchase
of this
type of
membersh
ip is to be
reviewed
by SES.
Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
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Type of
Transaction

Financial
Year

Month
End

Statement
W/P

Receipt
W/P

Client
W/P

Amount

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

Description

618

Where

What

Type

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Correct
Delegation

Credit Card

11/12

7/08/2011

N/A

N/A

V12

1,477.90

11/07/2011

Alphutte
Restaurant

Adelaide

Dinner

30 people at
ACSES Event

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

11/12

6/09/2011

N/A

N/A

V16

436.45

20/08/2011

Sir Stamford
C-Quay

Sydney

Accomoda
tion and
parking

Police
Commissioner'
s Dinner

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Accomoda
tion

Hilton Hotel
Sydney for
Govt. House
Investiture and
Fire and
Rescue NSW
Ball 8/9/11

Credit Card

Credit Card

Credit Card

11/12

11/12

11/12

6/10/2011

6/11/2011

6/11/2011

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

V14A

V28

V22

303.95

10.50

552.00

8/09/2011

13/11/2011

18/10/2011

Wotif Com

Qty Suites
Pioneer

Qantas

Milton

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Towradgi

Breakfast

Commissioner'
s Conference

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Mascot

Membersh
ip

Commissioner'
s Qantas Club
Membership
Renewal

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Issue/s

Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
Amount is
over Daily
Travel
Rate for
Sydney.
Amount is
over Daily
Travel
Rate for
Sydney.
Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
Valid
purchases
but the
future
purchase
of this
type of
membersh
ip is to be
reviewed
by SES.
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Type of
Transaction

Financial
Year

Month
End

Statement
W/P

Receipt
W/P

Client
W/P

Amount

Date of
Transaction
on Statement

Description

619

Where

What

Type

Schedule of
Payment
Approved /
Petty Cash
Docket by

Correct
Delegation

Credit Card

11/12

6/03/2012

N/A

N/A

V38

79.00

1/03/2012

Wilson
Parking Syd1

Sydney

Parking

Car parking

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

11/12

9/04/2012

N/A

N/A

V38

522.50

22/03/2012

GPO Postales Rest

Sydney

Meal and
beverages

Dinner in
conjunction
with Young
Professionals

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

11/12

6/06/2012

N/A

N/A

V47

134.49

30/05/2012

BP Exp
Marulan

Marulan

Fuel

Diesel no Shell
outlet

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Credit Card

11/12

6/06/2012

N/A

N/A

V50

16.00

21/05/2012

Sydney
Olympic
Park

Sydney
Olympic
Park

Parking

Car parking

Deputy
Commissioner

Yes

Issue/s

Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
with GST
P1
Was the
reimbursm
ent of
$135.00
for alcohol
received
and
processed?
No vehicle
descriptio
n listed.
Was
purchase
matched
to
Commissi
oner's or
SES
vehcile?
Lost
receipt
tranactio
n
processed
correctly
with P0
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Fwd: Bonnie Vale

From:

Murray Kear

>

To:

Steven Pearce <steven.pearce@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Tue, 16 Jul 2013 16:30:52 +1000

For your info re Bonnie booking next year
---------- Forwarded message ---------From:
>
Date: Tue, Jul 16, 2013 at 3:12 PM
Subject: Bonnie Vale
To:

Hi Honey,
We are all booked in 11th Jan '14 to 1st Feb '14
On original sites 54, 55, & 56 (Si & Jayne & Kids too)
Forward this to Steve, You can book over the phone now
on 1300 072 757 (not Audley Office)
Sites72 & 74 are available from 12th & 13th Jan, site 73 booked till 19 Jan
Love
Jo
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17 July 2013
Ms Sarah Bradshaw
Principal Advisor
Level 14, Bligh House
4-6 Bligh Street,
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Ms Bradshaw,
I am writing to you in response to your email of 16 July 2013 in relation to the application to SOORT
by Ms Tara McCarthy, former NSW State Emergency Service Deputy Commissioner.
The SES supports Ms McCarthy’s application for a maximum compensation payment of 38 weeks
pursuant to s 78(4) of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act 2002 (PSEM Act).
In response to your requests for confirmatory information I can advise:
1. Ms McCarthy was appointed to the executive position of Deputy Commissioner, Corporate
Services and Planning (the Position), on 3rd September 2012;
2. Ms McCarthy was appointed to the Position on a contract of employment which provided, at
clause 5:
The period for which the executive officer is to hold the position (unless sooner
terminated) is the period of 5 years from 3rd September 2012 to 2 September 2017.

3. At the time of her removal from the Position Ms McCarthy was on an annual remuneration
package of $232,500;
4. Ms McCarthy was removed from the Position under s 77(1) of the PSEM Act without notice
on 14 May 2013. Ms McCarthy was informed that I had lost trust and confidence in her.
5. In addition to the above information the SES notes the following matters:
(a)

There was a genuine dispute between the SES and Ms McCarthy as to the grounds
upon which Ms McCarthy’s removal from the Position under s 77(1) of the PSEM Act
was effected;

(b)

During the course of her employment with the SES Ms McCarthy was not the subject
of any formal adverse performance review;

(c)

Following the removal of Ms McCarthy from the Position I issued an email on 15
May 2013 in the following terms:
It is with regret that I inform you of the termination of Deputy Commissioner
Tara McCarthy’s contract with the NSW SES.
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While Ms McCarthy has overseen a great deal of change for the
organisation, I have lost confidence in her ability to serve the needs of the
members of the NSW SES.
I do not take these decisions lightly but, ultimately, to continue Ms
McCarthy’s tenure with the NSW SES would not be in the best interest of the
Service.
While this is an unfortunately occurrence, I do not want us to lose sight of
the great work we have achieved together and the great work that is yet to
come. Be assured we will continue to achieve the goals we set for 2013 and
beyond.
We are an organisation of 10,000 dedicated people who give so much to
their communities and I remain committed to you as your Commissioner to
help you keep our communities safe.
(d)

Subsequently, on 20 June 2013, I issued an email to all those persons to whom the
15 May 2013 email was sent in the following terms:

I refer to my email dated 15 May 2013.
My comments were not meant to suggest nor should they be taken as any
criticism of Deputy Commissioner McCarthy.
Deputy Commissioner McCarthy has carried out her duties in the SES
honestly and diligently.
I regret any offence that may have been unintentionally caused to Deputy
Commissioner McCarthy and her family.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

Murray Kear AFSM
Commissioner
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Crown Solicitors

From:

Elizabeth Troiani <liz.troiani@ses.nsw.gov.au>

To:

Murray Kear <murray.kear@ses.nsw.gov.au>

Date:

Wed, 14 Aug 2013 09:25:15 +1000

FILE NOTE - TARA McCARTHY
Date

Action

Conversation

10 May 2013
10.45am

Christa Ludlow
Crown Solicitor’s Office

·

·

·
·

Spoke to Christa Ludlow regarding the
processing and issues around the
termination of a Deputy Commissioner.
She agreed that Section 77 of the PSMA
enabled me to terminate contract for no
reason or with a reason, with or without
notice.
She listened to the issues over a 6 months
period, including:
Failure to accept outcomes of decision eg
o No corrupt practice from ICAC
o Not content with performance
management
o Slanderous statements within and
external to SES
o Unsubstantiated allegations

·

·

P (02) 4251 6503

Liz Troiani
Senior Executive Assistant
Office of the Commissioner

M

She advised as there were numerous
reasons for me forming an opinion
concerning confidence and trust that those
two reasons would be sufficient to state.
She indicated that I could allow a short
period to reply to my intentions to dismiss.

(02) 4251 6500

E liz.troiani@ses.nsw.gov.au

NSW State Emergency Service – State Headquarters
6-8 Regent Street

PO Box 6126

Wollongong NSW 2500

Wollongong NSW 2500

FOR EMERGENCY HELP IN FLOODS AND STORMS CALL THE NSW SES ON

132 500

www.ses.nsw.gov.au
This message is intended for the addressee named and may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and notify the sender.
Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the NSW State Emergency Service.
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